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8
,

-----------------X
4

:
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: Docket No. 50-289-SP

6 METROPOLITAN EDISON COMPANY : (Restart Remand on
: Management)

7 (Three Mile Island Nuclear : *

Station, Unit No. 1) :

:
8

- -X--------------

9
~~

The Library, Richards. Hall

10 University Center
2986 North Second Street

11 Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 17110

12 Friday, January 18, 1985
<~x The hearing in the above-entitled matter resumed,( ) 13
x_/ .

14 pursuant to recess, at 9i07 a.m.
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16 JUDGE IVAN W. SMITH, Chairman {
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board

17 Nuclear Regdlatory Commission
Washington, D. C. 20555
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19 " Atomic Safety and Licensing Board
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21
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Sim 1-1 PROCEEDINGSj

JUDGE SMITH: Is there any preliminary business?
2

MR. JORDAN: Judge Smith, there are a few prelimi-'

3

(v
nary matters. We can handle them at the end, but I will run

4

them down for you.
5

First, we received, and I assume the other parties
6

received, and I have talked to counsel for the licensee about
7

this, a copy of a letter of the Atomic Industrial Forum top

Chairman Palladino dated January 14th from what purports to
9

be'the AIF?s Committee on TMI-2 Recovery urging restart of
10

TMI-1.ij

The last page of an attachment indicates that9

(n) 13
Dr. Urhig was on this committee, and I am concerned that,

particularly as a witness in the case here, he is participatingy

in an ex-parte contact, et cetera, to_the Chairman.
15

In discussing the matter with licensee, I believe
16

we have reached agreement to the effect that we would acceptg

as appropriate an explanation of Dr. Urhig's involvement in
18

the committee sending this letter and the two other lettersj9

mentioned in this letter that urge restart that we think
20

ught to be part of the record.in light of his participation
21

as a witness.(~Y 22:LJ
MS. BAUSER: Mr.. Smith, Mr. Jordan pointed this

23

24 letter out to licensee I believe day before yesterday at the

Ace-Federal Recetters, Inc.

25 end of the day. I was not previously aware of this letter

.., . . _ , - .- _ - , _ - _ . . ._ _ _ . . _ _ _ _ _ -
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'
" ~

or the predecessor one or of for that matter Dr. Urhig's

2
involvement in this committee.

v~'T 3(j Dr. Urhig is in California and I have not been

4 able to get hold of him. I would like to note a couple of

5
things though.

6 First of all, Dr. Urhig, although he has been

I a witness for the licensee and a consultant to the licensee,

8 he is not an employee of the licensee and he does many things

that are not necessarily on the licensee's behalf, and I

10
am not sure that his activity here in fact would be at odds

it
with the ex-parte rule.- But I have no problem finding out

12
exactly what his involvement has been in this committee and

_ 13
indicating that by stipulation.

14
JUDGE SMITH: I guess you have resolved it. I

15
am not reassured that there is anything really before us as

16
a Board.

17
MR. JORDAN: I think you are right that we have

18
resolved it. We believe, in light of his_having been a witness ,

19
that this involvement should be part of the record. Now

20
this letter has appeared at this particilar juncture, and

21
it is really in a sense, since we have resolved it, it-is

T!' l 22\/ more a matter of information to the Board than anything you

; would need to rule on.

24
_

JUDGE SMITH: Well, right. I saw that letter_ w.,% %,,,, %,

25
and I began to read it and then I realized that it is'something
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Sim 1-3 1 that I just didn't finish. I realized that it was not appro-

2 priate for our consideration. I never did get as far as the

(~)s
point that you are making. But I stilll want to make sure3

4 that this is handled cleanly in the appropriate way and identify

5 exactly what it is that the Board is concerned about as

6 compared to the Commission as to whom the letter was addressed.

7 I don!t know what it is precisely that we should

8 be concerned about other than perhaps his participation on

9 that committee should have been made a part of the attachment

10 to his testimony showing what his professional background

II was and it is a fact that I think should be considered in

I2 weighing his testimony.

\- 13 MR. JORDAN: That was our view.

'Id JUDGE SMITH: Right, okay. That is as far as

15 I can see the only thing. So with that I guess we should

16 really read the letter. If we are going to look to see how

17 it affects the weight of his testimony, we will have to read

18 the letter.

19 MR. JORDAN: The second point involves the testi-

20 mony of Dr. Persensky for the staff, and it was essentially

21 the updated testimony. The question was whether we were

/~5
( j 22 going to do some more cross-examination or what, and we

,

23 are not going to do cross-examination. We had reached an

24 agreement with the staff on one particular point. There was
was em nenormn anc.

25 a reference in Dr. Persensky's additional testimony to, and
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Sim 1-4 1 I am paraphrasing now, to essentially a satisfaction with

2 the OARP committee's actions with respect to communications

/ 3 issues.
(]_/ .

4 On this point we propose with the staff to simply

5 stipulate to the identity of the new information that

6 Dr. Persensky had received on which he based his new opinion.

7 MS. WAGNER: Yes, and I am seeking some further

8 clarification on that. I hope to be able to do that after

9 the morning break.

10 JUDGE SMITH: Okay.

'l MS. BAUSER: I believe just to clarify something

12 that may appear to be hanging, Mr. Jordan had left open the
O-JN.s 13 possibility the last time we were here of the need to ask

14 further questions Dr. Knief and Mr. Leonard, and I understand,

15 and I would like his confirmation, that that is not necessary

16 and therefore that panel is excused.

17 MR. JORDAN: . That is right.

18 MS. BAUSER: I have one other matter which is

19 -not really preliminary. During my redirect examination of

20 this panel I began questioning the witnesses about experience

23 at the Navy academy, and Mr. Jordan hao some objection in

G
-q j 22 particular because of notice. And I believe that Mr. Jordan

23 and I have talked about this, and in particular the substance

24 of the witnesses, what the witnesses' testimony will be, and
m neaerwt ins.

25 Mr. Jordon does not have objection to my going ahead and

.-
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Sim 1-5.
1 finishing up that point.

~ 2 JUDCE SMITH: Okay.
..

3 MR. JORDAN: Right. I had spoken in terms of
| :

4 voir dire you will recall at the time,.and it is my intention

5 simply not to.do a voir dire initially but just to put it

6 -into cross-examination.

7 _ JUDGE SMITH: All right, fine.

8 So there is'no other preliminary business?

9 (No response. )

'

10 JUDGE SMITH: Okay.

11 Whereupon,

~12 SAMUEL L. NEWTON

13 BRUCE P. LEONARD

14 -- and.--
1

15 MICHAEL J. ROSS
.

16 . resumed'the stand and, having been previously duly sworn,

l'7 wereifurther. examined and testified further as follows:

INDEX- 18 REDIRECT EXAMINATION

-19 BY MS. BAUSER:
,.

20 0 Mr. Leonard, did you have any. responsibilities;---

<21 well, first of all, let me.ask you this.

()~ . 22 .When.were you at the Navy acadeny?

,23 A .(Witness' Leonard) That was probably approximately

24 . July of 1972 to June 1976.
Am.Feesres nosorers,Inc.

25 .O Did you have any responsibilities while you were

..
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- Sim 1-6
1 at the Navy acadeny~ associated with investigations and

2 resolution of cheating incidents?

3 A During that time frame I was assigned to the

4 Brigade Honor Committee during the last two years of school

5 there, during '75 to '76 and '74 to '75. I was assigned both

6 as an investigating officer and as a board member over the

7 -two-year time frame.

8 I Participated in approximately 30 or 35 boards

9 either as an investigating officer or as a board member. A

10 majority of those were as an investigating officer.

'

11 Q How much of your time and how often did these
1-

12 inv estigations take place?

I ) 13 A Each case was unique in itself. It really

14 involved the circumstances to determine how long each case
~

|
15 took. Investigations could last as long as one or two days

|

16 and in some cases they lastedLas long as two or three weeks,

E 17 and'that wasn't full time. That was basically after school

18 hours that the investigations had to occur.

19 As a board member, some boards lasted one to two

'20 hours and~in.some cases they lasted up to eight hours. So

21 the time that I spent as a Brigade Honor Committee memeber'

'( ) 22 varied for each caso depending ct the case that was involved.

23 Those cases ran from anywheres from cheating on term papers

24 and cheating on exams and in some. cases lying. Those cases
wreswei n porari inc.

25 were.probably around 10 to 15 percent of the caso load that
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Sim 1-7 -1 I had.
.

2 On a routine basis I would be assigned approximately

3 two a month on the average. In some cases if a specific

O
. 4 . incident came up in which several people were involved or
I'

'5 where there were numerous people involved, that case load

6 would run continuous for weeks. So there may have been some

7 . weeks with three or four cases that I was working on rather

8 than just one or two.

end Sim- 9
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#2-1-Suet 1 Q Was there a widely publicized cheating scandal

2| at the Naval Academy while you were there?

I
3 Am I speaking of the right time frame here?

~}
w/

4 A (Witness Leonard) Yes, ma'am. In 1974, there

5 was a cheating scandal which was very widely publicized and

6 which resitlted in several members of the Honor Committee

7 being called off summer leave to return to the Academy and

8 do investigations and send forward.

9 The incident involved cheating on a navigation

10 final, and that resulted in several members being removed from

11 the brigade and several members being issued punishments. In

12 addition to that, the whole class had to retake the navigation

C
\ 13 final.

'14 In investigating that, my recollection is that I

15 investigated probably four to five cases of, I think it was

'16 upwards of sixty people that were investigated. The cross-

17 -section of people varied, and really trying to determine in

18 that investigation any type of characters that would end up

19 being invalved was rather difficult. We had a cross-section

20 of people as far as academic performance and social livelihood

21 and different types of characters, and so it was very difficult

() 22 for me, as an investigating officer at the initial assignment

23 of a case, to determine just based on the guy's grades in

24 navigation to find out whether he was going to be somebody
Ace-Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 that the case would be easy to investigate or difficult to
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(#2-2-Suet 1 investigate. Some of the people had extremely high grades,

-2 and other people had average grades. And there were even some

3 people that were borderlines. It was very, very difficult

4 going into the case to determine:. you know, just to have a good

5 outlook as far as where I had to look for evidence and who I

6 had to talk to, it was difficult to determine.

7 Q Was your experience in that particular incident

8 or incidents comparable to your experience when you investigat-

'9 ed other cheating incidents?

10 In other words, did you see any correlation and,

11 if so, what between-an individual's academic standing or-

~12 achievement.. level and his decision to cheat?
..

'

- 13 -A Well, the similarities between the 1974 cheating

'

14 incident and those which I had been previously involved in and

15 those I had' involvement in in the following year were very

16 close. -Trying to do it, like I-mentioned before, even with-

17 a_small group of people who were all classmates and were all
~

18 taking the same course, trying to establish ahead of time or

19 even trying to establish after the cases had been heard and

20 the judgment had been made by the Committee, trying-to establish

21 why somebody cheated, unless they came right out and said'it,

22 or trying to establish the type of personality that was in-

23 voled was' difficult..
24 None of us were experts at cheating, none of us

Ae+essrei nose,sers, Inc.

25 were -- had received extensive training on psychology relating
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#2-3-Suet 1 to cheating but we had s t on many boards, we had investigateda

2 numerous cases, and that experience I don't think gave us

3 any more insight into the types of personality traits than

'4 other people that were involved with it.

5 0 What about the types of -- what about the quality

0 cf academic performance that was involved?

7 A The academic performance really didn't relate to

8 who would cheat and who wouldn't cheat. In my exposure to

9 those cases that I sat on and those ones that I investigated,

10 there were numerous cases where guys had very high grades, had

11
exceptional grades, and for some reason, due to peer pressure,

.

12
due to family pressure or some other reason, they were compel-

13'

led to cheat and there was no correlation of, you know, a"

"
repeatable correlation that I saw that related their academic

15
performance to their need to cheat.

16
I didn't see any correlation there.

MS. BAUSER: I have no further questions.

8 MR. JORDAN: I thought we started with Mr. Newton

19
last time. We are not going to do him?

1

MS. BAUSER: Correct.

MR. JORDAN: Okay.

('O 22) RECROSS EXAMINATION

BY MR. JORDAN:

24ggg, O Mr. Leonard, I want to go down the same track and

25
get some more detail on it. The boards -- I take it, these

. - . - _ - - .. - - . . -- --- - . - ,. -
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:

p #2-4-Suet | 1 were the judgment -- the people who would judge the cases, much

'2 like this Board judges this case?
2..

.4 ~

'3 That was the function --;. -;

b 4 A Yes, sir.

j- 5 Q -- of the Board? ,

!
;

6 - A . The Brigade Honor Committee was made up of

4' 7 representatives from each company. There were thirty-six

I 8 ' companies at the Academy. They were representatives of each

: 9 company and there also officers on the Honor Committee which

10 were separate from the representatives from each-company.

11 And of those members, in each case members were-
a
~

'12 assigned as Board members or they were assigned as investigat- 4

i ) 13 ing officers. The Committee itself -- the Board itselfLheard
:

14 the case-from the investigating officer-plus the accused was
:
2 15 . allowed to present his case with assistance from somebody'that
7

16 was assigned from the Committee.

{ 17 And the Board heard the case and made a recommenda-

18 tion to the Superintendent regarding removal:or regarding
;,

19 punitive action involving the cheating incident.,

| ' 20 Q Was the purpose of the investigation to determine --

| 21 I suppose the first purpose of'the investigation would be~to'

:

(}'

22 determine'whether the cheating happened or not, right?

{' 23 A Yes, sir.

,24
Q And then in addition was the purpose of the,

A 4.swas n nm. inc..

25 investigation to learn why the individual cheated, to the.best

:
a

f

-C' r-- - -g- -w-- y m n-- n , w w w. , e -M , -r e r, w n m,, ,n-e--er%.c rew r . - __ rw=,--wynm .m e , e-v e-m e4 w - e.,--- .m
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#2-5-Suet I that you could do?

2 A Yes, sir. That was pursued by the Board itself

'3 as to what the reasons were, because one of the situations --fs
't

4 one of the considerations that the Board had to take in making

5 its recommendation to the Superintendent was were there.any

6 extenuating circumstances. In that case, why he cheated may

7 impact on the Superintendent's decision.

8 Q And all of the members of the Board and the

9 investigators were all midshipmen; that is, to say, I gather

10 that's the term? Students at the Academy?

11 A Yes, sir.

12 Q Did they call upon any outside expertise --

(3
( ,/ 13 A No, sir.

'

14 0 -- psychologists or somebody like that?

15 A No, sir. The Honor Committee was strictly a

16 brigade of midshipmen. There was no counsel from outside in-

17 vited or no experts invited.

18 Q Now with respect -- I gather that your conclusion

19 is that -- from this is that the reasons people cheat are

20 very personal and very specific to the individuals in

l!1 question.-

{) 22 Is that a fair statement?

23 A Sir, my conclusion from my involvement with both

24 investigations and sitting on Boards was that it was -- to
Ass-Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 come up with a correlation as to what type of person cheated,
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#2-6-Suet 1 and to say if a person is in a certain category nis likelihood

2 to cheat is a lot -- was a lot higher, from my involvement I

gg 3 couldn't come up with that correlation.
V

4 Q And it seems to me that means that the best you

5 could -- that since you couldn't tell that correlation, it

6 must have to do with something that perhaps you can't determine

7 about each particular individual? Each one has his own reasons

8 that may not relate to why anybody else cheats.

9 Is that right?

10 A Sir, the reasons why they cheated was brought out

11 hopefully. In the Board, as I mentioned, extenuating circum-

12 stances was always a consideration in hearing each case.

s/ 13 And the reasons why each person cheated varied

14 from one person to the next. So in trying to establish a

15 specific reason and tying that to the reason why they cheated

16 were varied. That's correct.

END #2 17

Joe flws. 18

19

20

21

n
_

23

24
Ass-Fedstol Reporters, Inc.
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1 Q And that holds true for, I think you gave the

2 example of the navigation final. In other scrds, one

e's 3 particular exam,.the same point holds true, that even on one
kJ

_4 particular exam the various reasons for cheating were

5 different?

6 A Yes, sir. On the navigation final, the reasons

7 why each person cheated, although somewhat similar, there

8 were different reasons why each person cheated.

9 Q Now, you said you couldn't draw a correlation

10 between whether somebody had had a high academic performance,

11 or low academic performance, and whether they eventually

12 - cheated.

f)
\./ 13 Could you draw a correlation between whether the

14 individuals knew, or believed they knew the questions on which

15 they 6 heated?

16 Well, let me step back. Did they cheat on, say,

17 the navigation final in particular, for example, did indivi-

18 duals cheat on the entire exam, or did they cheat on

19 particular questions, if you can draw that distinction?

20 A To my recollection, sir, the personnel that were

21 removed due to cheating, there were some answers that they

in 22 used verbatim from results of their cheating, the exams that.( )
23 they had been taking. There were some answers that they

24 answered independently that were correct, but didn't closely
Asm-Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 follow the types of answers that were expected on the answer
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,
-1 key. Some people could have answered and passed the test,

2 and from the previous academic performance indicated they would

3 have passed the test.

4 A (Witness Newton) Excuse me. Mr. Jordan, I got

-5 to Annapolis as a Company Officer just as that whole thing

6 was happening, so I wasn't involved in the investigation or

7 anything like that, but as I remember the circumstances, and

8 Mr. Leonard can correct me if I am wrong, the issue, or the

9 way the thing started was that several people had obtained

10 copies of_the examination ahead of time, and so in a sense

11 some people had access to the entire examination.

12 Others that got involved got involved by talking

13 to some of them on their way to the test.

14 So, the degree of access that somebody had in which

15 questions or the amount of questions that they might have

16 cheated on varied widely.

17 Q It is possible, is it not, that someone who had a

18 -prior -- up to-the point of his cheating, whether on the

19 navigation final or .any other in which you are familiar,

20 someone who up to that point had had a good, high ' quality.

21 ~ academic record, could none the less feel that he didn't

?
22 know the material adequately on that particular test?(.
23 A (Witness Leonard) Yes, sir that is~a possibility

24 in some cases that were -- that: occurred. A lot of the
Am-Feder3 Reporters, Inc.

25 cheating that occurred, that was investigated, some..of them

. -- - . .. . - - . -
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1
involved situations that were just due to convenience, not

2 'necessarily the fact they didn't know that specific answer'' -

3 ~ on'the' specific test. It was the convenience. They had

4 been passed the exam and they looked at it, and there they.

-5 were. 'If they looked.at it,.used that knowledge, or recall

6 having seen an exam, their answer closely followed the answer

7 in-theuanswer key.

8 Q- Were you there referring to the navigation final

9 ' incident in particular?

10 A Yes, sir.
~!

_11 _Q ' Setting aside examples of convenience for the

12 moment, -- I am not sure whether you' answered the question.
~

13 The question really is, it is.possible, is it not, for-;

- 14 someone who had a high academic record nonetheless to believe

15 that-he doesn't'know material on a particular exam adequately,

E 16 before he takes-the exam?-

'17 A Yes, sir, that is true that some person with a

'18 :high performance 'might not know all the answers ' to all the

19 questions..

20 Q I am, not asking ~ you that. _I am asking whether -- if
,

21 h'e doesn't know all the answers to all the questions, and then

) 22 L he takess the exam and 'doesn't cheat, that will show up. I am

23 really asking you whether he believes he.knows the material >

24 adequately'.to do well-on the exam. It is possible that someone
Ase+ sere neserne , inc.

25 with a'high' academic performance may still believe he doesn't'

*
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1

1 know the material adequately.

2 A Yes, sir, I believe that is possible.

3 Q Just as, presumably, it is possible for someone with]
~J

4 a low academic record to believe that he doesn't know the>

5 material adequately on a particular exam?

6 A Yes, sir; but most likely the person with a low

7 academic performance may feel he doesn't know more -- he

8 knows less than the person with a high academic performance.

9 Q Of course, the person with the high academic

10 performance may feel pressures from family or the Brigade or

11 his professors or somebody -- Admiral Rickover, or whoever

12 lua may be talking to -- to maintain his high level of academic
p
(_) 13 of performace, that makes the concern as great as somebody who

14 . thinks he may fail the exam?
,

15 A In some cases that is true, sir.

16 Q And either one of those two situations could be
-

17 a motivating factor for cheating, in addition to many-others,

18 isn't that also true?,

19 A Yes, sir. That is the reason I think I previously

20 addressed. The reason why each person cheated is varied and

21 dependent on a lot of. factors, not-to mention the pressure

() 22 from the Brigade, the pressure from home, the pressure to

23 maintain a high academic performance, the pressure.to maintain

24 any academic performance. They are all factors which
' Aes-Federal Rooorters, Inc.

25 . contribute to someone's cheating.
2
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m

1 'Q- Gentlemen, if you can remember back a while,

2 ;before winter came. I will go back to early issues that you

T3 . discussed.
,

J4 Mr. Ross, in' response to some questions from Ms.

5 Bradford, you discussed training on steam generator procedures, ,

6 'and the fact you developed it several times, I guess, through

7 several iterations before you got to the final procedures,

8 people were being trained on it, and retrained over time,

9 is that a fair characterization of the situation?-
.

10 A (Witness Ross) I believe so.- '

11 Q Can you identify the period of time over which

'

.

.this occurred;during which steam generator procedures.were12

- ;

( .
13 being developed, and people were being trained and retrained '

14 on them, until you reached the final versions?

15 A Not. absolutely, no.

~
'

16 Q Can you do it somewhat less than absolutely.

17 Can you give- me an estimate as to ~ whether it was.. a= couple of

:18 years or-a year and a half or ---something like that. A
~

19 reasonable ~ estimate?
.,

k

20 A Not without looking back. It was in the smmmer-

t

21 of one of the recent years we did this. . >

O .

..22 Q It was in the summer that .you both updated and
.

'

]

23 revised.the procedures until you reached the final ones,
,

c
- 24 ~and also-retrained during that period of time? It doesn't

Ase-ressem neernes, inc.

25 sound-like enough time.
,

.

T

-
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1 .A I think our final training was in the May time

2 frame of -- I think it was '83.

3 Q That was at the point where you had reached your

4 final steam generator procedures?

5 A I think we had procedures we could use before that,

6 but I think what we were saying is these are the ones we would

7 go with, and everybody had approved them pretty much.

8 Q Okay. Now, my question then is: I gather from your

9 prior testimony there was a period of time during which you

10 were developing procedures, had different versions, and that

11 people had gone through training on those, ultimately getting

'12 to the final procedures you just described.
.

(-- 13 Can you give me an idea of how long that period of

14 time was?

15 A No, sir.

16 Q Mr. Leonard, do you have an estimate?

17 A (Witness Leonard) Sir, to my recollection there

18 were some initial training done, preliminary procedures in

19 March of '83. . Correction, January of '83. Around that
I

20 time frame.

21 .Those procedures, preliminary, weren't approved

() 22 by the plant. It was done mainly as a program to find out what

23 glitches there were in the procedures, and as a result of that

24 a decision was make not to implement the procedure.
Am-Federd Reporters, Inc.

25 The follow up to that operations, tech functions

(

-
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-j were involved with finalizing procedures, getting comments

2 from operators, and the finalized procedures came out prior

3- (-} to the training that Mr. Ross mentioned. Those procedures
b

4 used to train -- both classroom and simulator training done

'5 at B&W simulator for each crew. A three day session-on the

6 tube rupture procedure itself. At that time it was 12025.-

7 We did training in detail on various types of leaks, anywhere

8 from what Mr. Ross mentioned of about four hundred gallons a

9 minute down to less than .5 gallons. It varied to the

10 severity of the leaks to get the crews response to various

11 emergency action levels and their response in handling
12 primary and secondary.

O'/ 13 Classroom training was also conducted during that

14 time frame which covered the procedure, training -- the

15 technical document which provided backup to the procedure,

16 and we also had B&W, and if they had an information that

17 they could supplement the training with they provided that

to us.
,

19 That training was developed by'the TMI training
20 operations department, or to B&W for their presentation, both
21 the drill guides and the classroom.

I' 22
0 Okay. I gather from your description, if I am'

-

23 right about remembering what Mr. Ross said about the date, you
24 .are talking about a. time period of something like January toAce-FedetW Reporters, inc.

25
May of '83?
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1 A . Time frame for what, sir?

2 Q From the preliminary procedures to the final

3 procedures?

4 A No, sir. I am saying that I can't recall, and

5 maybe Mr. Ross can, as to when they started working on the

6 steam generator procedures. That could have been six months

7 to a year or two years before that.

8 At the time of January '83, the decision was made

9 that during the final stage let's do training --

10 0 Okay. That is fine. But the beginning of the

11 training on them was from March -- I am sorry, -- January.

12 Is that period January to May of '83?

O
N/ 13 A January to May-June '83, yes, sir.

End 3. 14

Mary S fols.
15

'16

17

18

19

20
.

21

f~) 22
%.j

23

24
Ase-Feder3 Reporters, Inc,
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Sim'4-1 ; Q Actually what I was concerned about is whether

7 it was that year or all the way to May of '84, but it is '83.

3 A (Witness Leonard) Sir, that doesn't preclude thes

4 fact that there may have been training prior to those dates

5 n tube ruptures. The specific concern here was that there

was additional technical data available and there were revisionn6

to the procedures which we wanted to implement in training.7

Prior to that date'there were, and Mr. Ross can
8

9 correct me, there were existant procedures which addressed

Ki the primary to secondary leakage which had been trained on.

11 Q And the same would be true, would it not, after

12 that time period that you would get new data or new information

() 13 and be building that into the training program as well?

14 A (Witness Ross) That is correct.

15 Q Mr. Ross, in discussing with the staff you mentioned

16 a three or four-hour tour that'you gave to the reconstituted

17 OARP committee.- Can you remember when that'was?

18 A No, sir.

19 0 You don't recall whether it was in one of their

20 first two trips in the early part of the year or whether it

21 was in August or later?

f) 22 A No, sir.
v

23 Q Your discussed, Mr. Ross, and I believe this was

24 with the staff, the question of job evaluations and you mentioned
Ace-Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 a union contract that to some degree was not clear to me,
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Sim 4-2 1 that prohibited you from doing some kind of job evaluations

2 I think of the operators.

rw 3 Can you explain just what that union contract--

i
~-

4 prevents you from doing in terms of doing evaluations of

5 operator job performance?

6 A I think I characterized it by saying there were

7 evaluations built into the contract, but it was only for the

8 first time period on a job and typically it is 90 days that

9 you run a formal evaluation. That is built into the contract.

10 After that the contract has no provisions for

11 you to sit down and do formal evaluations with the employee.

12 O I am sorry, it has a provision or no provision?

!
13 A No provisions.

1-4 Q Does that mean that you were actually prohibited

15 from doing a formal evaluation of employees' performance?

16 A You are prohibited from using that for anything,

17 yes. You cannot use that for anything that would lead along

18 the job dismissal chain, yes that is correct.

19 Q I see. But you wouldn't be prohibited from doing

20 an evaluation of an operator's performance in great detail,

21 for example, and using that data to improve the training

[S 22 program, for example, or for some purpose unrelated to

23 treatment of the operator? Wouldn't that be accurate?

24 A No, that'would not be accurate. I don't see
Aa-Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 how evaluating his performance would have a lot to do with
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Sim 4-3 i it. His performance is in many areas, not only how he does

2 his-job and his-knowledge, but it is his attendance, the way

he communicates with other departments, how he handles stresse~ .3

])c
and there are a number of other things other than pure knowledge

4

5 or what was taught in a training department.

6 Q Okay. But the matters that do relate to the

7 training department, for example, his knowledge of the plant

as revealed by his actions on the job, you could do a detailed8

evaluation of that and then use that for some training purpose.
9

10 .as long as you didn't use it to discipline him or dismiss

11 -him or something like that, am I right?

12 A Well, let.me say there would be no reason to do

I() 13 that. We have other ways of doing it. We have a number of

14 committees and we have a number of reviews. We have reviews

15 of orals we run. So there would be nothing to gain by doing

_

16 that.

17 0 I am sorry, you said you had reviews or orals? Is

'18 that what you said?

19 A Absolutely. Mr.. Leonard talked about the reviews.

20 We look for weaknesses and we have a committee that looks

21 at what should be gone over in training. So there would be

22 no reason to take the individual and sit down with him on.():\

23 an " evaluation" and do it. We do it other ways.

24 The evaluation is a personal item. It is what
Ase-Federal Reporters..Inc.

25 you do. We have other ways of taking what he needs to be
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Sim 4-4 I trained on and other procedures that cover that.

2 Q Okay. Whether you have other ways to do it and

3fm - whether you think there is any need or reason to do what I
'w]

,

! 4 am suggesting, can you tell me whether in fact the union

5 contract would prohibit you from doing an evaluation of an

6 individual's performance on the job at least with respect

7 to technical matters, understanding of the plant and the

8 other matters that would be taken into account in the training

9 program as long as you don't use it for discipline or dismissal?

10 A The word " prohibit" is a strong word. Let me just

- II . characterize it by saying yes, we could do it, but if the

12 union thought it was an intimidation process they could
.

-

13 certainly stop it.

I4 Q Okay.

IS .A And we have never pursued it for a lot of reasons,

16 one being-there are other methods of doing it and there is

I7 no reason to do it and antagonize the situation.

. 18 '

Q 'I am not sure which of you discussed this matter,
II buti it was in' response to some questions from Judge Linenberger.

20 ~Concerning the Operations Plant Manual and-the-

21 updating phocess, and in particular, for example, there was
,m

22t, ,) a reference to buildi.ng in - and assuring that the Operations

23 -Plant' Manual.ie upddted to include changes we come across

24 -in the field.was the term that was used, can you explain how.
, - wFederse nepo,ters, inc.

25 this process works? For example', how would it happen that

)- s
i
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Sim 4-5_ 1 you would come across a change in the field and explain how

2 that would get into the Operations Plant Manual?

3 A (Witness Leonard) Sir, as Mr. Ross had referenced
(~
\_ _

4 before, each manual section has an owner, and that owner for

5 most cases for operations is the personnel that is the owner

6 of the procedure which is associated with that system. He
:

7 is responsible for ensuring that that is updated.

8 As the procedure owner any changes which reflect

9 his procedure or which may affect his procedure are his

10 responsibility. So as a result of that responsibility he

11 gets any changes due to plant modifications and any changes

12 that may occur, for instance,.the ATOG thing which occurred.
(.
's ) 13 Any of those changes are his responsibilty and he is respon-

14 sible for implementing and ensuring that those changes are

15 technically correct.

16 Being_ responsible for that procedure falls into

17 the same category as with the OPM. Since he does receive

18 those changes to the procedures, at the same time he can

19 make the changes to the Operations Plant-Manual.

20 In addition.to this, the changes that~are prompted

21 by any procedure changes which he sees, we have other methods

22 'which prompt changes-such as a review that is done of the([
23 Operations Plant Manual-so-that each section of the manual

' 24 is periodically reviewed, which is done on I believe it is a
Ass-Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 biennial basis with each of._these sections reviewed_

I
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'Sim 4-6-

1 periodically.

2 There are also cognizant engineers assigned in

3 the plant to each section which if there are changes which

4 have to occur to a system, they can route that to the procedure

5 owners for corrections. Technical functions is involved in

6 a review of the manuals on a period basis and any technical

7 changes which occur to the system, the engineer which is

8 responsible for that system reviews the section and incorporate s

9 any changes to that.

10 So there is a lot of different ways with the

11 involvement of the owner, with the review by Mr. Ross on each

12 section when we change it, a review by tech functions on a

(~/
~
%

\_ 13 periodic review to ensure that these changes are implemented.

14 and that any changes in the plant procedures or modifications
.

15 to equipment are incorporated in the manual.

16 0 okay. I appreciate the whole ownership concept

17 and I think I have some understanding of how that works. I

18 really wanted to be a little more concrete.

19 Mr. Ross, you referred to changes that we come

20 across in the~ field. Can you give us an example of something

21 like that and explain in detail, for example, who would find
-3

) 22 it and who we would talk.to and how it would get up the. chain
_. ( J,

; 23 to the owner and eventually into the manual?

24 A (Witness Ross) Yes, sir. Let's take the most
Ace-Federal Reporters, Inc.

'25 obvious. We put a modification in the plant and that
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SimL -7. I necessitates a change in the system operating procedure and :4<

i

-
~

2 of course the Operations Manual.
,

+

3 As part of accepting that change in the plant,.,

4 4 'we do a total review of all items that must be done prior
r
*

j. *

I 5 to accepting it, and that can be anything from checking
i

'6 lubrication on the equipment to ordering spare parts, and.
1.

7 included in that is procedural changes, the OPM changes, the

8 Operations Power Plant Manual changes our flagged on that.

9 There is a change form that is submitted in

i
10 a review chain that goes through that particular item. For*

i

11 instance, this is like a procedure almost. You. submit a-
,

f: 12 procedure change request, only it is manual. change' request,

.() 13 and'it goes through and is reviewed in the review chainiof,.~

'

.

14 as Bruce.had just mentioned, the procedure owner or the section.-

! -

.

owner himself, the training department, .the traning coordinator15

16 for operations, the technical' functions group and myself.'

17 'So there is assurance that when we'put:something.
i=

18 in we williget it through the chain.''It is/part of turning.-

|
'

^

-19 over thefsystem.
l;

.
.

.

F- c20 Now-let's take the second case that he. alluded'

'

21 'to. We find something out there that is wrong. .. Well,.
-

[ ;22 we are.not going to particularly~ find that it is wrong in

f 23 a'poweriplant_ manual. JWe will probably find-that it'is wrong
.

.

24 yon =a procedure first.
n Ase-resores neponm, Inc.

L 25
' ~

-The procedure, we initiate the change, and the

f
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Sim 4-8 i same guy owns the procedure and he does the OPM change the

2 same way and submits the form.

c3 3 Say a trainee finds the change in the Power Plant

%)
4 Manual. He is reading a section and he goes out there and

5 it is not so. Well, then he sees a section on there and

6 they initiate the change for him.

As Mr. Leonard had mentioned, say all of that7

8 doesn't work. We have a periodic review done by both tech

9 functions, operations and training of sections of that manual

10 on I think it is every two years. So that does bring it up

11 to date.

12 A ~(Witness Leonard) Another tool that we use to

(- n.() 13 supplement what Mr. Ross just mentioned is that we use the

14 Operations Plant Manual as a reference document for training,
.

15 and comments that may come up during classrooms are documented

16 by the instructors and as part of this biennial review,

17 which is to detail itta little bit more. It is not that we

18 take the'whole manual and review it on a two-year basis. We

19 take about a quarter of it each six months and review those

- '20 sections every six months. I am sorry, they are quarterly.

21 So it is every quarter that we review about one eighth of

/~)\
22 the manual.

(_

23 So the instructors will' submit changes to the

24 -training coordinator as a result of interface with the
i Ace-Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 operators during the training week.
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Sim 4-9 1 Q Mr. Newton, in discussing essentially this same

2 subject area you described the process by which -- you said

-w 3 if.any modification comes into the plant that usually before

(uf. , .
4 it gets into your formal training program that Mr. Ross has

5 an engineering staff which typically writes up a short summary

6 which he sends out to his crews and so on.

7 Can you tell me how often does this happen?

8 A (Witness Newton) I don't know that I could put

9 a periodicity on it or frequency. Basically any time the

10 system gets essentially taken out of operation for a modifica-

11 tion and as part of its turnover back to operations Mr. Ross

12 puts one of these memos out.

13 So, depending upon the level of activity-at any

14 one given time, there may be a month when I don't sce any

15 and there may-be a month when I see-five or six.

16 Q Gentlemen, you discussed, I think this was Mr.=Ross, ,

17 the control roam operators who were involved in the replica

18 simulator work. You said that they were interviewed and

19 accepted by both Mr. Bolts and at the time Mr. Irrizarry.

20 Who are the CRO's that are involved in the

21 simulator work now?

f ~'> 22 A. Mr. Monson and Mr. Bixler.
~-

23 Q And who else of-control room operators has been

24 involved in that replica simulator work and have gone through
Ace-Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 this process of being interviewed by Bolts and Irrizarry and

-- - . - - . _ . . , . _ .
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Sim 4-10 1 so on?

2 A (Witness Ross) I don't recall the list right

(~'. 3 now, but my recollection is there was about six or seven of
v)

4 them totally that were looked at for this position before,

5 and when I say a position, it is a temporary type thing, but

6 six or seven other people were looked at in addition to these

7 people.

8 Q Dic anyone else serve in this function?

9 A No, sir, they didn't.

10 Q Now Mr. Olive served over in the simulator area,
s

11 didn't he?

12 A (Witness Newton) Yes, sir, he did, and we were

13 differentiating, or I guess I was in my own mind anyhow,

14 between he as a senior reactor operator and your question

15 as a control room operator.

16 Q Oh, good. Okay. Include senior reactor operators

17 in your answer in terms of people who'had been selected to

18 work over there.

19 JUDGE SMITH: Excuse me. As you have discussed

20 these various titles, I have taken a CRO as either an RO

21 or an SRO.

[':L) 22 WITNESS ROSS: No, sir. When we use'the CRO

23 abbreviation, that stands for control room operator, and

24 typically-we mean a licensed reactor-operator and not a senior
Ace-Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 reactor operator.
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Sim 4-11 1 JUDGE SMITH: Okay.

2 MS. BAUSER: Judge Smith, perhaps we can clarify.

3 As I understand it, the position titles are CRO, shift foremanx

4 and shift supervisor. The CRO has the RO license and then

5 the foreman and the supervisor have the SRO or are working

6 on an SRO.

7 BY MR. JORDAN:

8 Q I did as Judge Smith, which is included anyone

9 who had a license to operate a reactor, whether senior or

10 otherwise, in the same term. So if you would include any

11 senior reactor operators and identify those.

12 A (Witness Newton) I don't think there has been

.o
(_) 13 anyone other than the three that we have already mentioned.

14 Q The two you mentioned and Mr. Olive?

15 A Yes, sir.

16 Q Mr. Ross, I..beliese you were discussing UCS

17 Exhibit 1 which relates -- no, I am sorry. I am wrong about

18 that.

19 We were discussing the treatment of.Mr. "H" who

20 had the. voluntarily two weeks suspension and so on. I just

21 simply want-to ask, you said, I believe you used the term

22 'our management thought that since he was losing his license
({

23 that this was a double punishment. Who was our management

r . who thought that?24
hFederal Reporters, Inc.

25 A (Witness Ross) I don't know how far it went.up
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Sim'4-12 1 in the management chain, but certainly Mr. Hukill felt that.
<

2 He returned the money to Mr. "H".

3 Q And are you within the term "our management" in

4 that case also?

5 A Yes, sir, I believe I would fall within that.

6 Q In his position as Supervisor of Licensed Operator

7 ~ Training, what does Mr. Maag teach, if anything?

: 8 A (Witness Leonard) Mr. Maag, since he holds an

9 SRO license and his certification as an instructor is complete,

10 that he is qualified to teach systems and greater plant response

11 fundamentals, basically everything we. teach.
4

12 Q Mr. Frederick, what did Mr. Frederick teach when

(). 13 he was a supervisor?

14 A He was qualified to teach fundamentals. In

15 addition to that, due to the fact that he was previously
-

- ,

16 licensed or held an SRO license-on Unit-2, there.was a

17 specific list of systems, which is only like 10 or 15 systems

18 which operations and training certified him to teach. It

19 was only like 10 or 15 systems out of the 120 systems in the

20 plant.that he could teach on..

21 Q You were Supervisor of Licensed Operator Training
i

("3 22 at~one point, too, right?
v/

23 A No, I was not.

24 Q Oh, you were not, sorry. Who preceded Frederick
Ase-Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 'in the job?
cnd Sim
. Sus fols A (Witness Newton) Nelson Brown.
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#5-1-Suet ) Q Mr. Ross, when did you speak to Mr. Hukill

2 concerning his views about whether Mr. Frederick should

3 remain in the position of Supervisor of Licensed Operator

4 Training?

5 A (Witness Ross) I don't remember the exact date,

6 sir, but at the time he was being -- remain in the position,

7 let me ask the question?

8 Give me the question again. I --

9 Q Mr. Frederick was in the position of Supervisor

10 of Licensed Operator Training. And then he had these problems

11 he had earlier this year, and I believe Mr. Hukill gave his

12 memo that we discussed before and said to the effect, if he-

C's
;( / 13 is to be the Supervisor he should know more than he seems to

14 know.,

15 And I just wanted to ask you, when was it you

16 talked to him about that particular opinion of his?

17 A As far -- the opinion being again what he wrote

18 on the certification?

19 0 That's right.

~20 A Okay. Now, I'm with you. We had discussions

21 about that opinion and the whole certification at the time

N_)-( 22 of the certification. Subsequent to that I had discussed it

23 with him~again to make sure I understood what he had meant by

24 that.
. Am-Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 Q Uh-huh. Mr. Newton, do you recall the documents
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#5-2-Suet 1 that are referred to as TMIA Exhibit 3, the not very legible

2 evaluations by instructors of their classes?

3 A (Witness Newton) Yes, sir, the attendance sheets?
f-)
()

4 Q Have you spoken to -- did you at the time of the

5 documents, that these documents were filled out speak to the

6 instructors that filled them out about them?

7 A If I could -- I have a copy of them in my brief-

8 case if I could --

9 Q Sure.

10 (The witness is getting documents out of his

11 briefcase and looking at them.)

12 A What I'm looking for is I remember that there

I 13 were a couple that have my signature on it. I'm just looking

14 to see which specific ones those are.

15 (The witness is again looking at documents.)

16 'The two that have my signature on it are 3-A and

17 3-B. I'm not sure why I had them on the bottom of my stacks.
~

18 And those were from the June 1980 time frame and they dealt

19 with industrial experience review and LERs. Those are the

20 ones that Mr. Kohler had signed.

21 I don't remember specifically talking to him.

) 22 about these, because.I didn't really see any reason to discuss;

23 them. It wasn't any, to me, controversial statements made

24 on those two particular ones.
Ace-Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 The rest of them are signed as a review by Mr. Brown,
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19 5- 3-Suet 'I who was the Supervisor, Licensed Training, at the time. I-

: 2 don't know that I talked directly to the instructors about a

3
.

specific piece of paper that they wrote. The chances are that

4 I would have talked to Mr. Brown probably about the situation

5 as a whole, and I would have expected him to talk with the

6 instructors.

7 0 I take it from the way you said that, you don't

8 recall actually specifically talking with Mr. Brown at al-l?-

~9 A No, sir.

10 .g old you talk to the students who were in those

Il classes about those evaluations?

12 A Again, I don't recall specifically saying:: Gee,

13 I just saw this attendance sheet and.here is something-.that

14 was written and I want to investigate that.

15 As I mentioned, I think when we were discussing

16 the --'when I'was. discussing this under Ms. Bauser's redirect,-
i
't

17 I-did discuss that we were involved'in attempting to improve
F

18 our heat transfer training that we were doing.- And so the're

|' 39 was general discussion certainly with the crews.and with the
:

L 20 instructors and with the. Supervisor which I think would' involve
~

21 essentially the substance or the general theme'as expressed

[ -22 Lin these evaluations.

23
; 'But to say that I specifically'took one and went

24 and' held a specific dicussion, I really don't. remember.-- I don't
, w ei nepormes,Inc.

25 think so.

i-

1?
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#5-4-Suet I 'O Mr. Leonard, you recall, I'm sure, discussing

2 the performance of Mr. Walsh on various examinations in your

/^s 3 testimony with Ms. Bauser.
b

4 I believe you mentioned that you discussed Mr.

5 Walsh's performance in the requal cycle during -- program during

6 Cycle '84.

7 What is the period of time covered by that cycle?

8 A (Witness Leonard) That period commenced April of

9 '84.

10 Q Uh-huh. And did that cycle cover all of the

~II subject matters of the licensed operator training program, or

12 was it, as I understand the requal program to be, essentially

f'i' v/ 13 half the subject matter?

I4 Let me put it this way. It is my understanding

15 that the requal program doesn't-cover everything every year

16 but about half the subjects every year; is that right?

I7 A That's approximately correct.

18 Q Uh-huh. And so that would be true of this Cycle

19 '84?

20 A Yes, sir.

21 Q Do you know the subject areas on which Mr. Walsh

( 22 did poorly in the exams that he failed?

23 g- No, sir, I do not. Sir, can I ask you what-

24 exam you are referencing there?
Am-Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 0 Well, I believe that UCS had two exhibits for Mr.
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#5-5-Suet 1 Walsh indicating exam failure. Let me check them out so you'

2 can be certain of your answer.

.
3 (Mr. Jordan is looking through documents and

4 than hands a document to the witness, Mr. Leonard.)
,

5 A Thank you.

6 (The witness, Mr. Leonard, is looking at a

7 document.)
N

8 Sir, the reference you are -- the exam you are

9 referencing is Exhibit 21 --

10 Q I think it also may be Exhibit 22. I don't have

Il them in front of me and don't remember specifically which ones

12 were failures.

,,). 13 A Sir, Exhibit 21 is an NRC mock exam dated January-

14 14th, 1983. And as indicated by the cover sheet, Mr. Walsh

15 failed the exam overall, also had less than 70 on Section 1-

16 and'Section 2.

17 Q Uh-huh.

18 .A On Exhibit 22, which is an NRC mock exam, which

19 is- dated May of 1983, it appears Mr. Wulsh had an overall

20 passing grade with a greater than 70 in each section.
*

21 Q Okay.

'( ) 22 A That refreshes my memory by looking at the cover

23 sheets which areas he had difficulties with.

Q Uh-huh. Now, with respect to Mr. Moore, I would24

AmFwwwneawn w. ,

25 like to ask you, without reference to the exhibits, if you can |

_ _ . __ _ _ _ . _ __ . . _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ . .. - ... __ _
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#5-6-Suet' I tell me which subject areas he was weak in on the exams that

2 he failed?

./- 3 A I can't recall with looking at the specific grade

\~J
4 sheets.

5 0 Uh-huh. I take it you would have been aware of

6 that at the time he took the exam? In other words -

7 A Aware of what, sir?

8 Q Aware of which subject areas he did poorly in

9 at the time that he took the exams themselves?

10 A Are you referencing the reexams?

11 Q No, I'm sorry, the exams that he failed. I

12 think the answer is obvious. I may be stumbling.

(_m)- 13 JUDGE SMITH: You are saying at the time he
,.

14 took them as compared to the time they were evaluated?

15 MR. JORDAN: .That's right. Well, I don't mean to

16 draw that --

17 BY MR. JORDAN: (Continuing)

18 Q Well, at the time the exams were taken and. graded,

19 at that time you knew which areas he was weak in,.right?~ Be-

'2'O cause you were involved in the grading and could see which areas

.21 he was weak in.

() 22 A Oh, as a result-of the examination you could find

23 out which areas he was weak in, that's true.

24 Q Yes, and you knew that at the time; is that
Acafederal Reporters, Inc.

25 right?

- _ . . . , _ . _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ . - . _ _ _ _ _ _ - . _ _ - . . - _ . - . _ . _ . .-
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#5-7-Suet 1 A I believe at the time of Mr. Moore's exam, I

2 was not the Operator of Training. I was in a different

- 3 position. I was unaware of his history at that time.

4 Q I see. So, in order -- was that true of Walsh's

,

5 exams also?

6 A His initial exam, my recollection is while I

7 was not Operator Training Manager. His second exam --

8 which is Exhibit 22, which is dated -- the graded date is

9 June 2nd, 1983. At that time I had just taken over Operator

10 Training. I believe the effective date was June 1st, 1983.

11 Q So, would you expect that you would have known

12 which areas he performed poorly in at that time?

f-)s(_ 13 A As a result of the exam --

14 Q Yes.

'

15 A -- grades, yes, sir.

16 Q Yes. But I take it as of today, in order to

17 recall what you knew back then with respect to Mr. Walsh, in

18 order to learn what you didn't know because.you didn't ---you

19 weren't in position back then with respect to Mr. Moore, you

20 can look at those_ exam sheets and tell what areas they were

21 weak in?

() 22 A As indicated by the exam sheet you just referenced,

23 he passed the exam'and got greater than 70 in the sections,

24 so by indication of that he did not have any failures in any
Ass-Federet Reporters, Inc.

25 of the areas. In answer to the rest of your question, we keep

. _ - . __. .. _ . - - - - _. _.- - _
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i 45-8-Suet 1 detailed grade sheets on everybody so by reviewing those we
i.

2 can determine if1the person is having any problems in any
.

-

3 specific areas.*

5
4 Q And with respect -- in your particular case,

,

. ith. respect to the poor performance on the exams that these5 w

6 two-individuals failed,-you didn't actually know what areas

7 they were, but you could refer to those as you just did and

8 learn what areas were weak; is that accurate?

9 A Having -- sir, having the grade history that is
,

'10 possible, certainly.
.

11 -Q Okay.. My question is very specific to these-two
,

12 individuals, the exams that they failed and your knowledge

( .13 of it. I understand you can gather the knowledge by looking

14 at these grade sheets and perhaps some other information.
e
I' -15 And my question very simply is that it's'something
,

16 you actually.know of your own knowledse, coming in here today

17 but something that you looked at and could determine based on-
1

;1 18 these documents?~

f 19 A- That's probably correct, sir. Without having*

i

! 20 going back.and: reviewing;each individual's training record,
;

21 I'm not exactly familiar with each person's-track record..'

,

( 22 I am' familiar with, after reviewing ~.the' records,

] -23 their performance for a year,-who has failed the exams, who
, -

. .
.

| 24 we have had problems with, since my responsibilities ~not only'
Ase-Federed Repo,ters, Inc.

25 involve the Unit 1 operator, Unit 2, you know, I can't

i

. . - . - . . _ - . _.--.__,..,.-,,,,-,_.__,__,._,.m... _ . , _ _ _ . . _ ~ . - . ,_, _ ,,.
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#5-9-Suet: .1 remember -- memorize 70 people's training records. Well,
,

2 actually, not 70 but a 130. It's difficult.

e 3 .Q Of course, in the case of Mr. Walsh and Moore and

4 pernaps also Mr. Olive, you did go back and review the Cycle-

5 '84 and some of the other data so -- in order to respond to

6 Ms. Bauser's-redirect about their recent performance? And

7 that's how you gathered that information, right?

8 A That was partly true, sir. In addition to that,

9 I'm aware of, on a continuing basis, who has to take reexams

'

10 and who fails annual exams, the annual orals, the annual

II writtens.

12 And I review the grade sheets, I review the exams,

: /3 .
(_) 13 as part of the review process. I lookuat the grades. And>

14 so by exposure to that I have an ongoing awareness of who is

-15 having the problems and who is not having problems.

16 So my review in response to Ms. Bauser's.re -

17 direct was a review of grades that I had already.seen.

18 Q Uh-huh. Mr..Ross, do you directly supervise
_

19 either-Mr. Walsh or Mr. Moore?
~

20 A (Witness Ross) They are in my chain, sir. .There

.21 are several layers of supervision between me and them.

[[%s
22

-

'

g _I see. .There was discussion -- I'm not sure

23 which one of you mentioned this, that Mr. Olive'in the course

'24 of, I believe, last year had done'some practice oral exams.
~ Ase-Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 Can you tell me when those occurred?
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#5-10-Suet. I A -I don't think any of us remember the question,

2 Mr. Jordan.

3 Q I will read to you. Perhaps this will help

4 refresh your recollection. The question was: What was the

5 resp'onse -- this begins at 32,963 of the transcript.

6 The question was, "What was the response of the

' :7
-

training department to his failure of the oral exam?" That

8 was Mr. Olive.

9 .The answer looks like it was by you, Mr. Leonard.

10 - It says - .well, it's a long answer. I will get started on

II it.

12 "In accordance with the requalification procedure,

13 Mr.: Olive, as a result of his failure of the oral examination,:

I4 was immediately removed from licensed operator duties."

15 Then, you go on-to-explain that an upgrade pro-

.16 gram was developed to respond.to specific weaknesses. There

I7 was:a self-study. program. A reexamination was scheduled at a

'18 later'date. A Board was reconvened for his reexamination.

Now I'm reading, '"As a result of the second --

20 correction -- the first reexamination which was conducted in

21 the April time frame I-believe, Mr. Olive failed that Board,

22 and the oral exam results were reviewed, and as a result of

: 23 that. failure, a more detailed ~and structured program was de--

24
veloped~for Mr. Olive. That program consisted of requalifica-

t i Ase-Federal Repo, tors, Inc.

It consisted of checkouts on shifttion training lectures. i
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#5-11-SueTL 1 "from senior reactor operators. It consisted of practice

2 oral examinations. It consisted of attendance at emergency

3
}'l director training, and it consisted of a final oral Board,
u.)

4 which he had to pass. The final oral Board was scheduled

5 for July. My recollection is that Mr. Olive completed his

6 program in the June time frame, and was able to go up for

7 his reexamination in June . "

8 Now, my question is, what I just read, you refer-

9 red to a first reexamination conducted in the April time frame

10 and then his final oral Board in June. My questio is, when

II did these practice oral examinations occur?

12 A (Witness Leonard) Sir, those orals referenced

13 there were orals in which Mr. Olive was the examinee and not

Id the examiner.

15 0 Yes.

16 A So, they were orals conducted prior to him going

I7 to his first exam. I believe there was one oral before

18 that, and then after that there were some orals --

I9
Q I'm sorry. These are practice orals?

20 A They are still oral exams. When I reference

21 practice. orals, I mean that they are not the final exam.

22 They are just buildups to the final exam which --

23
Q Okay.

24
A -- covers specific topic areas. Without looking

Am+msnm n po,w,3, Inc.

25
specifically at the upgrade program, there were -- I don't

<
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: # 5--12-Suet : 1
know -- one or two in the buildup to the final exam in which

:2 he.was examined on' specific topic' areas prior to the re-

3 examination by the Board.
.

.END #_5. 4
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1 Q Cad y~ou reca411 given that his re-exam Board was

2 given in June, when these would have occurred?

/~s 3 A Sir, they would have been after his initial failure

U
4 of the annual oral. It would have been during that time frame,-

i- 5 the time frame when he finally passed the Board, there would

6 have been practice orals during that time frame.*'

7 Q Can you recall whether the last, for example, of

8 the practice orals was, say, within two weeks of his final

9 exam?

10 A No, sir, I cannot.

11 Q Can you recall with any more specificity as when

12 it would have been?
,,

(_) 13 A No, sir.

14 Q Who administered those practice orals?

15 A Those were_ assigned to licensed SROs on shift.

16 Shift foreman or shift supervisor.

17 Q What would have been the consequences if Mr. Olive

18 had failed the final board that he ultimately passed?

19 A (Witness Ross) It is a little difficult to say, but

20 I think if we couldn't bring him up in a certain time frame,

21 he would have to find other employment.

"3 22 Q Was there a procedure -- Mr. Leonard went through(G
23 some procedures lask week, for example, governing what happens

24 -when somebody fails once or twice or so on.
Ace-Federal Reportees, Inc.

25 Was there a procedure that governed that?
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'l A (Witness Leonard) Mr. Jordan, the requalification

2 procedure addresses responsibilities with regard to training

.f] 3 responsibilities and operating responsibilities. In the case

.b
4 where Mr. Olive had failed the second Board, the recommendation

5 would have been made from training to operations, and operations ,

6 -as Mr. Ross said, would have final decision on his removal or

7 whatever the decision was, to seek further employment. Mr.

8 Ross indicated that may have been the case with Mr. Olive.

9 Q Mr. Ross, or the others, but I think you are best

:10 able to answer this question; Mr. Ross, is the case that at

II one point Mr. Olive was pretty much ready to give up?

I2 A (Witness Ross) Your question again? I didn't
p,
(_) 13 hear the end of it.

14 Q Wasn't it the case that at one point Mr. Olive was

-15 pretty much ready to give up with this training, examination,

16 failing, and trying to recover?

17 A No, sir, I don't believe that is true. My

18 . recollection is that he continuously expressed a desire to

19 complete his duties and upgrade his knowledge. I feel if,

20 The had come in with a defeatist attitude, we would have given

21 up too, so I think it was a joint -- he was interested in

. , ~m
22 proceeding, and he was interested in doing his job, and so(_)
23 were we.

,

;

24 Q Mr. Newton, I believe Ms. Bauser discussed with you
Am-Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 as we had discussed in our deposition, a reference to Mr.
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1 Frederick as a lawyer's favorite. -

2 I take it that you developed the opinion, as you

r"' 3 explained it to Ms. Bauser last time, that he was a lawyer's
.l'

4 favorite essentially on the basis of his participation in the

5 previous phases of. this hearing, in which you saw him acting

6 in'the role where lawyers would care about his performance,

7 is that right.

8 A (Witness Newton) I am not sure that it was this

9 specific hearing.

10 Q No, no, I mean the whole TMI-l Restart proceeding.

11 MS. BAUSER: I am going to object to the question,

12 becausc I don't thihk there is a basis for it, and this
. 3
(_) 13 witness is not familiar with the entire restart proceeding.

14 I don't know any basis in the record for that

15 . assumption.
,

-16 Mr. Frederick never testified in this proceeding,

17 so I don't know why you have that view, Mr. Jordan.

18 MR. JORDAN: It seems to me that this is well within

19 the realm of reasonable cross examination to throw out a

20 possibility and see whether the witness agrees with it or not.

21 JUDGE SMITH: He doesn't know. He was trying to

rx

(vl' 22 find out. He had no opportunity to discover it. I don't see

23 anything wrong with the question, if that is the case. The

24 witness can answer, 'No.'
hFederal Reporters, Inc.

25 MS. BAUSER: My concern, Judge Smith, was the
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I witness' unfamiliarity with the entire restart proceeding. His

2 ability to answer a hypothetical like that.

/~^ 3 JUDGE SMITH: It wasn't a hypothetical, was it?
tj

4 MR. JORDAN: No, it wasn't. It was a specific

5 question. He is the man who had the opinion, who wrote down,

6 'the lawyer's favorite.' Is this the reason? He can say yes,

7 or no, or he can say, yes, here is why, or whatever.

8 MS. BAUSER: Well, the question was stated as an

9 assumption that it was because of his participation, and it

.10 included in it the assumption that he had participated.

11 MR. JORDAN: So what?

12 JUDGE SMITH: I don't remember the question very

tO
(_) .13 well any more, but as I remember it was a straight out question:

14 Is.the reason that you said Mr. Frederick was a lawyer's

15 favorite, was his performance in these proceedings.

16 I think he can answer the question and explain it-
~

17 if he wishes. Did I capture the question correctly?

18 MR. JORDAN: That is the essence of it. You probably

19 said it better than I did.
,

20 WITNESS NEWTON: Mostly -- I think I have already

21 said this, the basis for that statement was my observation

-,s, () 22 that in different proceedings, he was typically requested

23 by the Company's attornies to represent the Company, and on

24 one or two occasions I got feedback from both the attornies --
Acefederd Reporters, Inc.

25 and I think there is a lettdrein his file from, I think, Dr.

. - - . --
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1
Long, saying we' appreciated your efforts and the support in

2 these hearings, well done, thank you for your cooperation type

A 3 of thing.

.h-

.

4 That is what really formed the basis.

t 5 BY MR. JORDAN: (Continuing)

6 Q These proceedings, what proceedings are you talking

7 about? I can break it down. Did it include the restart

8 . hearings?
,

9 A As I said before, I don't think he has been involved<

10 in. the restart hearings. I don't think he ever testified

11 directly in the restart hearings. I knew, obviously, that

12 'ae had testified before various committees. I knew that he

O. q,) :13 had given depositions. I know he was ' involved, and it is a

14 matter of public record he was involved in the litigation with

15 . Babcock & Wilcox.

16 Q Did you have any -- although he may not have

17 testified, did he have any support role that he played with~

-18 respect to the restart hearings?

:19 A No, sir, I don't think so. There was one or two

~

-20 ' interrogatories, I think, that either TMIA or UCS directed

21 Mr.' Frederick to answer, or requested that he answer, so he

[[d'N 22 did provide answe: i to that.

23 0 You mean this time.around?

-24 A Yes, sir.
Ame-Federal Reponers, sne.

25 Q I' believe , ihr. Leonard, one of the things.you

,
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j referred to that a new instructor would do, and I think it was

2 you, would be to do a practice teach, that would then be

- 3 evaluated. What is the practice teach that you identified?
'

-

4 A (Witness Leonard) Sir, I referenced really two

5 Practice teaches, one that we do as part of the interview

6 process of instructors that we hired. That is an impromptu

7 lecture presentation to me, or in some cases me and Mr. Newton,

8 or me and the supervisor of non-licensed training, or whatever

9 area we are interviewing for, and that is an evaluation -- part

10 of the evaluation process that we use in determining new hires.

11 As part of the intern certification, or the

12 correction and certification process for instruction, there is

f') - -- there are provisions in there for a lecture that each(._ 13 -

14 instructor has to present which involves developing a lesson

15 plan, objective, audio-visual aids in presenting that lecture

16 | to a group of specified people, and based on that lecture he

17 is either certified or not certified to continue on and teach
4

18 material.

, .- 19 Q So, essentially,-the practice teach is exactly what

20 it suggests, and you evaluate it by monitoring the class, as

21 it were, just as you monitor classes after they become

[') 22 instructors?
ss

23 A (Witness Newton) Both. There are also I think --

24 Mr. Leonard discussed practice teaches done as part of the
Ace-Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 ~ instructor development program, where there are several
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different forms of presentations done, and those are evaluatedj

2 by the members of the educational development section, who

("S 3 are running the program, and typically by one or two of the

V
4 section managers that report to me that participate in that

5 program as well.

6 Q Mr. Ross, Ms. Bauser asked you a question about a

-- I don't want to mischaracterize. It looks like it was an7

8 tmC forum on how to give simulator examinations. Do you recall

9 ~dhat discussion?

10 A (Witness Ross) Yes, sir, I do.

11 Q How many people attended that forum?

12 A The number I am not exactly sure. There were only

p) several utilities involved. There were a lot of NRC examinerss, 13

14 involved, and basically the three simulator groups, that being,

15 NUS, GE, B&W, and Westinghouse. So, there was a limited

16 participation from Ehe industry, and there was a large partici-
'

17 pation from the NRC.

18 Q Do you know how many utilities were involved?

19 A Not exactly. It was less than twenty.

20 JUDGE SMITH: What were the three simulator groups?

21 WITNESS ROSS . I think that was probably mischaracter-

[') 22 ized. I meant the people who are operating big simulator
w/ .

23 groups, like Westinghouse, General Electric -- I said Nuclear-

24 : Physics -- but General Physics is what I should have said._ They
Am-Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 have a large complex that they run, also.

~
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BY.MR. JORDAN: (Continuing)

. .

1 Q WasLthere one person-from each utility that

2 waa represented or more, or do you recall?

3 A 'From our utility, I was the only one, and from

( w]\~
4 other utilities, some had two, and others had only one.

5 Q _You discussed oral exams with Ms. Bauser as a

6 ' unique. opportunity to get.a' full understanding of a candidate's

7 -knowledge and weaknesses, and so on. Do you recall that
,

5-

8 : discussion?
,

9 A Yes, sir, I'do.

10 Q |I gather that what you can do in an oral examination

- 11 is go in' good depth with~ a candidate on some fairly complex

12 -issues related to the plant and really test the knowledge - by

f'%
(/ 13 continuing Lnds following up with questions and so on, . is that

14 essentially what you meant when you said--- when you described
7g

15 this unique opportunity?

] 16 'n 'That_is part of what I meant. By unique opportunityr
. . , ,,

~

17 what I meant is a lot of times people will give you an answer

'18 whether it is written or orally, and you can sense by the way-

'19 they, say it 'that they don't' know what they are talking about.
I# 20 Itigives.you a unique opportunity to expand on that.

21 - Additionally, in those type of settings, you have>

a,s .s
.~ ' | \^'#

I;d. J .,p?i ;v c ' 22 the ability to ask the guy to show you how to do something,
4p - t

7 $;- 'y . :

23 that he can do, without typing up what I will call simulator
,

. . .

. time-or stopping |the evolution in process. If you have a live24
i .ke-Federal Reporters, Inc.

ituation on the simulator, 'you can't just stop it right there.25 s

)

). '
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1
I think the other things it really does for you

2 is it allows.you to do things you can't do in a written exam

,w 3 or simulator. You can walk up to a piece of equipment and'say:

(J
4 Show me the flow path through this piece of equipment.

5 I think it is an overall better test in some areas

6 of knowledge.

L. 7 JUDGE SMITH: Mr. Jordan, when will be a convenient

8 time to take'the mid-morning break?

9 MR. JORDAN: Well, usually I am glad to break whenevet

10 you say, but actually I have very few more questions, and I

'l guess I might as well finish them.

12 JUDGE SMITH: Well, if that is your preference, okay.
.

t,/ 13 Maybe we could take the break and you can check your notes.

14 MR. JORDAN: I really have two or three. Why don't

15 I finish those, and then check over the notes.

16 JUDGE SMITH: All right.

17 BY'MR. JORDAN: (Continuing)

18 Q Now, Mr. Ross, have you or any of you other gentlemen

19 ever compared the individuals -- your operators job performance

'20 in a systematic way to their performance on the oral examina-

21 tions, in particularly let me ask you this:- Have you done any

l 22 evaluation of job performance as against oral exam performance(v '
- 23 such that you could distinguish between the performance of-

24 those who receive, say, a marginal pass on their orals, as
Ass-Federal Reporters, Inc.

'

25 opposed to' those .who receive an unqualified pass?

p
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1 MS. BAUSER: My only question is whether Mr. Ross

2 understands the question.

- 3 MR. JORDAN: Do you understand it, Mr. Ross?

\_-
L 4 WITNESS ROSS: There are a couple -- if you will

5 give it to me just a little slower, Mr. Jordan.

6 BY MR. JORDAN: (Continuing)

7 Q Sure. I really want to know if you have ever

8 compared systematically those individuals performance on

9 oral -- individual performance on oral examinations which

10 essentially for this purpose falls into marginally passed

11 and passed, and then those peoples later performance on the

12 job, to see if there is any correlation between the marginal

(D
(_/ 13 pass and job performance, and the full pass and job performance?

14 A (Witness Ross) I guess the only difficulty I have

15 is the word, ' systematic.' Generally, a marginal pass means

16 the person has less knowledge than the person who has passed.

17 It also means generally, and there are exceptions, that the

18 person scoring very well..on oral is a very much better

19 operator, and he also scores better academically.
,

20 0 That is your understanding because you are familiar

21 with these individuals from the way you relate to them, right?

.( J 22 A It is my understanding because I am familiar with

23 these individuals, and I am also very familiar with-their

24 performance on shift. How many mistakes they may have, how
Ace-Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 many times they have to be what I will call bailed out by

;

o
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.1 their supervision, or get themselves into a situation that
.

2 is not proper.

3 Q But you'have never actually done a correlation to
: ,

'

4 |show that,-for example, actual numbers, people that get

5 marginal passes on their orals have more mistakes and poorer

6 performance, than those who do have a full pass on their

orals?7
-

A (Witness Leonard) Mr. Jordan, in reference to your
8

9 question, for Cycle '83 and '84, we have compiled data on

~ 10 -performance on written versus' performance on orals.

- 11 Due_to your classification.of marginal, the grade
,

- 12 comes out as either a pass or' fail. It doesn't'come out as
~

() 13 fail, marginal' pass, or-pass.

14 So we have correlation of written exams versus -

15 ' pass cn: fail for those two cycles. In. addition to that, for-

, ,

'

16 [the last annual exam,_we researched.each oral to find out

-17 what specific weak areas each individual had, and we have that

18 information on record for' future use.:

19 In looking at the data we had for Cycle '84, and

20 'the correlation between the orals and written, in most cases

21 if a4 person had a high grade on- the written, he passed the
.

!' ~ 22' oral.
-

, -

[ - 23 0 But you don't have a correlation between marginal

i 24 ~ performance and full performance s full pass -- marginal pass
' Ase Feneres n porters, inc.

'

25 and full pass on orals, and eventual job performance?'

;

'

<
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1 A I don't think we have a formal correlation, or

-2 . systematic correlation.

/-5 3 .Q Okay. Now, similarly, you don't have a correlation
\J

4 between those areas where individuals received satisfactory or

5 unsatisfactory on particular questions or areas in the orals

6 and their- later -job performance?

-7 MS. BAUSER: I think I am going to object to the

8 question because of the word, 'similarly.' The witness said

9 they did not have a systematic correlation.

10 MR. JORD AN: I will strike the word, 'similarly.'

11 MS. BAUSER: Insert the word -- oh, I see.

12 JUDGE SMITH: So your objection is withdrawn?

-O
i j- 13 MS. BAUSER: Yes, if he removes the word, 'similarly,'s

14 and he just asks whether there is a correlation, I think the

15 witness can answer that question.

16 MR. JORDAN: Not whether there is, but whether he

17 had done one.

18 JUDGE SMITH: Not whether there is, but whether

19 you have --

20 MR. JORDAN: I don't want to know whether these

21 people think there is a correlation between satisfactory e'd

(s)
'

22 . unsatisfactory on particular categories. I want to know whether
s

23 a correlation has been done by the Company between peoples grade s

24
.

on their orals -- satisfactory and unsatisfactory in particular
Aes-Federal Repo,ters, Inc.

25 categories -- and later job performance.
o
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JUDGE SMITH: I didn't think there was anyj

confusing your question until you used correlation in the
2

sense that you have -- somebody has made a correlation, or
3

.O it seems to me there would either be a correlation or not be4

a correlation, and somebody would evaluate whether there is
5

r not.6

MR. JORDAN: Okay. Have they determined whether
7

there is a correlation. Do you follow the question?
8

WITNESS LEONARD: No, sir, there is no systematic
9

method by which we compile statistics and do a formal evaluation
10

ti like that.

The results of the annual exams, both written and
12

( ). oral, are routca to Mr. Ross and members of the Operations*

13

14 Department, and when any situation arises in which performance

15 is questioned, that:information is available to determine if

16 it is a repeated problem, if there is a concern regarding

j7 continued poor performance by an individual.
,

End-6. 18
Marys fols.'

19.

20

'21

(
23

-24
m nosone,e,Inc.

25
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0 'There are some things that you and Ms. Bauser
Sim 7- l- 1

discussed of a time when operators were upset, I don't what
2

to characterize it exactly, but some dissatisfaction with
3

.f.
-( . the qualifiations.of the people who were training them and

4

they had preference for being examined orally by fully licensed-

5

and supervisory personnel.
6

Do you recall that discussion?
7

A (Witness Ross) Yes, sir, I do.
8

0 I take it at the time the company believed the
9

individuals with whom'the operators were dissatisfied were
10

n netheless qualified to give the oral exams?
11

A That is correct.
12

0' Would you still consider those individuals to*
13

have been qualified?
3,

A es, I'do.
15

.Q. Do you think they would be qualified today?
16

A Wh would be qualified today?
17

0 The people who gave those exams then. Would you
18

from the point of view of whether they are qualified be
39

satisfied with using them now'iwith the same extent of
20

qualifi ation'ithey had at the . time?
21

A We are drawing an inference to the fact that some.

22
- a. s

f those people may not today be licensed and we are maybe
23

taking you out of context here.24
Ase-resere n.porwes, Inc.

0 I take it that some of them were not licensed,
25
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,

Sim 7-2 i but you were satisfied with their technical qualifications

2 to give those orals. My only question is from the point of

3 view of qualification to give the orals would you be satisfied
g3
L.)

4 with those people in that circumstance today?

5 A (Witness Newton) Let me start. I know that some

6 of the people that Mr. Ross was referring to were training

instructors. The three training instructors who gave the
7

rals were SRO licensed. Two of them are not now. So to
8

9 say would we- be satisfied with having them do it today, the
.

10 answer is no because they are not current.

11 To say would we today be satisfied with them at

12 the time with them having the same qualifications today at

() 13 the time that they had them when they did it, would we be

14 satisfied with that, I would say I would.

15 0 Now you said that there were three who were

16 licensed SRO's at the time. I gather there were others who

17 did not have licenses; is that right, Mr. Ross, that that

18 is one of the reasons people were dissatisfied?

19 A (Witness Ross) I think at the time we had some

20 contractors doing some orals also, and at that time they

21 wouldn't hold a full license on a unit. They would hold-

(''N 22 a license from some other place or have a license that wasn't
L.) '

23 current at the time, and I think that is what we were. referring

24 to at that time.
Ase-Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 A (Witness Newton) I think the people that Mr. Ross |
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Sim 7-3
1 is-referring to in preparation for the April 1981 NRC restart

2 examination, we had a company called' Associated Technical

3 . Training Services, Incorporated, give both a written examinatio ny-s-
.

and~they_also administered oral exams to everybody.4

5 'None of those individuals, although many of them

6 had'significan't power plant experience and had held licenses

7 _at.other places, as I remember:I don't.think any of them

8 had hel'd a license at TMI and certainly none had held a

9 current license at the time that they administered that

10 examination..

11 Q I don't recall that name. That was not Mr. Kelly's

12 company that you just referred to?

Ajg,) 13 A ENo , sir. Mr. Kelly's company is Professional

14 Qualifications Services I think. It is PQS to differ from

15 ATTS.

16 MR. JORDAN: Okay. I am probably done. Why

17 don't we take our break.

'

18 JUDGE SMITH:- All-right. . Ten minues.

19 (Recess.)

20 JUDGE SMITH: Mr. Jordan?

21 'MR.' JORDAN: I am done.

J' '22 JUDGE SMITH: Ms. Bradford.

23 CROSS-EXAMINATION
,

~INDEX .24 BY MS. BRADFORD:
Ase-Federes Reponen, anc.

25 Q Gentlemen, I have just a very few questions for

_ - _ - _ _ - _ _ - _ . _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ ____ . -_a
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Sim 7-4 1 you.

2 Mr. Ross, in answer to a question from Judge Smith,

- 3 and I believe it was sometime last week, you stated that the

s

4 morale of the operators has been high and you determined that

5 fact by the number that there have been no people who have

6 resigned over several years. Is that correct?

7 A (Witness Ross) I think I said that, but that is

8 not the only criteria for determining whether or not morale

9 is high.

10 Q What other criteria have you used?

11 A Well, if you have been around operators you can

12 tell their mood just by talking to them and by their mannerisms.

) 13 I think morale is something any good supervisor can determine

14 when he walks into a room or sees anybody in the plant or

15 how they do their duties.

16 I think generally our morale, particularly con-

17 sidering what we have been through, has been very high.

18 0 In what time frame are you talking about? Is

19 this a recent thing or have you noticed that morale has

20 been high for a year or two years?

21 A I think it goes back to some period. I think

'^
1 22 if you go back and look at some of the folks that have looked

N

23 at us, they will also share that same finding that we have

24 good morale. You look at NUREG 680 Supplement 4, some of
Ace-Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 their findings.

_ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Sha 7-5'

1 So it goes back several years. We are talking

:2 years that morales have been hiah.,

. '3 .Q And is this opinion that you have at the high

'd . morale shared by site management in general?

5 A Yes, ma'am.

6 Q Have you discussed this fact with Mr. Hukill?

7 A He has discussed it with me. He.has told _me

8 . morale is good also. Yes, ma'am.

9 Q- So you would say that Mr. Hukill shares your

10 _ opinion that morale.is high?

11 A That is correct.s

12 Q I want to show you a document and ask you if

- 13 you are aware of it.

-- 14 (Pause.)
.

'15 This is a ---

'16 MS. BAUSER: Excuse me, could you give us a. . ,

y

17 minute to look'at this document, please, Ms. Bradford.

>18 (Pause.),

19 JUDGE SMITH: I wonder if you would do better

20 than that. Tell us what part of it we ought to be reviewing.
. , . .
^

21 MS. BRADFORD: Page 5.under the heading

- 22 -" Personnel."

* -23 -(Pause.)

24 WITNESS ROSS: Yes, ma'am, I havo read it.'

Asseems nesonen,Inc.

25 BY MS. BRADFORD:
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6 1 Q Now that first item under the heading " Personnel"

2 in this, document indicates, does-it not, that in Mr. Hukill's

y- 3 opinion at least morale is low; is that correct?
y(./

4 A (Witness Ross) It'does not indicate that morale

5 is low. What it-does indicate is morale was at a super, super

16 high-point and it was coming back from that super, super high

'"i '7 point.to some level, and he was concerned that we wanted to'

4- X
8 hold a good level.

,,

Q The third item inder " Personnel" which begins

10 ~ "We anticipate that the bonus for Unit 2 operators" concerns
U Mr. Hukill's -- is a discussion of Mr. Hukill's thoughts on

'

.12
.

possibly making a bonus available to TMI-1 operators; is that
-

k.
'

13 correct?

N
.

A That is correct.*

,

15 Q 'Let me just preface this question by_ stating-,

16 . at. the cheating: hearing Mr. Hukill gave some testimony that

II because'of low morale the compan'y had issued a bonus which
.

I8 was I think some $1,300. Do you recall that that is indeed

'

fact?.-

20 .MS. BAUSER: Are you asking him whether he recalls

21 that Mr. Hukill testified to that effect in a hearing?
f :q

h 22' MS. BRADFORD: I am asking him.if after the cheating
,

.23 the company issued a bonus because morale was low, that is',

2 to the. operators at Unit 1.

25 WITNESS ROSS: I don't the bonus was issued
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Sim 7-7
1 because the morale was low. I believe the bonus was in fact

2 issued because we had to take the NRC exam two times, and

'

3 for those people taking it, it is like taking your bar exam

ld--
-

4 three or four times. We have taken it quite a few times.

5 Q Let me have just one moment and I will read you

6 Mr. Hukill's testimony at that time.

7 (Pause.)

e MS. BAUSER: Mr. Smith, I understand that on

9 cross the issue of operator morale came up, but I think

10 that it_also came up on direct because that is the substance *

11 of Mr. Ross' testimony. I don't object to some questioning,

12 but I am having some trouble understanding the relevance of

1 13 a statement by Mr. Hukill after the cheating hearing to a

14 doucment-we are now looking at.
.

,15 Perhaps we can just get to the substance of this-

~ 16 document rather than going back to the cheat'ing hearing,s

17 . which I think is what Ms. Bradford-is doing. I mean if

18 she gets'to the question about the purpose of this bonus,

19 which I think is the dire: tion, I am not going to object to

20 that line, but I don't see the necessity tx) go back into

21 everything that happened three years ago.
,

}. 22 MS. BRADFORD: ' Judge Smith, becuase of Mr. Ross',

23 answer, and I had intended to go to this current bonus, however,

24 becuase of Mr. Ross' answer, I wanted to at least refresh
wreense neemm. ene.

25 -his memory or ask him if he disagrood with testimony that
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Sm -8
1 Mr. Hukill had given earlier as to the purpose of the bonus

2 which was given in 1981.

y 3 JUDGE SMITH: 19817
v

4 MS. BRADFORD: Yes.

5 JUDGE WOLFE: The date of that transcript,

6 Ms. Bradford?

7 MS. BRADFORD: The date of the transcript is

8 Novem ber 13th, 1981.

9 (Board conferring.)

10 JUDGE SMITH: Is there an objection?

11 MS. BAUSER: I don't think there is a question

12 pending. I was stating a concern that was really two things.

!
13 One, is this really appropriate on redirect given the scope

14 of the original testimony and TMIA's opportunity before to
.

15 introduce documents of this sort and no advance notice and

16 all of that we have talked about many times.

17 But, secondly, I thought when she introduced this

18 document that it was for purposes of determining whether a

19 more recent bonus had to do with the morale question, a current

20 morale question, and I was not going to object to that, but

21 I do object to going back into purposes of bonuses given in

i 22 the 1981 time frame. I don't see the relevance at all to'

23 the point she is trying to get at here.

24 (Board conferring.)
Ace Federst Repo,ters, Inc.

25 MS. BRADFORD: Judge Smith, my point is that at
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|Sim 7-9 1 least Mr. Hukill testified in 1981 that that bonus was,
.

- .2 and Itam having trouble finding the cite right now, but I

' p' - 3 recall he said that the morale was low, that the operators-

.

Q
4 were down, and that the bonus was an attempt to raise that

5 morale.

6 I am going to get to the point that to show the

7 bonus that is being considered'here is for the same reason.

8 Mr'. Ross has not agreed that that was the reasoning at that

9 time.

10 JUDGE SMITH: All right. The bonus that you are

:11 talking about is the bonus on page 5?

12 MS. BRADFORD: That'is correct.

13 _

JUDGE SMITH: If I can.just sort of review what

I

14 has happened.so far. You are trying to establish from Mr.

15 Ross that -- ultimately you.want to establish from Mr. Ross

16 that the bonus referred 1to on page 5 is for the purpose ~of

17 mqrale. Therefore, we would draw the inference that there

is has to be some-boost to morale.

19 .And to further that point you ask him well, wasn't

20 the earlier bonus for morale, and he says no. And now what-
.

21 you are trying to establish and refresh his memory is Mr.

22 Hukill thought it was, and then all of which would somehow(
'23 tie up to present morale?

24 MS. BRADFORD: Yes.
Ase-Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 JUDGE SMITH: .Well, as far as relevance is concerned,

,
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SLm 7-10 1 I think that the line is probably relevant and appropriate
,

2 cross-examination as far as relevance is concerned.

E3 MS..BRADFORD: Mr. Ross, do you ---g-sg
V'

'4 JUDGE SMITH: If we accept -- excuse me, I am

5 sorry, Ms. Bradford. You see the difficulty is that I don't

6 think all of the parties have agreed as to what is.the

7 , relevance of employee morale in this hearing to begin with,

8 and that is I have not heard'from the parties a clear-cut
* /

9 postion from anhbody as to what is the relevance of that '

10 issue anyway.

211 But assuming that it is relevant, then the question

12 is relevant to that. I think that all of the parties have-

() 13 somehow peripherally alluded to it, all of them, the licensee,-

14 everybody. So I don't know who is going to be heard to

15 say that it is not relevant in the remand.

16 You nay continue your inquiry.y

17 BY MS. BRADFORD:

18 Q Mr. Ross, do you recall Mr. Hukill holding an

19 opinion _as I have just-summarized, and I.am sorry I am having

20 difficulty finding the cite here?

21 JUDGE SMITH: Do you have an independent memory

j ) 22 of Mr. Hukill saying that? If you do, it might save-some

23 trouble.

24 WITNESS ROSS: I think I do remember that.and
Am-ress,s neponen, Inc.

25 maybe I can help this go a little better.

u-_ _ . _ . _ _ _ _ ___ ___ -- - - - _ _ _ _ _ _ - - -
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=Sim 7-11 1 He was worried about the morale, but the basis

2 of that bonus was a technical basis that you must pass the'

rs- 3 NRC exam and get yourself recertified. That was the basis
O

4 .for the bonus, and that was the criteria to obtain it.

~5 . JUDGE SMITH: If we looked at the exhibits that

6 we had.with respect to "H" and he got his refund -- excuse

7 me, I dn't understand. Was there a salary increment that

3 the operators received for their requalification work?

9 WITNESS NEWTON: I wouldn't call it a salary

10 increment in the sense that it raised their salary on a

11 continuous basis. It was a lump sum one time payment that

12 was given to people who took and passed both the April and

) 13 the October '81 NRC exams as I understand.it.

I4 JUDGE SMITH: Well, when "H" got his two weeks'

15 pay back, part of it was something which reflected a licensing

16 bonus or licensing incentive or something of that nature.

17 . WITNESS NEWTON: There is a continuing monthly

18 paying for maintenance of a license, which is a separate

19 issue from this.

20 JUDGE SMITH: The maintenance of the license?

21 WITNESS NEWTON: Yes, sir.

I )D '
22 BY MS. BRADFORD:

%.

23 Q Mr. Ross, the bonus that is discussed on page

24 5 of this document,.is that referring to a lump sum bonus?
- Ase-Federes neporen, Inc.

25 A (Witness Ross) Yes, that is correct.. This bonus

_ _ _ _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ .
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Sim 7-12 1 will be a future lump sum. None of the operators have gotten

'

2 it yet. What this bonus is is a retention bonus similar to

s 3 something they use in the nuclear Navy to keep you in your
.

4 nuclear field. This bonus will be paid upon restart only

5 and upon maintaining your satisfactory level of qualification.

6 JUDGE SMITH: Is that the type of bonus that is

7 when there is a shortage of personnel in the field?

8 WITNESS ROSS: I think you might characterize

9 it. The idea is to keep our people here. It is a retention

-10 bonus. Yes, sir, I think you could characterize it that

11 way.

12 JUDGE SMITH: But normally if there had been a

O
i ,/ 13 normal supply of people, their salary may be one thing, but
s

14 if there is a particular shortage, then you have an additional

15 incentive?

16 WITNESS ROSS: Yes, similar as in the Navy, and

17 that is exactly why they do it.

cnd Sim 18

Sue fois
19

20

21

(~') 22
v

23

24
Asefederal Reporters, Inc.

25

. _ _ _ _ _ - - - _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ~
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L98-1-Suet 1 BY MS. BRADFORD: (Continuing) !

-

2 O Mr. Newton, you, in answer to some questions from

3 Ms. Bauser'last week, and also I think today, talked about your

'

4 experience at.the Naval Academy and to soma extent the cheating

5 there. I believe you said you came after that had occurred?4

,

6 A . (Witness Newton) As a Company Officer. I was

:

7 assigned to the Academy as a company Officer from -- I think
'

s I reported on~May 15th of 1974 and left some time in early

9 June 1976. And the cheating on the navigation exam was during

10 the final exam period which I think was in either the third or

11 fourth week of May of 1974.

12 Q And did you, in any capacity, we'e you involvedr ,

( 13 in any of the investigations? ;

14 A I was not. I was learning what the duties of a-

15 Company Officer were, interfacing with the individual that I
,

16 was to relieve who was in a position of being the Company Of-

17 .ficer. So-I was not involved'in that particular incident,

18 no, ma'am. I

19 Q Were youLinvolved at any time in your stay at >

20 the Naval' Academy in investigat. ions in cheating? f
i

21 A' No, not as an Officer, because as Mr. Leonard
^

'

.( ). 22 pointed out, the Brigade. Honor Committee is run.by midshipmen.

23 My-job as a Company Officer was to be in charge of a company

24 of midshipmen. There are thirty-six companies, there are
- n penen, sac.

25 about a hundred and twenty midshipmen of all four classes,
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#8-2-Suet 1 meaning freshmen, sophmore, junior, senior in each company.

2 And I was in charge of a group of those individuals.

- 3 Q And so you had no involvement in any investiga-
v

4 tion into any cheating incidents?

5 A No, ma'am, not while I was a Company Officer.

! Q Did you have occasion to draw any -- well, to6

7 form any opinions as to any of the cheating incidents at

8 the Naval Academy?

9 A Again, not as a Company Officer because, at least

10 it's my recollection, none of my particular individuals that

11 were assigned to me during that two year time frame were

12 involved. That's really the only way I would have gotten in-

f) 13 volved in a particular case such as that.

14 Q And in your -- you were at the Naval Academy as

15 a --

16 A As a midshipmen, yes, ma'am.

17 g 'And in that capacity?

18 A Okay. I, too, served on the Brigade IIonor

19 Committee, both as a plebe or a freshman and as a sophmore.

20 Most of my experience, I don't remember doing any investiga-

21 tions. I do remember sitting on several Boards. That was

(). 22 roughly twenty years ago.

23 But most of my experiences, especially since one

24 of the years that I was on the Board was as a fourth classman,
Ase-Feds,el Repo,se,s, Inc.

25 most of those involved violations of the fourth class
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#8-3-Suet 1 indoctrination system and were reports or charges brought

,

by an upper classman who said that a plebe had lied to him2

;B. 3 or said he did something'and he didn't, and so on, so it

4 really didn't involve -- I don't remember any incidents of

5 academic cheating.

6 Q Okay. And so you drew -- you formed no opinions

7 as to the reasons for cheating?

8 A Not from that experience, no, ma'am.

9 Q From other experiences?

10 A Well, let me say that there have been two other

II experiences that I've been involved with. One was as -- when

'12
_ .

-I was a' midshipman, and it was an interesting evolution _because

I3 it was-rather to-me an insignificant process. In addition--

Id to academic courses, there are professional things which

-

15 midshipmen have to do which included -- one of which. included

16!. an examination given in a large hall about twice as long as
.

.

~

17 this where signal flags were run above the ceiling and you

~I8'

had to write down what the signals meant and also they used

I' morse code and there was a morse code test and things like

20 that.,

21 And I rennber specifically that incident, be-

h 22 cause I finished,and was sitting there and I saw what I,

23 though't was an individual looking at someone else's paper.s

! 24;, And'after the exam while I was back in my room -- and I think
,

this must have been while I was a third classman -- deciding

i
;
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98-4-Suet 1 what to do about that, I found out that someone else had seen

2 it also and had in fact reported it. So, because I had some

3 preconceived ideas I disqualified myself, and I said I wouldn't-

s

-_

4 be the Battalion representative for that. You have the option ---

5 as Mr. Leonard said, there are six -- there is a representative

6 from each company, and there are six companies in a battalion,

7 and each battalion is actually represented on the Board. So

8 that there were myself and five other individuals to be candi-

9 dates, so I said, "No, I won't sit on that particular Board."

10 That particular individual in question, you know,

11 my reflection on that one issue is that that individual was

12 routinely a Dean's list student and I couldn't understand why

,
13 anyone would jeopardize themselves over something which seemed

14 as inconsequential to me as that particular evolution was. I

15 never spoke to him about it'. But that's just, you know, my

16 own thoughts on the issue. I don't understand that, I. don't

17 to this day.

18 The second -- I mentioned that there were two.

I' The second one is very personal and so I would rather not go

20 into details because it involves one of my children. Just to

21 say -- but, let me suffice it to say that in elementary school,

22 even though he has been in the advanced studies section every

23 year, we had a problem one time and the problem wasn't that he

24 felt he needed to pass, the problem was that he felt he neededm n ,we., Inc.

to be the first one done.
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#8-5-Suet I Q -Mr. Newton, do you -- you provided answers.to

2 TMIA's Interrogatory 7, did you not?

'

g -
'

3 A Yes, ma'am. I think so.
j- - _-

| 4 Q' Okay. And that -- excuse me, I think it was 6.
.

5 The question asked of you concerned the failure of the
-

4 Training Department and if that led to the cheating incident.
i:
'

7 And -- just one moment and let me see if counsel .
i

! .8 has a copy.
|

9 (Ms. Bradford and Ms. Bauser are conferring,

10 after which Ms. Bauser provides the witness, Mr..

II Newton, with a document.)
,

12 A I've read the particular response.

13 Q Now, in your ::esponse on Page 13, you reference -

' I4 your four years at the Naval Academy under the honor concept,

(- 15 and you say earlier in that paragraph that your failure was

I' in not realizing that everyone was a product of a similar- -

i

17 environment and therefore did not have the same level of

18
| respect'for the exam process, is that --
|

!~ I' A I said my failure was in not realizing that not

20 everyone was a product of the same environment.

21 Q That's correct. However, your experience at the

22
.

Naval Academy had, as you have indicated already, showed you

23 that there were, even though your experience at the Naval

2
Academy had taught you that cheating was unethical there were

,
,

25
other people at the Academy who had cheated; and so that statement

[-- - - - ---___--_ _------ _ _ _ _ __--_--_ _ __
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'#8-6-Suet -I that your failure was-in not realizing that everyone held the

.2 same ethical viewpoint as you did is not accurate in terms of

3
.

the fact that while you were at the Academy other members of

4 the Academy had also cheated.

5 A No. I don't agree with what you are saying. I

6 said that I had -- my answer in the Interrogatory basically

7 said that I had a respect for the examination process, and

8 that respect was based on my experience. And what I also --

9 and then what I said was that not everybody had that experience.

10 I didn't say that everybody who had had that

II experience had the same respect that I did. Okay.

12 Q Okay. And so you basically felt that you were

-
13 naive about the possibility that trainees would cheat?

I4 A I was-naive to the extent that given an examina-

<c 15 tion, sitting in a classroom, that someone would~ infer without-

- I' being told that that could be group effort or that he could

I7 use reference material when he wasn't told that he could.

38 That's where I felt I was naive, yes, ma'am.

Q However, you say further on on Page 14 thatt.

20 on the other hand, I was not oblivious to the possibility of

21 cheating. And then.you go on to state that when you proctored

.O an exam veu made le a gractice te observe frem eueside the reem''

23
prior to entering when possible and to stagger the frequency

24
of your appearance.. %, y,

25
So, those two statements appear to me to be

.
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[#8-7-Suet 1 inconsistent, in that you are saying on the one hand that you

did riot expect cheating and on the other hand you are saying2

; 3 that you took steps to guard against it.

'4 A I think it's a matter of degree. If you felt
'

5 like people are going to cheat or that there is a strong

6 possibility, I think.that you would necessarily, if you were

7 doing your job right, have full time monitoring. On the

8 other hand, there is a potential certainly for that to happen,

9 and because of the. potential you spot check rather than

10 monitor.

'II And that's really where I was coming from and'

12 what I was attempting to address in this response. I don't

V,G 13 really see them as a-conflict. I see them as a difference

Id in degree from the standpoint, as I just said -- I'm getting

15 *

repetitive I guess, but -- no, that's all.

I' Q Would you say, Mr. Newton, that any method of

^

I7 exam security is possible to defeat, subject to defeat?

18 (Pause.)

" A That's hard to answer because I'm trying to think

20 of the possibilities. I don't necessarily -- I wouldn't_

21 necessarily agree that any possible process is susceptible to
,

O oheatine. === I can'e v ta e I've oe idered tae 11 !
- "

.

23 either.

.Q Mr. Leonard,-could you answer that question?

A (Witness Leonard) Would you repeat tho question,

!
t

_ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . _ _ ____ ___
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f 18-8-Suet 1 please?

2 Q The question was, is it possible to defeat a

L . (~s 3 system of exam security in your opinion?
%.]'

4 JUDGE SMITH: That's not the same question, I

5 don't believe. However, if that's the question you want to

6 put to Mr. Leonard, that's your prerogative.

7 Is it possible to defeat a system of exam

; .8 security?
.

9 WITNESS LEONARD: In answering your question,
I

~10 ma'am, the security of the United States has been violated

II on several occasions, and that process is the subject of

12 violation.
>N
(-) 13 ~ Exam security process, if not administered

14 correctly and not controlled correctly, it's possible it can

15 be violated.

16 BY MS. BRADFORD: (Continuing)

I7 Q So that the only -- you can only see that the

18 exam security is subject to defeat if it's not administered

39 correctly? You can see no other way -- no possibility of

20 it being defeated, given that it's administered correctly?

2I A Well, the controls required for examinations

())
r 22 dictate certain requirements. If those requirements aren't

,

23 met and the administration of the exams from the time they

24 are conceived until the time they are given, if those aren't
, ,, ,

25 met, and there isn't a conscious effort by the people involved

i

<
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:58-9-Suet 1 in that security, there is a possibility, very slim that

2 it might be violated.

./'g: 3 On the other hand, you have to look at who is
- \J

4 going to violate it. In order to violate the security

5 process of any kind, the individual has to be dedicated to

6 do that and they have to have the resources and the technical

7 resources, et cetera to do that. This reference I mentioned

8 befdre, you know, for instance, the security of the United

9 States, the people that violate that have to go through

10 extensive measures but it still is violated.

II:END #8

I2-Jo31flws-

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

)
23

24
Ase-Federal Reporters, Inc.
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j MS. BRADFORD: I have no further questions.

JUDGE SMITH: Mr. Au?
2

X X INDEX RECROSS EXN4INATION
3

BY MR. AU:
4

0 Mr. Leonard, in response -- I have a follow up
5

question on the exchange you just had. Do trainees keep a
6

copy of the graded exam?
7

A (Witness Leonard) Is your question do we keep
8

9
a copy --

10 Q Do the trainees keep a copy of the graded exam?

ij A The trainees are not given a copy of each graded

12 exam. If they desire one, they can have one. In some cases

we use them or issue them as part of the upgrade programs,
13

ja and review them as part of upgrade programs, but the normal

15 course is just for us to grade them and enter them into the

16 records, the training records.

j7 They are available for the trainees to have access

18 to.

j9 A (Witness Newton) Typically, we review the exams

20 with the trainees once they are graded, but then they are

recollected. However, there is nothing which says that if
21

~'

22 an individual makes a specific request for an examination or
_

23 a copy of it we would not give it to him, because we don't

24 typically reuse them.
Am-FederJ Reporters, Inc.

25 0 You don' t ever reuse the same questions?
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*

1 A I.didn't say we don't use the same questions.

. . '2 What.I said was -- if we give an examination that has twenty
t

3 questions on it, for example, those same twenty questions, as

4 a group, don't ' typically show up again together as a group.i

,.

%

5 That is what I am saying.;

6 0 Any one question, or two questions, could show up

7 in a later exam?

8 A Yes, sir; could happen.

9 Q So, -- because those questions come from a bank, is

10 that correct?

11 A (Witness Leonard) Not specifically only from

12 a bank. The_ exam maker uses a reference source. In addition
,. n

(_.) 13 to that, questions are generated -- new questions are generated

14 for each exam.

15 If you are asking me can I go to one source and

16 find out -- have all the questions that are ever going to be

17 asked on any of our exams, you cannot do that, because we

18 generate new questions on a continuous basis for exams.

19 Q -Some questions on exam come out of that bank that

20 you have described-in your previous testimony?

21 A Those questions in the exam bank are used and-

-( ). 22 refined for exams, that is correct. That exam bank'is

23 controlled under the same exam security. It is locked up,

24 -and operators do not have access to that exam bank.
-

Am-Federes neporwr., inc.

25 Q 'But by-having access to some past exams you could

.
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1 determine the nature of the questions in the bank, could you

2 not?

'g. 3 A The operators would have to have all the exams
s/

4 that were ever given, plus be able to read the minds of the

5 instructors on the other questions that are going to be

6 generated for the exams, for the program.

7 He would have to memorize upwards to three to four

8 thousand questions and answers.

19 Q You' don't necessarily have.to memorize it. You

10 would just simply have to have access to some of the past

11 exams.

12 A No, you would -- he would have to know the questions
.~

13 and answers if it was going to help him.at all._-

14 Q Wouldn' t knowing -tlut questions be helpful rather

15 .than' simply. knowing the questions and answers?

~

16 A Well, if you know the questions, and you don't

17 know the answers, it is not going to do'you any. good.

18 -Q If you know the question, you can then find the

19 answer.

20 A Yes,,you can. Because each question should have

21 an answer.
^

() 22 -Q Okay. So, by knowing the question itself you

23 would probably be.able to-find the correct answer?

24 A' That is. correct. If somebody knows all the answers
Am-Federd Reporters, Inc.

25 to-the three or four thousand questions that have been

.
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1 generated over the last year or so, he is pretty powerful.

|
2 He is a good operator. !

,

3 (Laughter)7-)
\/

4 Q You mean the answers or the questions?

5 A Questions and the answers.

6 Q When you testified on your experience on the Brigade

7 Honor Committee earlier, during that period did you receive

8 any training in investigations when you were an investigations

9 officer?

10 A There was some preliminary training. I don't know

.11 who gave'it to me. I don't investigate the cases. I am not

12 even sure who gave me direction on how to do it.

('3
(_) 13 .Q Was- this procedural directions?

14 A There were procedures guiding -- there were basically
,

15 ' rules which addressed how to investigate, what the role of the-

'16 investigator was, what -- typical'like rules of evidence, things

17 like that, which we had to follow. The basictguidelines on

18 what the investigators had to follow.

-19 Q And how extensive was this training?

'20 A I can't recall.

21 Q Was it several hours, a day, a week?

( ) 22 ~A It wasn't.a week's length. It was most likely a short

23 time _ period.- Two or three hours.

24 Q Now, I think you also testified at that time you
'Acehal Reporters, Inc.

25 had not received any training in psychology, is that right?

-

.. . _ . _ . _.
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:

1 A Not specifically to cheating, no. Like I mentioned

2 before, most of the knowledge you gained with experience was

f- 3 applied throughout the cases.
t
x_

4 Q Did you receive any training in sociology relative

5 to your role on the Honor Committee?

6 A No, I did not.

7 0 In reaching your conclusion on the lack of

8 correlation between academic performance and the need to cheat,

9 do you consider it possible that an individual might cheat
~

10 because he didn't have time to study?

11 A Yes, it is possible.

12 Q So, one could be -- have an academically superior

n
(,) 13 record,' add' feel the need to cheat because he didn't have enough

14 time to study on a particular subject?

15 A' Yes, sir, that is a possibility.

16 JUDGE SMITH: Along that line, would a similar

17 motivation exist if the training did not qualify the person to

18 pass the exam?

19 WITNESS LEONARD: -Well, sir, -- the curriculum which

20 is addressed at the Academy was -- had been established for

121 years, and the people they were exposed to.-- it wasn't_just

(v~') 22 small' groups of people getting the training. In the case of-

23 the navigation final, we are talking about a whole class,

24 , approximately a thousand people receiving - the same training,
- Aes-Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 established curriculum, and going to the exam, taking the same
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1 exam. .

2 JUDGE SMITH: I understood Mr. Au's question not to

3 relate to the Academy. Was that the purpose of your question?- r-)
NJ

4 MR. AU: No. My question relates to that particular

5 subject matter of that exam.

6 WITNESS LEONARD: Was your question if a person

7 does not receive adequate training -- is that an impetus to

8 cheat?

9 MR. aU: No. That was not the implication of my

10 question.

11 BY MR. AU: (Continuing)

12 Q My question was very narrow. Suppose someone had
~

n
1._jI 13 an academically superior backgroud. Simply the lack of time

14 to study for that exam would be an-impetus to resort to

15 cheating?

16 MS. BAUSER: I thought that question was already

17 answered, and you were asking a question related to adequacy

18 of the training material?

19 MR. AU: No.

-20 JUDGE SMITH: What is the point of your question?

21 What is the relevance of it?

/~') 22 MR. AU: Well --\~/
23 JUDGE SMITH: Why do you ask the question?

24 MR . 100: Because Mr. ~ Leonard stated that he didn' t
Ace-Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 think there was any correlation between academic performance

_
._

_
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_

1 and the need to cheat, and I am just trying to establish --

2 JUDGE SMITH: Other relationships. That is what

3 I thought. But not in specific relation to the Academy, but

4 in general.

5 MR. AU: Yes.

6 JUDGE SMITH: And that was the purpose of my

7 follow-up,.too. In general, would lack of substantive content

8 to the training course contribute to cheatin'g if the testing

9 went beyond the training?

10 WITNESS LEONARD: Sir, if the trainee perceives

11 that the instruction did not prepare him for the exam, there

12 is the possibility that he may consider cheating as an

1 s) -
(

13 alternative to get through the course.s,

14 MR. AU: I will leave that subject.

'

15 BY MR. AU: (Continuing)

16 Q Mr. Ross, let me direct your attention to UCS

I7 Exhibit No. 1. Are you familiar with that document, which[
18 is the final certification statement concerning Mr. Frederick?

19 A (Witness Ross) Yes, sir.

20 Q : Question of clarification. On the second page --

21 I guess that is the second paragraph -- there is a word on the

p 22 right hand side of my copy which is left out, and-I.am just.3 J.
23 wondering if you knew what the word was.- It is eight lines

24 down from the top, and it starts: The -- and I think it is
Ace-Feder:3 Reporters, Inc.

25 a: - 'S.''

. _ ,_. . . _ . __ _ . _ _ . . _ _ _ _. _ _ --
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1 MS. BAUSER: I believe the word is, ' Staff.'

2 WITNESS ROSS: Well, the sentence starts with, 'The.'

3 I believe the word is, ' Staff' also.

4 BY MR. AU: (Continuing)

5 Q Okay. By ' Staff,' is the NRC Staff referred to

6 there, or GPU Staff?

7 A (Witness Ross) I believe that is NRC Staff in that

8 reference.

9 JUDGE SMITH: I can see I have on my copy of that

10 exhibit, I have even less than the other people in the room.

11 I don't even have the 'S.'

12 I-can see -- Judge Linenberger's is comparable.
- j-
w/ 13 I can use his.

14 BY MR. AU: (Continuing)

15 Q Concerning management action that was taken with

16 respect to Mr. Frederick, was that action. communicated to the

17 operators?

18 ~ MS. BAUSER: Could you be more specific, Mr. Au,

19 as to which management action you are referring to?

20 MR. AU: With respect to the action which is

21 referenced in UCS Exhibit No. 1, which is the decision not to

' rm 22.( J- recertify Mr. Frederick,for.the SRO certification license.

<: 23 WITNESS ROSS: No, it was not. Not directly.

24 BY MR. AU: (Continuing)
.Am-Federd Reporters, Inc.

25 Q -Did Mr. Hukill issue any statement to the operators

.1
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,~

I concerning that decision?'

_ '2 A (Witness Ross) As it related to Mr. Frederick, no.
1.

j 3 Q How did the operators learn about that decision, if

:v
4 at all?

5 A I am not sure how they learned about it. We didn't

6' feel it was something that we wanted. We felt it was a personal

7 item, and we didn't want to advertise it in a manner that would

8 be derrogatory to anybody involved. We kind of felt it was a

9 Personal item.

10 Q There was no statement given either by you or

11 Mr. Hukill to the operators concerning Mr. Frederick?

12 A No , th ere wasn ' t . . Normally we don't publicize

. .

(_f_ 13 certification results. Additionally, there were no questions

:14 about deemphasis of Mr. Frederick's, or what happened to him.

15 Had there been, we would have addressed them.

16 0 .Okay.

17 A (Witness Newton) What I was going to say, and

18 it is not on this copy, and I am not sure whether this copy

19 came from Mr. Hukill, and it may well have, but on the training

20 department's copy --it must be the original, the issue of the

21 -- how personal we thought it was I-think would be evidenced

22 by the fact that I wrote across that when we got it back that(p
23 we were not going to file it with the normal records, but ih

.24 fact that it would be kept -- other than the cover sheet -- that
Am-redw. n.ponen, inc.

25 dae underlying sheets would be kept with his own personal record,

L _
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i instructor record, which is kept in a locked file cabinet in

'

2 my office.

3 That was the perceived nature of this discussion,7jg-
4 and that certainly would speak to the f act that we didn' t

5 issue a statement about it.

6 Q Did the management make any statement when Mr.

7 Frederick was removed from his duty as licensed -- supe. visor'

8 of licensed operator training?

-9 A _ (Witness Ross) When he was removed?

10 0 When he was replaced?

11 A The answer to either question is the same. We

12 made no formal statement.

.(~
l 13 A (Witness Newton) We made a statement that a formal

14 memo was sent that said that when Mr. Maag was formally

,

,
15 assigned or nominated or promoted to replace him, that statement

_

16 was made.

17 It did not go into any details of the reason for

18 replacement. I held -- I think Mr. Leonard and I both held

-19 a session with the instructors in the operator training

20 section and certainly = briefed them as to the issues and the

21 circumstances, so that they would understand what was going

22 on.- I felt that was appropriate.}')-
23 A (Witness Ross) As far as the operators themselves,

'24 . operations department, that was not done, and we basically had
. Am-F*al Reporters, Inc.

25 no' real questions about what was going on.

_
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1 JUDGE SMITH: Mr. Au, could you help me? What

2 is the - direction of this? Are you able to say without

r,3 3 frustrating your cross examination? I am having dii iculty

d'
4 following it. Where you are going.

-5 MR. AU: I guess I am somewhat concerned about

6 whether an impression -- impressions that the operators may

7 have gained from this particular action. Maether they are

8 correct impressions, incorrect impressions.

9 Particularly, I am concerned because of Mr. Hukill's

10 memo which leaves me the inference that possibly the

11 Commonwealth had some role in this, which I don't believe

12 is the case.
rm
(_) 13 -I am trying to explore with Mr. Ross .what was

14 communicated.

15 JUDGE SMITH: To the operators?

16 MR. AU: Yes.

17 JUDGE SMITH: That is the point -- the relevance

-18 of that is not clear from your line of questioning. What

19 would be-the relevance of a misimpression, or accurate

20 impression?

21 MR. AU: Well, if there is a misimpression, there

() 22 -might be a basis for a morale problem, if someone is being

23 unfairly treated for.. reasons not-disclosed.

24 JUDGE SMITH: Okay.
Ace-Federal Reporters, Inc.
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-. .. .--
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1
brought to Licensee's attention a few days ago his interest

2 in pursuing this line of inquiry, and I -- after talking to

3 Mr. Ross -- determined that Mr. Ross could testify as to

4 what management may have formally communicated to the operators

5 after decisions were made about Mr. Frederick.

6 However, could not go on and testify about the

7 substance of the Hukill memo. In other words go into Mr.

8 Hukill's mind, or what may have motivated Mr. Hukill or what

9 -- the Hukill memo then, in turn, refers to some other

10 management decisions which Mr. Ross was not privy to, and Mr.

11 Ross would not be able to go into that.

12 So, I think we are at a dead end in this line of

' , ,, 13 inquiry. Mr. Ross has testified that nothing was said to the
_

14 operators.

15 JUDGE SMITH: I recognize that you did not object.

16 This, I guess, toucher upon our earlier discussion, and that

17 is the issue of operator morale is obviously in the case, but

18 not in as far as the parties are concerned, not in a
!
'

19 sufficiently defined way for me to understand exactly what is

20 happening in your questioning.

End 9. 21

Mary S fois.

(Il 22

23

24
Am-Federal Reporters, Inc.
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I
Shn-10-1 I1think it is a perfectly appropriate question,

2 but I just want to understand it.

() BYJMR. AU:

*
Q Mr. Newton, you stated that you had briefed the

5 instructors concerning the action concerning Mr. Frederick
6 .and his replacement by Mr. Maag. When was that briefing?

7 A (Witness Newton) It was sometime in late August

8 or early September of 1984.

9
Q And was this briefing to the entire group of

10 instructors under your supervision?

11
A No, sir. I said it was to the operator training

'

12
instructor training group.

13
Q I am sorry. Was it to the entire group of''

14
operator training instructors?

I'5
A I don't remember that there was a hundred percent

16
attendance, but it was pretty close.

17
Q It was a formal' session?

18
A Yes, sir.

19
Q And what was said_concerning that action?

20
A I think basically.we discussed the issues raised

21
in NUREG 680 Supplement No. 5, and the concerns that still

; (^f's 22
(_ existed, and the fact that it was our feeling that as long

23 as these concerns existed that until they were resolved we

24 had to relieve Mr. Frederick of his duties.m-w n.porer , inc.

25
0 Were there any other reasons given?
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ESim 10-2 1 A I don't remember, but I don't think so. You know,

2 you are asking me to recall a conversation which I held

S- .s 3 six months ago. I remember holding it, but I don't remember

b
4 a transcript of it.

5 Q Well, did you have the memorandum which is UCS

6 Exhibit No. 1 available to you at the time?

7 A No, sir. I had it available, but I did not

8 use it. I spoke without notes.

9 Q You had it available and you were familiar with

10 its contents?

11 A I had read it, yes, sir,

12 Q But you did not go down the list of reasons'

7.s~d 13 given?

14 A No, sir, I did not read from the memorandum,.

15 nor did I have an index card or.anything-with reasons noted.

16 from the memorandum.

17 Q Were there questions asked in response to your

18 briefing on this subject?

19 A =I don't remember.

20 Q Did anyone expressed any concern.that there was

21 any unfairness in respect to the management action?

I'')T
22 A I don't think that the concern has been expressed

L.

23 that management in and of itself was unfair. I think the

24 concern that was expressed was that maybe the entire process
Am-Feseres nepormes, Inc.

25 was unfair, but it didn't appear as though management had
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Sim_10-3 .I any other alternative.

2 Q What do you mean by the entire process?

l ;/~g 3 A The process which says to me anyhow one of the
(,)

<4 issues, for example, in Mr. Frederick's case was an apparent

5 conflicting, as Mr. Hukill points out here is his memo, an

6 . apparent conflicting testimony and statements concerning his

7 involvement in the actuation of high-pressure injection on

8 the morning of the TMI-2 accident.

9 It is my understanding that the individual that

10 wrote that section anyhow of Supplement 5 to NUREG 680 made

11 his judgment on the basis of a report, and I don't remember

-12 "the title or the number, but it is about that thick, which

b
s_/ 13 included statements of a numberr of individuals that were

14 associated with the B&W litigation.

-15 My own personal assessment, having_ read that

16 entire report when this issue came up and all of the

117 attachments, was that there is something being said, you

18 know, Mr. Frederick hasn't had an opportunity to say, you
.

'19 know, I would like to speak'to thisJindividual. There is

20 pressure brought to bear on the part of the agency that issues

21- the doucment that says Mr. Frederick'can't be used.

.[''}~ 22 Mr. Frederick, to my knowledge, hasn't'had an
,/

23 opportunity-to rebut that. So that is the kind of thing

-24 fI am-talking about in terms of process.-

Am-Federal Reporters, Inc.

.25 Q Okay. And in general you are talking about the

. _ _ . . _ . . ._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _
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Sim 10-4 regulatory process?j

A In general, yes, sir.
2

Q Now this concern that you stated, is this the
3

concern that you preceived your instructors as having?'

4

A Yes. Let me try to state it a little more
5

1**#lY'6

The concern really, as I have heard it expressed,
7

is when do you object to being told to take actions, when
8

do you say no, you know, what issue, if any, does the company
9

take with regards to being directed as to how personnel
10

are to be assigned?jj

~

Certainly with regards to the issuance of a
12

b) li ense, both to an individual to operate a plant and to
13.v

a utility to operate the plant in general, there are duties,
34

responsibilities and rights of' those who issue those licenses
15

to make some judgments and decisions that I think no everybody
16

understands.
17

S those are the kinds of concerns,-and I am-
18 ,

not attempting to lend any legitimacy to the concern. What-
j9

am_ attempting to do is express the concern and not' decide
20

whether, gee, the guy who raised that concern has a. valid
21

concern, but that in fact-the-nature of that concern has
;el - 22
'Q'

been raised.
23

Q Okay. And it has been raised by people you
24

Ase-Federal Reporars, Inc.
supervised?25
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Sim-10-5.

2 Q Mr. Ross ----

1- 3 JUDGE SMITH: Mr. Au, are you leaving that

4 line?

5 MR. AU: Not quite. I have one more question

6 and-then I will leave that line.

7 JUDGE SMITH: Okay.

8 BY MR. AU:

-9 Q Did the Commonwealth make any request concerning
~

10 actions taken with respect to'Mr. Frederick?

11 A (Witness Ross) I am not aware of any.

L12 MR. AU: Okay. I am leaving that line.

(w)-(_ 13 JUDGE SMITH: Now would you tell me again, I

14 thought I understood the purpose of your examination, but

15 I am not sure. Would you tell me-again what the purpose of

16 that line of questioning was? I said it was perfectly

17 appropriate, but now there are elements in there that'I

18 don't understand, and it is an important matter and I would

19 like to know why you have done.it.

20 MR.-AU: Okay. I'think it is an important matter
-

'21 or else I would not have started this line'of questions.. One
-

<

' f'JT 22 of the issues in this hearing is the extent of mangement
R

23 employee communication and whether management adequately

24 communicates to'its employees the reasonsJfor management.
Am-reseres neporws, Inc.

25 actions.
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Siun 10-6 1 With respect to Mr. Frederick, we have a memorandun.

2 by Mr. Hukill which states several reasons for taking a

3 particular action with regard to Mr. Frederick. At least_ ,-3

(_)'
4 one' inference that I drew from that memorandum is an implica-

5 tion there will be a silence, and it was possible that the

6 Commonwealth was somehow responsible for the action with

7 regard to Mr. Frederick.

8 JUDGE SMITH: In the hearing process or in the

9 licensing process?

10 MR. AU: In the license process or in the hearing

11 process. I am not sure. It is actually point two of his-
|

12 memorandum.

~(q)- '13 Now I wanted it clear on the record that as far

14 as-I know we-have no responsibility for that action, and

15 if there is a misimpression that operators perceived that

16 we are intervening in this process, I wanted to make that

17 . clear that if the operators or instructors have a mis-

18 impression that somehow we are manipulating or urging certain

19 management actions, I want to make that known or at least

20 make that clear.r

21 That-led to the question of well how and in what

- ('i 22 manner did management communicate its actions with regard
L.)

-23 to Mr. Frederick.to the operators or the instructors.

24 JUDGE SMITH: But your position is that all of
Aes-Federal Reporton, Inc.

25 .this is within the remanded hearing and this is what we are
~
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allowed to hear under the remanded hearing?Sim-10-7 i

2 MR. AU: Yes, in respect to -- well, in respect

i, 3' to the nature of management / employee communications.

b
4 JUDGE SMITH: So the whole line you believe is

5 'under that particular issue which the Appeal Board, as I

6 recall, did have that as a specific statement.

7 Do you have a copy of that? Does anybody have

8 a copy of that, of 772?

9 MS. BAUSER: Judge Smith, I would like to, since

10 the Board has raised some quetions about how operator attitude

11 and what-not fits in, and I know that the licensee has not

12 objected on occasion and has objected, I would like to just

,,

f ). 13 clarify something if I could.
,

14 It has been licensee's view that the issue of

15 management / employee communication as well as the issue of

-16 morale and attitude has been pertinent insofar as it relates

17 to the. adequacy of the licensed operator training program.

18 So, for example, when you are talking about

19 communications related to improvements in the program or

20 problems with the program, that that would be pertinent.

21 Our testimony does not encompass all communications

( ~^ 22 from senior management or management outside of the operations
b~

23 training interface and whether that is adequate or not, and

24 sometimes we are fairly far afield from simply the issue of
Ass-Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 communications insofar as it relates to licensed operator

e _ __ _ _ _ __ _ . _ . _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ __ _____ _ ___ _ _
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,

S m 10-8' l training,.which is. licensee's understanding of the focus
>u .

, of Section 3-C of ALAB 772 which does I think does raise
~ f ~ questions ~about it, but it was in the context of whether

4 when there are problems, do they then get fed back into

the training program and does the training program suffer
6 in any way because of those problems.

I JUDGE SMITH: Morale problems?

MS. BAUSER: Yes, sir, morale problems, communica-

9 tions problems and break downs in communications which might
'10 in. fact ~cause morale problems.

'11' So our testimony is geared towards brining those

12 . issues in only in the context of whether they are properl'y
) addressed-to ensure the adequacy of--Ehe licensed operator-- -

13
'

- training program.

'15 (Pause.)
-16 MS. BAUSER:. Judge Smith,-to illustrate the' point,

u.
17 in Section 3-C, and I have the bound version of ALAB 772,-

18
'

page!1234.in the middle of|the paragraph thereLis some dis-.

-

cussion of pride and enthusiasm among employees in the'

.

- 20 , training program, et cetera, and-whether or not those . i-

-

. '. qualities or-the lack.thereof might bear ~on the-OARP.-_c

) committee's assessment'of the effectiveness of the training

program.'

24
~ I think Mr. Au is hanging his' JUDGE SMITH:

m %, g

: 25 relevancyLon another-language in there, which I also. recall,g: ,

O
C_ -n.____._1_._______._____.___________________.___.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ .
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Sim 10-9
1 and which the Appeal Board said the most important issue

2 is, and I can't find it.

s 3 (Pause.)e

4 Oh, here we are. "Perhaps the most important

5 matter -- and it is on 1236 - "Perhaps the most important

6 matter that the committee should address upon further hearing

7 however is a rather prophetic statement, ' Top management

8 needsd to keep aware of the real and perceived problems

9 of its employees'. That is a part of the communication issue."

10 1236, Mr. Au.

11 MR. AU: And I remember the OARP testimony

12 concerning management employee communications addressing
g
( ). 13 a particular meeting to communicate management actions.

14 JUDGE SMITH: You can. answer my question if

15 you want to. I think I have found the answer, and I agree

16 with you that some form of employee morale and attitudes with

17 respect to training is in issue here, and that is fine.

18 BY MR. AU:

19 Q I believe I-have gone as far as I can go with

i
20 'this particular issue.

21 Let me turn to another subject.

(~l 22 Several days ago you testified, Mr. Ross, concerning
Al

23 the return of back pay for Mr. Mayhue and you said that

24 ~ management felt that Mr. Mayhue had~been punished twice.
""' Now whose words are those? Are those your woras

4
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Sim 10-10 1 or Mr.'Hukill's?

2 A (Witness Ross) I think they are probably a

3 combination of both. They are probably Mr. Hukill's in someem
L.)

4 regard.

5 .O okay. And when did he make that determination?

6 A I think he made that determination at the same

7 . time we took the June initiative and moved people around
-

8 accordingly.

9 Q What that determination made in writing?

10 A I am not sure that that determination was made

11 in writing.

~

12 Q I will direct your attention to UCS Exhibit No. 18.

() .13 (Pause.)

14 Was that determination made cometime before

i 15 June 14th, 1983, which was the date of the memo directing

16 I guess payment for Mr. Mayhue?

17 A From this I can't tell when the determination

18 was made. The date of the payroll check, the letter was

19 written June 14th,

20 0 Now was the management action concerning this

21 payment communicated to other operators?

(~) 22 A Verbally, yes, it was.
v

23 Q And when was that communicated?

24 A We had a meeting concerning our June initiative
Ase-Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 because it did affect personnel within the department, and
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. Sim'10-11: : 1- during that meeting, and when I say we, Mr. Hukill was the

2 spokesman and I was in attendance, we had several meetings,

3 we discussed what actions we were taking and what their impact.

4 would be, and in'the course of that discussion to the best

5 of my recollection, this came up that we would return this

6 money to Mr. -- and I can't remember his number now - "H"

7 I believe.

8 Q Okay. What were the reasons stated for returning

9 the money?

10 A I have already stated that, and I will-repeat
i

11 it for you. The reasons were that he had already been
<

12 punished and this would be punishment twice by removing him

) 13 and.having kept in force his salary reduction.

14 so essentially what this action did is return

15 his salary reduction but-held in effect his-removal from-

16 licensed duties.

17 Q - Was there any reaction to'this from the-operatorsP

18 A I would call it kind of mixed. I wouldn't call

19 it a very, very bad reaction. There were discussions'of

20 why,.how, what does this mean, that type of reaction, yes.

21 Q Did the operators perceive this action as being

22 fair or unfair?

23 A I'am not sure I can draw an inference to that.

24 'Itr feeling is1they felt that the action to return his salary
m nepo,=, inc.

25 wassvery fair. I think they felt the action to remove him
cnd Sim
.Suf fols from licensed' duties may have been unfair.

y
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til-1-Wal -1 Q Okay. Let me -turn directly to UCS Exhibit 19,. --.

2 Page 2, the paragraph that begins after the quote, in the

3 second sentence, would you read that, please?,

v
4 'A (Witness Ross) You are talking about the part

5 that starts with the Board?

6 Q No. The second sentence in, I guess it would be

7 the second paragraph there.

8 MS. BAUSER: Could you just identify the sentence,

~9 Mr. Au? --- --

10 BY MR. AU: (Continuing)

11 O Okay. For reasons.

12 A For reasons described below and discussed with

in)(_ 13 you, the Company has concern as to whether this' penalty is

14 adequate. However, in light of the circumstances previously

15 discussed and in recognition of the additional actions to
z

16 which you will be subject, as described below, the Company
zu n- .. w.,,. ,, ,.-. - , :x,_

17 accepts the Board's proposal.

18 Q Okay. Now, did Mr. Hukill discuss with you

19 the adequacy or inadequacy of the penalty?

20 A We had some discussions about that.
-: :c n. - ~

21 0 Did he suggest that any additional action might

(). be taken against Mr. Mayhew?22

23 A He did suggest additional action might be taken.

#
In fact, he assigned me to follow Mr. Mayhew's performance

, Am-Federst Repo,ters, Inc.

25 and attitude as he carried out his license duties.
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#11-2-Wal 1 Q I think this might -- well, let me ask you
'

2 directly. How do you square your statement that Mr. Mayhew --

3q- that'you may have been punished twice with this statement from
NJ

4 Mr. Hukill that the penalty might not be adequate?

5 -A Well, the statements were made at two distinctly

6 different times. This statement was made in August of '82,

7 and the other statement was made at a different time. I don't

8 know exactly when. I could flip back and look at it I guess.

9 (The witness is looking at a document.) -

10 June of '83. It's a year's difference.

II
Q So you explain it solely by the year's difference?

I2 A Mr. Au, I don't understand your question. Ask
p

' 't.) 13 me your question and I will be glad to answer it.

I4
Q Okay. It seems to me inconsistent that in August

15 of '32 Mr. Hukill felt that the punishment was not adequate,

16 and in June of 1983 your perception of his concern that Mr.

I7 Mayhew might have been punished twice --

18 MS. BAUSER: If that's the foundation for the

question, I object to it because I don't think Mr. Hukill

20 found in August of '82 that the punishment -- that the decision

21 to suspend Mr. Mayhew for two weeks was an inadequate punish-

/~ 22y'$) ment. And I think that this document speaks for itself on

23
that.

24
JUDGE SMITH: Mr. Au, what do you say? Your point,

25
is if two weeks suspension -- if he got off light, that he

a. - - - - - _ - _
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-#11-3-Wal, ~1 shouldn't'have been. paid for it. Is that your. poi.nt?

2 MR. AU: No. I'm not saying that. I'm thinking

3 that -- I'm more concerned where the basis of the statement:

4.-
.

4 that Mr. Mayhew may have been punished twice comes from. And

5 Mr.'Ross testified that, at least it was his and Mr. Hukill's

6 impression that he had been punished twice, and that was the

7 reaso'n for refunding his pay.

8 I. guess my concern is what point -- at what point

9 did they decide he had been punished adequately.,

~

~10 MS. BAUSER: I don't understand that .

11 JUDGE SMITII: Hell, I did:not until that very

- 12 moment, and I think I understand it now, yes.

13 MS. BAUSER: If Mr. Au uants-to know what percipat-

14 ed the change in the punishment ---is that the nature of your-

15 questioning?

'16 JUDGE. SMITH: Well, he knows that.

17 MS. BAUSER': 'Okay. Well, there was-'a new event

- 18
-

,
that percipitated a change. This.wasn't an ongoing, evolving-

19 punishment change.

20 I don't -- I don't --

: 21 MR. AU: I think I see just reading the-document

- 22 some inconsistency with the earlier statement than his state-

23 ment about what they felt in June.

24 JUDGE SMITH: Is all of this still in the context
Ase Federal Reporem, Inc.

25 of what was communicated to the other operators?
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illl-4-Wal 1 MR. AU: Yes.

2 JUDGE SMITH: That's the basis for it?

3 MR. AU: Yes. And whether they perceived that-. p
V

4 management action as being fair or unfair.

5 JUDGE SMITH: Which you believe is an issue in

6 this hearing?

7 MR. AU: Yes, sir.

~8 JUDGE SMITH: And now you are saying that Mr.

9 Hukill says in this letter that you are not being punished

10 adequately by two weeks suspension --

II HR. AU: Yes, sir.

I2 JUDGE SMITH: -- but we are going to accept it.

13 And he turns around and then they take him off of all operatorc

Id duties and reimburse him. So he is being compensated for

15 something more than -- yeah, I see your logic in this.

16 And now you want to know at what point they be-

17 lieved he had been punished sufficiently, and that'is relevant

18 to the justification for paying back his salary --

I' MR. AU: Yes.

20 JUDGE SMITH: -- all of which is relevant in

2I turn to what was communicated to the operators which in turn

n 2yV is relevant to their morale which in turn is relevant to what?

23 MR.~AU: Wrill, whether there is adequate management-

24
employee communication about these actions.

25 JUDGE SMITH: Okay. All right. You may answer.
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fil-5-Wal 1 BY MR. AU: (Continuing)

_

2 Q Maybe I should put it to you -- at what point

'3 did you decide that the punishment was adequate?f3

'

4 A I think it's-hard to put a point at where we

5 said you have met the criteria for adequate punishment. I

6 think it goes without saying for a licensed operator, the

7 single most derogatory thing that can happen to you is for

8 you to have your license removed. That's a personal and

9 professional attack.

10 Q Okay. But would that point have been made prior

11 to the June 14th, 1933 memorandum?

12 A I'm not sure when the point was made. Ilhen we
' )- 13 first talked to the operators, the whole issue was reviewed,

14 to answer your questions. And I guess at that point we knew

15 he had been punished adequately.

16 To answer your question, at some point you have

~17 got.to say he is punished adequately.- When you remove his

-18 license, there is no doubt.about it.

19 Q Okay. At~the time you removed his license, did

20 you explain to the operators why you thought that.was an

21 appropriate penalty?

| 'I ) 22 A In our meetings with the-operators, we explained
v

23 that we felt there was just no other way of. resolving the

24 issue at this point.- This-was the only prudent action we,
Ace-Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 as management, could take.

[
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,

ill-6-Wal 1 Q I can read that both ways. I can read that to

2 say you did not explain why that was an appropriate penalty;

- 3 is that correct?

4 MS. BAUSER: Could you ask him whether he thought

5 it was an appropriate penalty? Thre is an assumption in

6 your question.

7 MR. AU: I think he already answered that question.
.

8 JUDGE SMITH: I don't believe he did.

9 BY MR. AU: (Continuing)

10 0 Okay. Do you believe that was an appropriate

II penalty?

12 A Your question again, sir, I think there may have
p;
\_/ 13 been an un in there someplace?

I4 Q Okay. Do you believe that the action taken

..15 with respect to Mr. Mayhew was an appropriate penalty?

16 A Upon removing his license, I think it was far-

17 too severe.

18 Q Did Mr. Hukill believe it was an appropriate

U penalty?

20 A From his briefings, I can only tell you what I

21 perceived. As to asking straight out, in your personal belief
-

(_x is this an appropriate penalty, I never asked him.) 22
,

23 But from his briefings, I, too, got the feeling

'24
he thought it was far too severe.

Am-Federal Reporters, Inc.

25
Q Now, was the nature of reasons, the basis of the

_

-
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.fil-7-Wal 1 severity of the penalty explained to the operators?

2 A The basis is what I previously mentioned, there

f- 3 was an impasse. There was no other way of breaking off talk,
N ]( '

4
, that this was an action that had to be done.

5 Q And from that explanation, do you believe the

6 operators perceived it was unfair?

- 7 A From that explanation itself, absolutely not.

8 I think they perceived the fact that we had to take his,

9 license as being unfair.

10 I might add, we explained at the same time what
4

II we were going to do for this particular employee and went

12 through where he wodld be placed, and went through all the'

y

4.,,) 13 details so he fully understood the case.

14 MR. AU: I have no other questions.

15 JUDGE S!!I"H: Mr. Au, I understand your line of

16 questioning,.but I also think that your questions were driven

17 by a concern that the Commonwealth was perceived to be the
.

18 cause of unfairness.

19 Is that part of it?

20 MR.'AU: That's certainly part of it, yes. But
:

II .I -- the problem is my inability to get into the minds of the

( ); s 22 operators, you know, do they perceive the Commonwealth as being
23 the cause of this.

'
JUDGE' SMITH: When you refer to-the impasse whichAce-Federet Reporters, Inc.

25 made that action necessary, what impasse are you referring to?

..

-kw- v- e e m
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fil-8-Wal I WITNESS ROSS: The Commonwealth's comments or

2 answers to the ASLB. Board, I guess it was, hearings.

3 JUDGE SMITH: Is that all?

.G./~')
4 MR. AU: Yes.

5 RECROSS EXAMINATION

6 BY MS. WAGNER:

INDEXXX 7 Q My first question is one of clarification, and it

8 is possible, Mr. Leonard, you have.already answered this this

9 morning but I'm not certain, so just bear with me for a minute.

10 I think you stated that the exam bank questions

11 are not locked up?

12 A '(Witness Leonard) No, that's incorrect. I

,.
.

13 stated they are locked up.

14 Q Oh, they are locked up?

15 -A They are controlled as if they are an exam..

16 Q Thank you.

17 JUDGE SMITH: Ms. Wagner, perhaps before you

18 begin to inquire, maybe we should have gone to lunch or.

19 inquired about whether a lunch break is necessary.

20 MS WAGNER: All right. I have five to ten

21 minutes' roughly of examination. I don't know whether Ms.

{j 22 Bauser expects any.

23 MS. BAUSER: One question, Judge Smith.

24 JUDGE SMITH: Okay. I think we can shoot for
Am-Federd Reporters, Inc.

25 winding it up.

. . . _ _ __ . _ _ _ _ _ .
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.til-9-Wal 1 BY MS. WAGNER: (Continuing)

2 Q Are the exam questions -- the questions in the

3gs. exam bank, are they available to operators as study aids?
.]

4 A No, they are not.

5 Q Mr. Newton, I believe Judge Smith asked you a

,6 question last week concerning changes to plant procedures and

7 modifications in equipment and communication of those changes
.

8 to the Training Department.

9 Do you recall that exchange at all?

10 A (Witness Newton) I recall that we discussed it.

II I don't renember that it was necessarily Judge Smith.

12 O I had a couple of follow-up questions in that

O
-V. 13 area.

14 JUDGE SMITH: My questions related to the

15 industry e::perience. I was interested in the condition that

16 you set up a. group to monitor industry experience and then

17 how'that was translated to training.

18 BY MS. WAGNER: (Continuing)

39 Q I think you mentioned that recommendations were

20 made to you to review certain items where suggested changes

21 might be made to training. And I think you said --

f} 22 A If you could tell me the page you are reading
s-

23 from --
i

24 0 I could if you had --
Aa-Federal Reporters, Inc.

,.

25 A -- I could get a copy.

. - , . -- - .-__ _.. ~ .- _ . . . . -
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ill-10-Wal I Q Certainly. This is all background for my follow-

2 up, but Pages 32,934 and 32,935.

r"N 3 A I don't have those.
V

4 Q I could give you my copy if you would like to

5 look it over.

6 (The witness is provided with a copy of the

7 transcript.)

8 I believe you said that you reviewed these items

9 of recommended changes that come to you and sometimes you

i0 disagree with -then, but that typically you send them on to

11
Mr. Leonard.

A Yes.

'I '13
Q In the cases where you disagree with them, I'm''

interested in seeing whether there is any further action that

15
might be taken with regard to then.

16 In other words, are you the final determiner of

whether these suggestions should be incorporated into training?

A I think it's a matter that Mr. Leonard and I

19
typically discuss. Let me say that, in my recollection,.if we

20 have made the statement-back to technical functions as part

21 of our response I don't remember them ever disagreeing and

/'N' 22
T_) - coming back and saying: Gee, we.ought to talk about that. Or,

23
we don't agree with you. Let's pursue that further.

24
So, in a sense that if in reality that judgment

m.Fm ner rs, a

25
has never been questioned by the people that asked us to go look

o
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.#11-ll-Wal 1 at it, then I guess in reality that makes us the final determina--

2 tion.

:n 3 -Q But since they receive your response you would
.L)'

.4 expect if they disagreed to get back in touch with you?

5 A Yes, ma'am.

6 Q When you determine that changes in training are

7 justified on the basis of the recommendations, what procedures

8 are in place to ensure that the changes are actually made?

9 The new material is incorporated into training?

10 A Well, the report form or the action item response

Il form-that technical functions sends us has a due date on it.

12 And we log in the date we get it and what the due date is, and

.

13 we log in the date of our response. I think I talked in there

14 about the fact that the administrative assistant to the Operator

15 Training Manager keeps a record of that information.

16 She gives me a copy of where we are with regards

17 to our responses and who the assigned action individuals are

18 on a monthly basis.

19 Q Can you generalize at all as to what kind of

20 time lag might exist between the time that you decide that

21 }a change is necessary and it actually is incorporated into

(] training?22

23 A Let me first of all say that I think we are talk-

24
ing rarely about a change to the training program when we are

Ase-Federal Reporters, Inc.

25
talking about things like industry experience, which was the
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#11-12-Wal I basis of Judge Smith's question. We are mostly talking about

shariEg-experiencesandrecognitionofevents. This is what
|. '2

3 happened to.these individuals. This is the action they took,

4 and this is why they took it, and this is what the-consequences
L

'

5 were.
.

1

I 6 And we have, as I think I said, we have time frames ->

7 time' set aside in each week of our requalification training

8 program.to do those kind of things. As far as a physical
,

9 . modification to the plant is concerned, to put a time frame

,

- 10 on'it I think would be meaningless because we might-not change

II -that' lesson plan until-the next time it was used for a replace-
.

- 12 ment class,'for example.
~

13 I've already spoken- about how the' licensed opera-

Id tors who are.on shift get their information in the form of the
.

15 handout that is prepared and gone over with by the shift
i

- 16 supervisors. So that-makes it not necessary to turn around

17 and'do it for licensed requalification right away.

I8 Titerefore, the time frames that are involved are
,

probably more appropriate from the standpoint of when do you

20 hold the next replacement class, and that may be a few months

21 or it may be six or eight months. It's' more a scheduling

() 22 matter than anything else.,

4

Q Mr. Newton, .you have been asked a number of23

,

' questions with regard to TMIA Exhibit 3-A to 3-M.
Am-Federal Repo,sers, Inc.

25
A. Yes, ma'am.

.
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;#11-13-Wal 1 Q Can you tell me in general what use is made of

'2 the comments contained on those review sheets in the context

. 5-. 3 of training?

) The purpose of.those contents was really to be:

-4 A

a tool.for the supervisor, the direct supervisor, to use in5

thehelping to evaluate the quality of the instruction,6

receptivity to the students to the instruction and what changes7

or what actions we should take as a whole to change something8

9 if these comments would seem to indicate that change was

10 necessary.

Are these comments ever used as feedback for-11 O

12 .your TSD program?
.

.O- We are talking about two conpletely different
s/ 13 A

This form is not the form that is currently14 time frames.

'15 used today, and there is not -- well, I think there is a

16 place, there may be a place for the. instructor to write

17 comments on there.

18 .We are really in the process of' implementing the
~

19 TSD form now. . We have got the model and all the procedures

-20 are being written.'

I have.a book-of procedures that is that' thick21
,

22 to review right now. There are certainly provisions in there,.i(} '

draft procedures in there, which speak to utilizing feed-23
l. .

.back from both instructors and students to evaluate the24 ,

h Fede,es nepo,w s,inc. _

25 program. .Yes, ma'am.
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fil-14-Wal 1 JUDGE SMITH: What you were referring to is

'2 about three and a half inches?

3 WITNESS NEWTON: Yes, sir. I'm sorry. Yes,p-

4 sir.

5 MS. WAGNER: Thank you. I have no further

S 6 questions.

7 BOARD EXAMINATION.

8 BY JUDGE LINENBERGER:

INDEXXX. 9 Q Mr. Leonard, in discussing this morning earlier

10 .the. fact that back in your Academy days >you had not observed

11 any relationship involving people being exanined and their'

12 involvement'in certain exam irregularities, you had not

. 13 observed any relationship or traits about the people being

I4 examined-that would allow you to anticipate that certain

15 'ndividuals from a certain circumstance might be anticipatingi

16 cheating. That'is perhaps a little different characterization

17 than you made.

18 But is it basically correct? ]
'

' I' A (Witness Leonard) Yes, sir. That is correct.

20 .Yes, sir.

21 Q I was just curious'to. find out whether there

h had been:an effort to develop, or see if there existed, a22

23 relationship between exam irregularities and the -- and any

24 aspect of'the instructional program itself?
A=-Federe nepo,mri, Inc.

25 In other words, did -- were you aware of anyone

x
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#11-15-Wal I having looked for deficiencies in the instructional program

that might indicate a relationship to some of the exam ir-2

3 regularities subsequently observed?

4 A No, sir. I wasn't aware of any efforts in

that area and most-likely as a midshipman I would not have5

6 been informed if it occurred.

7 0 All right, fine. Now, gentlemen, here I care

not who answers, but over the past several days, including8

today, there have been references by various ones of you9

10 to -- well, I think the term that was used today was an up-

grade program, and that was used in connection at least for11

12 the purpose of this question, in connection with people whose

Ox) 13 exam performance you felt was not quite what it should have

'14 been in certain areas and yet whose overall job performance

:15 I think you felt justified trying to rehabilitate or upgrade

16 these people.

17 Now, I can envision at least two kinds of problems

18 that might cause you to designate a person for an upgrade

19 attention of some sort. One problem might just be that you ,

20 feel that he has not paid adequate attention to the training

21 material that has been.given him, and you are satisified that
'

22 training material is appropriate.

23 Another condition might be, it seems to me, that

you felt there were certain not so directly related factors24
Am-Federal Repo,ters, Inc.

25 such as perhaps attitudinal abberations or outside influences
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#11-16-Wal 1 of some sort that would contribute to your perception that

2 this person needs an upgrading.

- 3 Now, is that indeed the case that on occasion
J

4 people were designated for upgrading because of matters not

5 related to instructional deficiencies? And I include in

6 there program curriculum as well as instructor demeanor or

7 instructor capabilities.

8 In other words, were there deficiencies that

9 you felt derived from some other source than the instructor

10 or the instruction program that the person had been exposed

II to?

END #11 12

y flws 13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

~

22

23

24
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Sim'12-l' I .A '(Witness Leonard) Yes, sir, there have been

2 occasions.in which that has been addressed.

.3 Q Well, all right. I am leading up to a specific7-D)--

point here and I am not asking for examples of this at all,4

5 but it seems to me that if that is indeed the case or has

6 been the case in some instances, that it might have been

7 desirable for the people involved in the training to somehow

8 have some advice from perhaps other disciplines than those

9 directly associated with nuclear operations, perhaps industrial
-

10 psychology related disciplines, perhaps educational;

11 psychology related disciplines, perhaps some other related

12 disciplines.
.

,O -
- (_,/ 13 Now my direct question is are these other kinds

14 of disciplines available to assist you people in circumstances

15 where indeed you perceive a problem'that is not directly

16 related to your instructors or to your coarse material?*

117 A Yes, sir, they are available and we have utilized

18 them before.

19 Q Can you explain how you make use of them, please?

20 A We had an employee that had a difficulty ---

21 Q I don't need to knwo the nature of it, but just

('j ' 22 ~how you went about resolving it.
- w.;

23 A We identified that.the nature of his problem

24 was:not specifically with the fact that he didn't understand
: Aas-Fede,el Reporters, Inc.

25 the material because we verified that by different examination
|
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Sim 12-2 1 methods. His problem was study technique and his ability

2 to take written exams. And after interviews with him by

- 3 myself, I referred him to another member of the training

4 department in the educational dovrelopment section with

5 their expertise in educational programs and study techniques,

6 et cetera, they were able to sit down and establish a program

7 by which a specific member upgraded his ability to study

8 and to take exams and understand the exam questions. So

9 that resource is readily available to us and if we identify

10 a person with that problem, we can go to the other personnel

11 within the company and if the situation warrants, resources

12 are not restricted to go outside the company.

) 13 A (Witness Newton) Sir, there is also an employee

14 assistance program whereby, although I can't remember that

15 we have specifically used it to deal with an individual, we

16 from a training standpoint, we have had, and there have been

17 different firms or doctors involved over the course of the

18 last several years, they have spoken to -- there have been

19 at least one series of presentations regarding how supervisors

20 or the ability of supervisors to observe stress in their

21 omployees, and observe abberant behavior and so on, and things

22 of that nature.

23 So they have worked with us some. As I say, I

24 can't remember going to them or suggesting to a trainee that
Am-Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 hetgo to them to seek help and that we would be willing to

J
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work with them to help him, it just hasn't happened, but the

2 resource is there.

3 0 You used a phrase there rings a bill because I
')

4 noticed in the establishment where I am staying there is

5 bulletin board there that lists a room number and it says

0 TMI Employee Assistance Program. Now is that the same?

7 A Yes, sir.

8 0 Should I infer then that when the need for an

9 upgrade, a training upgrading effort is identified, that

10 rome effort is indeed made to tailor to specific needs

' rather than just taking the attitude well, let's hit him

12 agian with the same course material and see if he does better

13 this time?
'

I4 A (Witness Ross) Yes, sir, I think that is correct.

15 We will look at the technical, and if it is not technical,

16 we will look at the learning ability. If it is learning

I7 ability, we will get training and education. If it is home

18 stress or something along those lines, and I have used that

" on licensed operators, we use the employee assistance program.

20 JUDGE LINENBERGER: All right, fine. Thank you.

21
That is all I wanted to ask about.

( .

22'

FURTHER REDIRECT EXAMINATION

23
BY MS. BAUSER:

INDEX 24
hs-Federd Repo,ters, Inc. O Mr. Leonard, Mr. Jordan this morning asked you

25
some questions about the practice orals which were given

__ __ - _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _
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"
1 -to Mr.-Olive in the course of his upgrade program.

2 What was the purpose of the so-called practice

3 orals?:n
i

V
4 1A (Witness Leonard) Ma'am, the practice orals were

5 -part of the upgrade program which we designed for Mr. Olive,

6 and they were prerequisites for the program. The term

7 "practi:e" is used a little bit loosely there. The orals

8 covered specific topic areas and completion of those orals

9 was required. It wasn't a horse session or anything like

10 that. He was required to complete those orals on the specific

11 topic areas by an assigned oral examiner, and upon completing

12 cach one of those satisfactorily, he had to go to a final

(n) 13 oral board.

14 So they were all oral examinations where they-

15 were required to pass on their oral exams.

16 MS. BAUSER: No other questions.

17 FURTHER RECROSS-EXAMINATION

INDEX 18 BY MR. JORDAN:

19 0 Gentlemen, you spoke of concern I believe with

20 respect to the treatment of -- concern on the part of operators

21 with respect to the treatment of Mr. Frederick that the entire

(~) 22 process had boon unfair or words to that offect.
t/.

23 Did management speak to operators as to whether

24 they had any similar concerns with respect to the treatment
Ass-Fasses namormes. Inc.

25 of Mr. Husted in the course of the overall licensing process?
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t,

1 A .(Witness Newton) First of all,-let me say that

2 when we talked about Mr. Frederick,Mie did not say with the

3 operators. ;We said with the other instructors.-
:

'4 Q That was instructors. -Okay, fine. Thank you.

5 A' Yes, sir.
;

6 Q Well, the same question.

7 A The same question?

E Q: Yes.

'

9' A Would,you ask your question again? I can go

.10 -into the.Husted episode in detail, but I will try to directly

11 answer-your question.

12 Q I am not really interested in the Husted episode

()s 13 in detail. I am just interested in the question of whether --

'14 -it.neems to me 1t is possible to consider the treatment of
~

15 'Husted to have been.an example of'the entire process being

.16 unfair for various reasons, and since you had some communica-

17 .tions to that'effect wfth-the instructors concerning

18 Mr. Frederick, 1 am really just'asking whether you-had similar --

19 whether they expressed similar concerns about the treatment

H~ 20 of Mr.-Husted?
ge.

21 A There was a significant amount of communications

'

//~N c22 regarding the Husted issue mostly held with -- that Dr. LongV, ?
'

23 .did in'his briefing. He is the one that presented that to

24 the instructors and other people under his cognizance because
m neeereses, sne.

25 there were other folks other than Mr. Husted involved.
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1 Q And did the instructors express concerns similar

2 to the concerns about the treatment of Mr. Frederickh?

3 A Yes, sir.-s

-

4 Q And with respect to the treatment of both

5 Fredericks and Husted, was the matter discussed with the

6 operators? We had touched on instructors and it wasn't

7 clear to the that we hadn't touched on operators.

8 A (Witness Ross) In the case of Mr. Fredericks,

9 we had no open discussions by the letters. I am sure they

10 could tell what was going on, the promotion letters. In

11 the case of Mr. Husted, we did have discussions.

'

12 O Did the operators express concerns about the
,,

13 fairness of the treatment of Mr. Husted?

14 A Yes, they did.
i

IS Q Uere they along the lines of whether the entire

16 process -- and I am paraphrasing Mr. Newton and please

17 correct me -- whether the process was fair and when do you

18 object to what the NRC wants you to do and when do you say

19 no, is that the kind of concern that they were raising about

20 that or was it something else?

21 A They were similar concerns, but I certainly don't

22 feel that they were as vocal in that at that time it was not^'

23 within the department. It seems like the more strong

24 comments are as how they relate to you or your department.
Am-Federal Reporters, Inc.
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-Sta 12-7 is really'just'a clarification, as I understand it, Mr. Mayhue
2 was a TMI-2 licensed operator? His license was removed at

(') the time when the company made this decision to not to have
v"

4 TMI-2 licensed operators operating TMI-1; is that accurate?

A No, sir, that is not correct. Mr. Mayhue was

6 a licensed control room operator in TMI Unit 1, and in our

7 June initiative he was one of the people removed from licensed

8 duties and transferred to other duties.
'

Q Why was it that he was removed from licensed

dutics?

''
A He was remover. from licensed dutics due to an

12 impasso in resolving issues as they related to Commonwealth
(~) 13V comments.

14
-0 Oh, okay. I see. And this was ossentially the

15 company made the commitment that Mr. Mayhue and others would
16

not be allowed to operato Unit l?

17
A That is correct, sir.

JUDGE SMITH: Or lose their licenso. Mr. Mayhuo

19 would have to lose his license?
0 WITNESS ROSS: That is correct, sir.

2 BY MR. JORDAN:
'' 22()' Q As would the other operators, the ones who had

operated Unit 2, right?;

24
A (Witness Ross) I don't know about the last half

n Fews nowen, w.

25
as relates to Unit 2.

L

I
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Sim 12-8 1 Q But there was a commitment that whether they

2 lost their license or not, the Unit 2 operators, they would

3 not be operating Unit 17
7s

)

4 A That is correct.'

5 A (Witness Newton) That was designed to be as long

6 as there were open issues pending type of thing, the pending

7 resolution of open issues. That was just with regards to

the TMI-2 situation.8

9 MR. JORDAN: That is all I have.

10 JUDGE SMITil: Anything further?

11 MS. BRADFORD: I just have one question, Judge

12 Smith.

l' ) 13 FURTIIER RECROSS-EXAMINATION

INDEX 14 BY MS. BRADFORD:

15 0 I don't recall who answered this question of

16 the staff, but you discuss that the changos in training

17 were in response to plant conditions and to industry

18 experience.

19 With reference to the training responso to

20 changes in plant conditions, those changes in training

21 would eventually be reflected in exams and quizos; is that
!

~

22 correct?

23 A (Witness Leonard) Yes, ma'am, that is correct.
,

24 Q As a result of the steam generator repair, I

Aco-Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 bo11cvo there was a chango in procedure that required the
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Sim 12-9 1 Delta T, the tube to shell Delta T to be lowered; is that

2 correct?

- 3 A Yes, ma'am.
)

4 Q From 100 degroes Fahrenheit to 70?

5 A That is correct.

6 Q Perhaps you could point to me in UCS Exhibit 31

7 where that -- let me just preface that by asking as long

8 as the plant operates with the as repaired steam generator,

9 that that requirement would be in effect; is that correct?

10 A (Witness Ross) I can't say that that requirement

11 will be in offect as long as the plant operates, but I think

12 the GPU ---

13 Q No, no, no, Mr. Ross. The question was as long'

14 as the plant operators with the as repaired steam generator.

15 A Okay. The answer 10 still the same.

16 JUDGE SMITil: Ms. Bradford, where are you going

17 with this?

18 MS. BRADFORD: I just -- okay.

19 JUDGE SMITil: This is not, as you well know,

20 the steam generator caso.

21 MS. BRADFORD: I understand, Judge Smith. I

22 just wanted to know if the witness would point to me whero

23 in UCS Exhibit 31, which is a 1984 cxam, that training is

24 reficcted, that understanding of the plant changos.
Ace Federal Reporters, Inc.
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steam generator tube rupture procedures were addressed in

2 a special training program.

- 3 BY MS. BRADFORD:
s

4 O Then they would not be reflected in this exam?

5 A They were reflected in a special weekly exam

6 at the end of that training. Without a detailed review of

7 this exam, I can't say whether it was reflected or not,

8 but the operators were examined on the change of procedures

9 that were conducted.

10 0 I understand that, but what I am asking is if

II in this requalification exam that change would be reflected

12 since it is my understanding that that would be an ongoing

13
_ requirement, that picco of knowledge would be an ongoing

I4 requirement for operators to have.

15 MS. BAUSER: Ms. Bradford, are you asking whether

16 this is the kind of exam that would reflect that or whether
17 it is in this particular exam? Is that kind of change, would

18 that be reflected in this kind of exam?

I9 MS. BRADFORD: Yes.

20 MS. BAUSER: Can you answer that question?

2I JUDGE SMITH: Would that kind of change be

22 reflected in this kind of exam?'

23 MS. BAUSER: Yes.

24
WITNESS LEONARD: Ma'am, that kind of change,

As-Federal Reporters, Inc.

25
if it was reflected in the objectives for the year, might
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Sim 12-11 1 show up on an annual exam. The annual exam is a sample

2 of the different topics that were taught during the year.

' 3
) So it may or may not show up.

BY MS. BRADFORD:

Q Mr. Ross, I saw you leafing through there. Itave

0 you been able to locate any of those in that exam, any
7 questions that would reflect that training?

O A (Witness Ross) Reflect the training?

'
Q Right, on that particular issue.

10
A Oh, absolutcly, it reflects the steam generator

11
training, Cucation 1:o. 3 on page 17. That is not specifically

' tube to shell Delta T, and it may not have boon in this

cories of exams. There were, Bruco, three scrics of exams?

14
A (Witness Leonard) Three series of exams, three

15
for RO's and thrco for SRO's.

16
A (Witnoss Ross) But that would ref1cct the steam

17
generator training in that particular question. The 70

18 degrees may or may not appear in this exam.
19

MS. BRADFORD: I see. That was all I had.

20
Thank you.

21 JUDGE SMIT!!: Anything furthor?
'

22,

MR. AU: Yes.

23 FURTilER RECROSS-EXAMINATION
INDEX 24

I*Acefederet Reporters, Inc.

25
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guess that is a special term that I am not -- I am not

2 sure if you have something in mind other than what -- do

3 you mean June 1983?

4 A (Witness Ross) Yes, sir.

5 0 And what do you mean by a June initiative?

0 MS. BAUSER: Mr. Smith, I don't know of the

7 purpose of Mr. Au's question is to test Mr. Ross' knowledge.

8 If so, I will not continue. Is that the purpose? Otherwise,

' I think that I can answer the question. Are you trying

to test Mr. Ross' understanding of that document?

11
MR. AU: Well, he used it in terms of answering

some questions and I want to know what he meant.

13 JUDGE SMITH: The term has boon used several

I# times, and you can infer what it was, but I think it would

be helpful either from Mr. Ross or from somebody.

16
MS. BAUSER: I was going to go ahead unless he

7 is trying to test the witness' knowledge.

JUDGE SMITH: He just wants the information.
*

19
MR. AU: Yes, I just want it on the record.

MS. BAUSER: Okay. The June initiative is a

21 document essentially embodying a document dated June 10, 1983

to Chairman Palladino from Mr. Dieckamp which reflects a

3 number of changes that GPU instituted in the Nuclear

24
C rporation. This document was served on all the parties

AwFederal Reporters, Inc.
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fSim'12-13- 1 | evidentiary record, but I think it is part of the restart

2 hearing pleadings, if you will, that have been filed in this

I

3 case.-! g
,O

L 4 JUDGE SMITH: The pleadings, no. The Board

5 notifications. s

6 MS. BAUSER: The Board notifications, excuse me,

.7 Judge Smith, yes.

8 BY MR. AU:

9 Q Well, by June initiative were you referring to

10 that document?

- 11 A (Witness Ross) Yes, that is correct. That is
,

12 the_ term we have been using right along, the term to specify

l ) 13 the actions that were taken as a result of that.

14 JUDGE S!!ITH: Have you referred to it by any other

15 terms?
,

16 WITNESS ROSS: I am not sure that we have, Judge

17 Smith.
I

18 JUDGE SMITH:. Okay.

19 MR. AU: Thank you.

20 MS. WAGNER: The' staff has no questions.

21 JUDGE SMITH: Anything further?

f(] ' 22 (No response. )
E/

23 JUDGE SMITH: All right, gentlemen, thank you

24 very much. You may stop down.
A penses nes==., inc.,

25 (The panel was excused.)

.
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' JUDGE SMITH: Shall we go to the ---

MS. BAUSER: I am sorry, Judge Smith, I missed

3

-( J .
. your last comment. I do have a finding schedule.Q

.

JUDGE SMITH: Yes, I thought we would address

that.

MS. WAGER: Before we get to that, as Mr. Jordan

7 -mentioned this morning, we have a correction that we would

8 like to make to the supplemental direct testimony of

' Dr. Persensky.

On pages 33,141 and 33,142 ho gave as the basis
"

for changing the staff position, or changing the staff's

statement that there was no indication that the committee
|3
,V 13 reviewed documentation ordering changes to training procedures

Id or operating procedures, he gave as the basis for changing
" the staff's position live testimony.

In fact, after he testified, he went back and

I7 tried to be more specific as to what testimony the staff

" was relying on in changing its position,

i
And Dr. Personsky=has told me that rather than

20 live testimony, he is relying on information contained in

the rebuttal testimony of the reconstituted OARP Committee

j 22 filed on November 28th, 1984.

3 In particular, Items 2 and 3 on page 6 of that

24
testimony, the statements made in Items 2 and 3 on page 6, ,

25 of that testimony constitute the basis for the staff's changed

- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ . - _ . -.
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Sim 12-15 1 position on that matter. And I would be willing to stipulate

2 that that would be the answer to that question for

3 Dr. Persensky.

''

4 MR. JORDAN: I will accept it.

5 JUDGE SMITH: Okay.

6 MR. JORDAN: I guess we should also address the

P acing of Dr. Regan's full complete testimony in the record,l7

8 which I would suggest we could do right here. That would

9 be the next thing that is in the record.

10 JUDGE SMITH: All right, that is fine. Would

11 you briefly explain the reason for it and the corrections.

12 MR. JORDAN: Yes. It turned out that upon

( 13 reviewing copies of the transcript for the day that Dr. Regan

14 testified, it turned out that both the -- his surrebuttal

15 have been filed in front of his original direct testimony,

16 and it also turned out that the first four pages of his

17 written, direct testimony were missing. So in order to

18 complete the record and be sure it is accurate, we will have

19 the written direct testimony appear at this point in the

20 record, and I take it, Judge Smith, that we will cite to

21 it at this point for clarity, and the surrebuttal will remain

'

22 where it is?

23 JUDGE SMITH: Yes, that would be the transcript

24 citation for his entire testimony.
Am-Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 Now, I don't recall, were there corrections
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Sim 12-16
1 made on his original testimony, and if there were would

2 you be sure they are carried over into this?

7/~) '3 MR. JORDAN: I don't even have my notes here

V
4 with me. I believe there were a few, all very minor.

5 JUDGE SMITH: Yes. As I recall, there was

"~6 nothing of substance.

7 MS. BAUSER: I think they were typographical.

a I do have-that transcript here.

9 JUDGE SMITH: I wonder if after we go off the

10 record before the day is over if you will look quickly

11 through that testimony and make sure that there is nothing

12 that is lost.

r
(,)y '13 MR. JORDAN: Yes, sir.

14 (The written direct testimony of Dr. James

INDEX 15 ~J. Regan follows:)

'INDEX 16

17

.18

19

20

21

-

)
23

24
- Ass-Fedevel Reporters, Inc.
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*Q. Plocco~ state your namn and business location.*

..

A. My name is James J. Regan. My business is located in San
.

Diego, California.4

,

( }- Q. -What is the purpose of your testimony?

.i A. 'The purpose of my testimony.is to assist the Atomic Safety
'

and Licensing Board by discussing a number of the 'important

issues.that must be examined in evaluating a training program

such as one for a nuclear power plant.

Q. Please describe the work that you have done in preparing to

.present this testimony, including the documents that you have

reviewed.

A. My work on this testimony has primarily involved the review _

of various documents related to the Three Mile Island licensed
A
(_) operator training program and to this proceecing. A list of the

documents that I reviewed is attached to this testimony. The

remainder of my work involved the application of my expertise.to

the issues before the Licensing Board, and preparing the

testimony itself. I have spent a total of approximately seven

and-one-half days in this effort.

C. Please describe'your education and experience.

A. .I received my undergraduate and graduate degrees in

- p syc ho logy . My Ph.D. , granted by Fordham University in 1957, is

O
i .)

.-

.

|
t

|
.

.

.

a ....
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in_ psychology. My thesis is concerned with optimizing the

relationships between hardware systems and the human beings who

operate and maintain them (human engineering) . During my yearsym3
G

at Fordham, I worked for the University in some of the early

research on the use of television for educational purposes.

In the years since receiving my degrees, my research

interests and experience have focused on training issues, with

particular emphasis on the transfer of training in training

device settings and the design and measurement of personnel

systems. The term " transfer of training" refers to the degree to

which training f acilitates the desired on-the-job per formance. A

" personnel system" includes a variety of activities such as

selection, training, and job design, which collectively are used
,

/') to manage people in a work setting. A training system is a(
v

component of a personnel system.
.

I was a civilian employee in the Department of the Navy

for some 30 years from 1951 to 1982. My Navy experience began at

the U.S. Naval Training Device Center, where I worked from

1951-1965, ultimately at the level of Head of the Systems

Psyc hology Civision. I served there as principal consultant in

the area of training systems research and as the technical leader

of a research and development effort in the area of training

system development. My research and consultation also included,

such areas as human engineering, educational psychology, and, ~s,

; !
'

'-'
training system analysis.

.

I-
* **
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From 1966 to 1973, I worked at the Naval Training,

Equipment Center as Chief Psychologist, Head of the Human Factors

,r' N Laboratory, and Founding Director of the Training Analysis and
\-)

Evaluation Group. The program for which I tras responsible*

encompassed laboratory research, consultation to engineers,

-[ research and development in adaptive training and computer
: assisted instruction, and experimental field evaluations of
4

- training systems. As Head of the Training Analysis and
%

Evaluation Group I directed a group of engineers, educators and
,

j psychologists whose purpose was to develop and explore new
.

# analytic techniques for the design and evaluation of training
systems.

From 1973 to 1982 I served as the founding Technical

-( y
,

i Director of the Navy Personnel Research and Development Center.j

This center is the principal research and developrant facility
responsible for increasing the efficiency of the U.S. Navy's

military and civilian personnel systems.

In the course of my career with the Navy, I observed the

practice of teaching in the Navy and elsewhere, either indirectly
or directly. I have reviewed a great deal of descriptive

^ material'about various kinds of instruction in various: reports,
Ljournals, and documents. Much of my knowledge is based upon my

own research, the research of others as reflected in these

Tem materials, and upon discussion with knowledgeable people in the
\_)

field'over the years.

l, ^
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A
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I retired from the Navy in 1982 and have since then

st served as a consultant to industrial clients, as a lecturer at
?

; ( }) -the University of San Diego, and as Visiting Scientist with the

[ 3attelle Human Af f airs Research Centers. Among the activities in

which I have been engaged in the above assignments are the

* development of technical plans for personnel system research and
'

development, technical review of simulator employment and

validity, and the development of a chapter on training simulator

design.

A list of my publications, symposia and seminars, and

pr lessional societies, and a more detailed discussion of my

experience is contained in the attached resume.

,

(m) Q. What-is the scope of the Navy's training programs.?

A.. The Navy has enormous and complex training requirements.

There are some 800,000 persons working for the Navy as civilians

or military employees. Substantial numbers of these -people are

undergoing training at any one time, and over 2000 training

programs are typically underway to support this training.

Q. Have you ever provided advice or assistance to the NRC?

A. Yes. -In 1981-1982, I served as chairman of'a national

advisory committee to the NRC which was asked to advise the NRC

("S concerning whether Reactor Operators and Senior Reactor Operators
\s'

should be required to have college engineering degrees. In 1983,

I served as a member of a similar NRC advisory committee asked to

address the question of whether each nuclear power plant should

have a_ site-specific simulator.

.~
. -- - - _,
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Q. What are the essential elements that must be accomplished in

order to develop a sound training program?'

I
*

A. First, it is essential to understand that any training
.

program exists as only one component of a larger personnel

system. The larger system includes, for example, selection

'

methods, job' placement decisions, job design, and man-machine

equipment design and allocation, as well as the training program

itself. .The ultimate goal of the personnel system as a whole and

of the training system itself is to assure effective job

performance. The ability to achieve this goal depends upon the
,

interactions and trade-offs among the various components of the

personnel system. Thus, the training program cannot be designed

or evaluated in isolation from the other components of the

y"x(
). personnel system.

For? example, if the trainees have high aptitudes, training

will be different frcm what it would be if the population were

. heterogeneous with respect to mental abilities. Thus, selection

influences. training. If the job is reorganized and made easier,

training will again-change. The trick is to balance these

components to get the task done, have an effective training

system, and ef ficiency throughout the personnel system.;

Second, in order to determine _how to design the training

program, it is necessary 'to diagnose the sk:ll and knowledge

fs level of: incoming students so that instruction can be tailored to
r i
\_/

their strengths and' weaknesses. This is also necessary in order

to determine the' extent.to which examinations and other

assessments given during and at the end of training reveal what

,

;

.. .-u..,, . - . . ~-
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the trainees have learned in the training program, as opposed to
what they already knew. In this connection, particularly with,

,

the limited number of trainees involved at Three Mile Island, I
1e'() believe that much of the training should be individualized to
4

| address strengths and weaknesses of particular students. Much of

this individualized training can be done with computers, using
:

programs that tailor the training to the specific answers given-

by the students and to the students' particular level and speed,

. of learning.

Third, in order to design sound instruction, it is.

necessary to establish job performance requirements or standards

of performance. That is, the jobs and tasks must be defined

either as they are actually performed or, in the case of jobs

that have not yet been performed, as they are idealized.,,.
e T

!'

There is a tendency for such job or task definitions to be

simply descriptions of the actual operations done by the

incumbent. This is not enough. In order to make job analyses

useful for the design of training systems and the measurement of

the effectiveness of training, tasks must be analyzed in terms of

-the behaviors required of the incumbent, rather than simply the

actions themselves. Thus, it is necessary to determine

analytically whether the tasks involve, for example, following

procedures, perceptual-motor, or cognitive behavior. The type of

behavior involved in performing the task is then-used to
,n

). determine the nature, extent and frequency of training.(-m-

,--n- ,_
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'

The task analysis must address, for example, the

.following:
,

,
~

(1): A description of the job.r'
('

(2) Reduction of the job into tasks.i

(3) The dif ficulty of the task -(behavior) should be

established (e.g. tur measuring the length of time it takes
~

to learn the task, and by establishing the effects of

aptitude differences on the learning time).,

.(4) The standards to which the job must be done (speed,

precision).

(5) The circumstances under which the task must be

performed, including particularly the worst circumstances

under which.it may have to be performed. This is

r~%
x-) particularly important for a task whose most likely-t +

setting is the response to potential or actual

emergencies, as is the-case with reactor operators.

(6) The importance of the task. That is, in particular,
,

what are the consequences of failure? Are they financial

or life-threatening, immediate or remote, independent,

. team, or contingent?

(7) Identification of the stimuli that initiate the task

and the response that is required.

-After the task analysis is completed, the procedure that

7- was followed should be documented, with a range of examples, to
e .

-

suppo r t: this phase of the development of the training program.

When these analyses are complete, an array of tasks (along
.

-a time line) of each member of the crew should be made to

- -
- - _ _ . _ _-
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evaluate which are team tasks and which are individual tasks.
,

,; The training program must then take this into account, and

assessment tools used in the training program must dif ferentiate;f 3x)
between individual and team performance.'

The standards of performance for each task can be those of

a model performer (called behavior to mastery), or that required

'

by the system (systems analysis is required). That is, one can

: set performance based on one of the best operators or teams,

which can produce a very high, and sometimes unrealistic,

expectation. Under the systems criterion approach, the standard

is set by the job requirements. For example, if a system is

capable of processing only five targets on a radar screen, that

may establish the job performance standard. The standards of

[ )* performance can also be established statistically by observing
u.

many performers of the same job.

Before training is set, the job itself should be inspected

to see.if it can be simplified or otherwise improved to enhance

performance. For example, if job performance is marked by long

periods of inactivity, with little or no stimulus calling for

action, some technique should be devised to counteract

inattention. Also, job design should be inves t ig a ted to

determirae that jobs in a group have properly distributed

functions and .whether -individual jobs have periods of overloads

es be'o nd the capacity of the operator (trained or not) . That is,

A ).''
one should deal with unequal team member tasking and non-linear

work loads.

Once the nature of the job performance .and the performance

standards for the job have been. determined and
,

.. . . . . . ... . . ..
__
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optimized, a system for reliably measuring job performance must

be devised because eventually the training program must be

() assessed against operational performance of individuals, teams,

and systems. This measurement is the only reliable means of

measuring the effectiveness of training.

Job performance can be dif ficult to measure. It is easy

to measure the performance of a key punch operator, for example,

by measuring the number of keypunches per unit of time. It is

more Jifficult to develop job performance measures for other

positions, such as a scientist. Some of the most dif ficult

performance to evaluate is that of people whose skills are not

elicited fully except in an emergency (power plant operator, an

airline captain) or in war (a tactical commander) . Despite these
e x.

k) difficulties, however, the development of job performance

measures is necessary in order to assure that the job itself is

properly designed and that the related training is both properly

' designed and ef f ective.

~

The measurement of performance on the job can be
,

undertaken by using one or more of the following:

1. direct recording of output, such as the number of

radios completed in a day,

2. simulation of the task using a simulated performer and

i comparing this with an incumbent actually performing on a

- (l simulator,
(j

3. job knowledge tests,

. , _ . , -. ..
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4. use of specially designed ratings (e.g., using

: behaviorally anchored rating scales), although this is an

: _ undesirable measure, particularly if used alone or if it

)^.,

.''-- is given significant weight,

5. use of video tapes of segments of job performance,

with evaluations by an independent panel,

6. measurement of attitudes of workers about their

training (what is missing, unnecessary, etc.) over several
,

T points in time.
!

Armed with requirements and standards of the job, it is

then possible to write the training objectives. Since the

training objectives have now been established, it is now possible

. to design the training-program.
-

! _)?
s,

Q.. Please describe the principles that must be adhered to in
t

order to assure a aound training program for personnel such as

the1 operators of nuclear power plants.

A. ;The overriding consideration for any such training program is

the question of whether ^it adequately prepares the trainees to

~

perform'the jobs.for which they are being trained. For that

treason, it is essential that a sound training program include

objectiv'e measures. cf' performance at each point at which

performance i s t t.. enassessed. Thus, the jobs and tasks must be

thoroughly analyzedi as discussed above, and the measures of job.,

I Y
'\ A performance must be reasonably objective so that reliance upon

individual judgment is minimized. Only in this way is it

possible~to achiere a reasonablyLobjective correlation between

t performance in training and performance on the job.
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Second, the performance measures used in the training

1 program, such as examinations, must be properly constructed and

1

'd (',/$ _ 't
administered. They must also be validated, by which I mean that

\

q one must determine whether the performance measures actually test
,

what'they are intended to test. Ultimately, of course, they must

.( test job performance. Only if they do that can they be relied

upon as reasonably accurate predictors of job performance, which>

.

is their true purpose.

Third, the methods of instruction should be appropriate to

the content of the course.

Q. . What methods should be used to judge the effectiveness of a

training-program for nuclear power plant operators to determine
,.~

.() whether it prepares operators to safely operate the plant?

A. -The overriding criterion for determining the success of a

training program is the performance of the trainees on the job.

-In order to correlate success in the training program with

success in the. job, it is necessary to know a) what the job

performance measures are b) what the standards for performance

of.an operator are and c)cwhat.the actual performance levels are

of those who receive the training.

In order to establish performance standards, it is

necessary to go beyond general job descriptions. In order to

'"} develop performance standards, the behavioral content of the
w./ -

~

elements of-the job-must be identified in substantial detail,

placed in a set of behavorial categories,- and ranked by

importance and difficulty.

. . . . . . .
_ _ __
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In order to establish performance standards, one needs

measures of job performance that are reliable and valid. As I,

g-) mentioned earlier, there are a number of ways in which to attempt

V
to obtain actual performance levels. The first, and probably the

least reliable, are ratings or personal evaluations of job

performance by a superior or peers. Raters tend to focus on..

-irrelevant or less relevant aspects of performance such as

loyalty, respectfulness and af fability and tend to give higher

job performance ratings to people whom they like and who exhibit

these personality characteristics than to persons they don't

like, even though the latter may be doing the job better.

The reliability of ratings can be improved by using

behaviorally anchored rating scales - i.e. determining a rating -

I''V; - - based on a scale, points on which' (e.g . ,0,3,9) are " anchored" by

examples of performance appropriate to these numbers. Behaviorel

rating forms of this sort are superior to the factor rating form

presently in use by licensee (such as those used to rate Mr.

Olive on 10/25/82, 10/19/83, and 9/7/84). It is difficult to

rate f actors such as teamwork and leadership without some

behavioral anchor. .Without a behavioral anchor and standards,

ratings are likely to be unreliable because it becomes very

#
-difficult to determine what the ratings actually mean/ either as

assessments of performance per se or as comparisons of

performance, - particularly if the raters are dif ferent people.
7s
t ).
'"' However, in whatever form, ratings are not satisfactory as the

only way of measuring -job performance or as a primary means of

doing so. In particular, they are of little

I -- -~---
- .-. - _ _ _
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use in attempting to make a correlation between training,

examination results, and on-the-job performance.

('[ Other ways of measuring actual job performance include
t-

-outputs inherent in the job (e.g. # of golf clubs produced) , job
knowledge testing, wa lk-th roug h s , and videotaping the trainee and

exposing his performance to the view of a number of raters.

~Short of reliably measuring job performance against

objective performance standards, there are some intermediate

criteria that can be used as indications of the ultimate

criterion, job performance. Measures of end of course

achievement through written and oral examinations can provide

some indication, but only if they are properly designed and

administered.
,

(_) Another intermediate indication of the ef f ectiveness of

training can be gained through the process of formative

evaluation (some of the above described intermediate steps can be

thought of as " formative") . This process is a way to fine-tune a

training program before there is an opportunity to apply the

ultimate criterion of on-the-job performance. It involves a

series of specific and systematic steps which permit instructors

to form the training. (See, for example, Montague, Ellis and

Wulfeck, "The Instructional Cuality Inventory (ICI): A Formative

Evaluation' Tool For Instructional Systems Cevelopment, "!!avy

1983)Personnel Research and Development Center, August
}

Another intermediate step involves comparing the

instructional techniques and methods used 'with the state of the

. . . . - ,. ._ .
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- -art.- For example, the use of computers for individualized
4

[ (,/ instruction is state-of-the-art, as is the use of computers to

I
j teach procedures and to provide an understanding of " mental

I. models" of the underlying system (e.g . plant) . This later system

knowledge approach will greatly facilitate procedure learning and,

f -fault recognition and diagnosis. This is par ticularly important

with respect to a highly complex system where it is dif ficult to,

grasp the system as a whole and the way that the components are

integrated into the system.

A final intermediate measuring tool is the measurement of

trainee attitudes. Here one asks those who have been through the

training.to state what aspects of the courses helped them to do
,,
/\
'~ their jobs, which hindered them, which seem irrelevant, and those

that they believe they could have used but that they -did not

get. The importance of these measures is not so much the answers

at any one time, but the trends in the' answers. If the changes

in the answers can be correlated with changes in the training

program such as differences in curriculum or instructors, an

indirect evaluation of the changes can be made.

As in all such attitude surveys, the questions should be

carefully designed and the answers given anonymously. Management

should not be present at interviews nor know who the respondents

() are. If.these conditions are not present, the answers will be

affected.

. * . - - _ . ' ~. : . . -- . - . _":*'*
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) Q.- Please comment on the role of examinations as they are used

in a training program such as the one at Three Mile Island.'

.

' <T -A. One of the primary purposes of examinations is to determine
L( /

whether trainees are qualified to perform the jobs for which they.

^

are being trained. Most training programs use achievement
4

(: examinations which are criterion referenced (scored against a
:

| criterion). Thus, test-takers are not competing as much with

N each other as when scores are arrayed about a mean.

-The fact that the purpose of these examinations is to

determine whether trainees are capable of performing their

intended' jobs adequately places a premium on the validity of the

examination. That is, it is extremely important for criterion
,

referenced examinations such as those given at Three Mile Island

(3) to be accurate' predictors of how well those taking the
,

examinations will do in the job.

Q. What are.the pitfalls of the use of oral examinations to

-measure competence?

A. The pitf alls of oral examinations closely parallel the

problems with the use of personal interviews and my ' answer covers

both. Oral' examinations can be viewed as a special case of job

interview. As with job ratings, which I d iscussed earlier,

interviews _ lack both reliability and validity for a variety of

j 3- reasons. The first shortcoming is the lack of standardization.
' 'w)

In other words, it is impossible to know whether the same

questions were asked of all-candidates with similar knowledge
e

profiles.

. ..
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Research also shows that a) the judgment of the

examiner / interviewer is' influenced by the performance of the

/_3.
preceding individual, b) examiners can be misled by persons who

~

are facile, or very good at being interviewed, c)
-

examiners / interviewers tend to do too much talking, d) negative

evidence is unduly weighted, and e) a " halo ef fect" can occur in

} interviews, meaning that the evaluator tends, for example, if one

trait is highly rated, to rate the others high also. It is

especially difficult for peers or co-workers to conduct oral

examinations, particularly if untrained in administering and

evaluating them.

Oral interviews are not predictive of job performance

unless they are very specific and standardized, in which case

/~% some of the presumed benefits of orals are lost. In addition to~k/
the. generic problems with oral exams, the oral examinations used

in the TMI training program appear to have no clear criterion for

the pass-fail cut-off and do not require that the same questions

be asked of examinees with equivalent skills. In my opinion, the

precictive value of the orals is limited, i.e., they don't tell

management much about how the candidate will do on the job in the

future. As wi th wr itten examinations , this is an empirical

question that could be answered by comparing oral examination

results with measures of on-the-job performance. The results of

such an exercise are problematic, however, unless the sample size,

\/ is large enoug h, and both the examination and job performance

measures sufficiently varied to permit the analysis to reveal

gross differences.

. - . . -
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Q. Please describe the effort that would have to be undertaken i

: to-evaluate-the TMI-l training program in order to answer the !

questions and issues posed by the Appeal Board in ALAB-772 and to.q
\/ reach conclusions of the sort reached by the Reconstituted OARP

Committee in its Special Report of June 12, 1984.
A. The Appeal Board's decision discusses a number of issues and

.

questions, all of which relate to the fundamental question of
~.

whether the training program adequately prepares reactor
.

operators to operate the plant safely. Among the most

significant questions are those relating to whether the

licensee's examinations are an ef fective way to measure the.

operator's ability to operate the plant and relating to whether
or not the simulators are properly used. Cheating is, of course,.

(~/j an extremely troubling and significant issue. My testimony will
'

N._

not address such cheating-related issues as exam security I do.

address cheating indirectly, however, in that cheating may be

related to the quality of the overall training program, and
.:

particularly to the trainees' perceptions of whether they are
being well trained to take the various examinations.

I have read the Special Report, and I am struck by the

fact that the conclusions at pages 82 to 83 are quite
unequivocal. The Committee concluded, for example, that, "The

' bottom line' as far as the Committee-is concerned is that the
GPU Nuclear training program produces qualified operators and is

. O
\_) adequate to support the rectart of TMI-1." This is quite a

strong conclusion, particularly because it is not qualified or
limited in any way.-

,

s
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.

I should add, with respect to the Special Report, that it
,

is difficult, based solely on the generalized information-

t] T y. '"j presented in the report, for me to have an appreciation of the
.

,
*

.

' detailed characteristics of the training program, and therefore
~

'

~

what the basis for their generally favorable review is, and
,

}. similarly, for the' selection program, the job design program, and
-

1 other-aspects of the personnel system.
1_
'

In order to undertake an evaluation of the TMI-1 training

program that-would allow me to answer the questions raised by the

cAppeal Board and reach the type of fundamental conclusions stated

in _the Special Report, I would have to perform a detailed study.

I would use a team of personnel with both training and nuclear

expertise, and I would follow the evaluation method that I

-( 3) described earlier in this testimony.

The first aspect of any such ef fort'would be to gather

basic information.and develop a plan of act' ion. I expect.that

the initial information would come from the company's managerial

personnel through.briefiEgs and documents. Beyond that initial

information, however, I would review primary materials such'as

examinations, program documents, and interviews with appropriate

personnel.

Rather than repeat what I have'already said about how to

evaluate'aJtraining program, I will focus here on some of the

es most impo r tan t elements of the efforti
> a

Am) -l. A sample of the task analyses.and learning objectives
_ .

'

would be reviewed to determine whether they are

w - . . - _ . - - ..=_t.-- -. - - . . .-
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technically accurate and whether they include the

information that I identified earlier. If there were a
4

| (~'j question of whether the training materials reflected
.U

actual plant design, the review would include an
.,

examination of the question of whether the job

descriptions and other information on which the task
'

analyses were based were, in fact, consistent with the

current design.

2. We would review the training materials and instruction

to determine whether they were technically correct and

whether they were correctly administered. This would

include a detailed review of instructors' training and

evaluation, as well as a review of the evaluations of

() ' instructors the evaluations of simulator performance done

by instructors.

3. We would review simulator instruction through

observation of the instruction itself.

4. We would analyze the degree to which any simulators

replicate the plant itself. To the extent that there are-

any' differences, and particularly to the extent that the
differences are minor or subtle, we would unc4ttake two-

separate efforts. First, we would review wht; he company

, had done to assure that the differences would not

,e's ' interfere with the operator's ability to operate TMI-1.
.\ )
v

Second, we would conduct tests appropriate to reveal

whether the operators' use of the simulators had created

^any such interference.

.. - _ , -
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'
'5. Where, as at TMI, job incumbents and trainees are

subject to frequent changes in procedures and
,

,- ) requirements, I would be concerned about learning.

,Q -
interference problems. These problems arise from the fact

that, fo r ' example , an individual originally trained on

one procedure operates under that procedure for a period

of time until a new procedure is implemented. Depending

upon the type and extent of the change, the prior learning
i

and experience can significantly inhibit both initial

learning and retention of the new material. The problem

can become particularly acute in emergency situations,

when_an operator may tend to revert to previous

procedures. A review of this issue would be essentially-

() the same as the review of the problem of a simulator that

does not replicate the actual reactor.

6. We would review examinations and other assessment

devices for several purposes. First, do the assessment

L
devices rely upon objective and standardized measures of'

performance? Second, are the questions used in the

assessments properly constructed, and are the assessments

as a whole properly constructed , par ticularly with respect

to the behavior that they test and the mental processes
t
F that are tequired to answer them? Third, to the extent

Les that o 1 assessments are used, are they controlled by the
1 1

' ~ '
L use of . standardized procedures, and are complete notes of
?-

the answers kept to that they can be reviewed impartially?

.

! 9

I '_
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Perhaps most important, how do the results of the

. assessment devices correlate with job performance? Inr

,

order to address this issue, it is necessary to review the

-(_x-) types of job performance evaluations that are done by the

'

company, the extent to which the evaluations use objective

measures,-and the extent to which the objective measures,

are consistent with performance on the assessment
.

devices. This is a fundamental step that must be

.

undertaken to have any sound basis for an opinion as to
i

whether the training program is producing operators who

can operate the plant safely.

7. We would review how the company uses the results of

its training and the results of job performance

. ('s evaluations to feed back into the training program. If<
-

\_)
this is not done, the program will continue to exhibit

whatever inadequacies it may have.

G; . Finally, we would systematically examine the

attitudes of the trainees toward the training and toward

the jobs _themselves. This would be done through an-

anonymous random sampling technique, with a standardized

set of questions carefully developed by survey research

experts to reveal-actual attitudes. This survey would be

useful in conjunction with the other assessments since

behavior is sometimes modifie' d by attitudes.
_ (~y
'is In summary, we would review the program in the light of

suggestions'(e.g., the-use of tailored training) made elsewhere

:

i -
i

.

b
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in this testimony not only for the purpose of identifying
.i

~ weaknesses, but to suggest courses of action. This is a
i

'' substantial undertaking, but it would be necessary to answer the

O-
:. Appeal Board's questions with a reasonable degree of certainty.
.

I estimate that it would take a team of five qualified people

i three months to complete the effort, not including the time to

write whatever report the team may produce.

.

-

O
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Sauer, Ph.D, March 15, 1983.

'

Depositions

Deposition of Bruce P. Leonard, October 23, 1984.

Deposition of Eric Gardner, October 25, 1984.
' Deposition of Dr. Richard P. Coe, October 24, 1984.

Deposition of Samuel L. Newton, October 24, 1984.

Deposition of Robert L. Long, October 24, 1984.

Deposition of Dr. Robert E. Uhrig, October 23, 1984.

Published References

" Instructional Quality Inventory," Willaim E. Montague, John A.
- (-) Ellis and Wallace H. Wulfeck II., Performance and Instruction

Journal, June 1983, Volume 22.

The Instructional Quality Inventory (IQI): A Formative Evaluation
Tool for Instructional Systems Development, Navy Personnel
Research and Development Center August 1983, William E. Montague,
John A. Ellis, and Wallace H. Wulfeck II.

John Joyner et. al. Handbook for Individual Instruction, Human
Resources Research Organiza tion, Carmel, Ca., July 1983.

" Criterion - Referenced Measurement in Military Technical
Training," John A. Ellis and Wallace H. Wulfeck in The Role of

~

Traininc in Military Personnel Svstems (tentative title), Praeger
Press (in press), 1985.

~
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-] 980a P,onnie Vista Drive

.# '-
1.a ::esa California 9204L
Te1: (619) .60- Mbt

Date of Birth: '27 August-1924
. .

ED:.* CAT!DN

Institutten. : Years . Degree /Date Maior 'MinCf

-- -Universicy of a,et 31L 1942-48- Ph.3. 1948 Psychology _ .English
Philascpnvi.

1948-57 "\ 1951 -Psycholocy None
Fo rcha::: University

-

,Ph.D. 1957 Psycnology None-
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(;he following chronol:4y of experience begins with ny present job and works
"'~

' ' . ..;-
*4

back

.'1
;s IMPLOYER: IJniisrsity of San Dlego

.-

'[ FliITIG'I TITLE: Lecturer
-l
< ..u. - 2 : Fa1, ,22. .

c.
'i 3LTIE3: Teach cource in personnel r.inagement in School of Business
,

Ai.inistration.
..

-

.-

..

IMPLCYZR: Eattelle Hunan Affairs Research Center
.

FL- . ,.c.! . r. . r : ,/ t u. . . . .,c i n. 4 ..t
s. ... . ..

CAT ~~: 1/8) to present
.

Tecnnical cer.sultatica in personnel and nanagement 2ciences:'.*"'IC :
an2 Jinulati:n.

,cr u c. .c.r-.: . .. e -- .- .

'
(w,/ ._e....-.;-.~.._ c.on uP-L.., . . .

s.. . .>

.

:A-~: 8/62 to presen:

Tecnnical cens'.d.tation with various industrial and acacen:~ ~.''' * : :
crganizati:nc in the tress cf ;erconnel celecticn,1ssigr.nent,

pr72ue:ivity, apprai:al joo desian, ana sinu;ar.icn-tra:.n: r_t ,

f:r per cnnel trainr.g an: perfernance measurement.

Ca.
7 '' '''_ ^ *C ? : .lavy Far:cnnel E+searen and Ceve10Fnent Center, San Ziego,'

.

~- .. c .e . . e. a l. . . o n.ona .
. ..:.y 3 . . . . .~. ._. _ : v.o. .- - - , . ..

. . . . . .

- :, / v:,j1/
--

.A 6

'" T * E 2 : Ascia *;2vy Far:ennel Recesren ind Cevelop=ent Center en
the formulatten ir. apprai.:al Of its researen pr: gram.
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EMPLOYER: Navy Personnel Research and Development Center, San Diego,
California

. . -

i, t

4
.

POSITION TITLE: Founding Technical Director ,

e ,* *
6

3-
& DATES: 9/73 to 7/32'

f *

"") Provide executive technical direction in the planning, con-.i
DUTIES _:

3e,
duct, and coordination of research and develop =ent act iv it ies
directed toward the advaneccent of the Navy's technological

,8- !base in the social, education, psychological and nanage=ent
.

sciences.i

1 1'
-

*

! .* . ~~
Igd Naval Training Equipment Center, Orlando, FloridaE"PLOYER:

,
.,

POSIT!GN TIT'.E: Chief Psychologist and Head, Hu=an Factors Laboratory; Foundirds

Director, Training Analysis and Evaluation Group I.

..

DATES: 7/66 to 9/73

DUT!ES: %*as fully responsible for developing and =anaging a program
evaluation inof psychological tesearen, consultaticn and

tne area or hu=an f actors ana hu=an Icarning. This program

included lacoratory research, consultation to engineers,
researen and deveicoment in adaptive training and computer-
assisted instruction and experl= ental field evaluaticas of

/'v) ~he scarf, was = ace up of esperisentaltraining systcas.
ano engineering researen psychologists. Projects were

accc=piisned both "in-nouse'' and uncer contract. Originacco-

evaluated and aoprovea sutzsicsions frem eneso=e projects,
peciessional s taf f , =onitored progress and evaluatec tr.e
final pecauce. I represented the lacoratory to the research
cc==untty and agencies of govern =ent. I functieneo as prin-

cical consultant re nu=an f act:rs in training equt;=ent to
various agenc:.es of the A:=y and Navy. As Head of the
Training Analysts and Ivaluation Groun, organtzec anc direc-
ted a =uicidisc ;1inary (engineers, ecucatcrs, and psycnot-
ogtses) ge uo oi '.0 sc:.enttats unose purpose was to develoo
and exciott new analytic tecnnicues f rem various disc:.= lines
(e.g., systens engineering) in designing and evaluating
=aj or new training syste=s. These syste=s entoateo nat was

being ' earned in the area of =odern educacicnal technoi;gy
and cost ef f ectiveness tecnniques.

.m
i

.
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EMPLOYER:
Of fice of Naval Research, Navy Department. Washington, D.C.

.

. .

\
Assistant Head, Personnel and Training Branch. . . . ' POSITION TITLE:

4.|.ti " DATES: 4/63 to 7/66
-

-

.1 !
personnel and Training Branch of ONR develops and directs

7~ ] DUTIES: The
the Navy's contract program in personnel research and it;

.~.\ _ / members function as principal advisors to the Navy and other
I My duties involved participation with the Branchag enc ies .'. .- Head in the planning and Laptomentation of the principal
4 -, fundamental personnel research program in the Navy. I

i served as principal consultant to various government agencies;

in the area of training systems research; with the Branch
' h* - Head, selected ..research areas Lasneed of special unphasis and
!, organized and conducted working conf erences of specialists
{- and edited proceedings; prepared syntheses of personnel
j, research and wrote results for publication; managed major

cooperative operational research programs; and joined witht,

'

Branch Head in developing the major research program the COD
had in the area of computer-aideo instruction. Functioned
as Scientific Of ficer f or major programs in criterion research
and automated instructional researen. Serveo as alternate
Study Director, Personnel Researcn Study for the Assistant

Zducat:JnSecretary of Cef ensetM)'s Cansolidates Tratning and
Program ?eview. This involveo a LOD-wide sur /ey of .:valaat tan
of personnel research.

r's -
i 1

V
U.S. Naval Training Device Center , Perc Washington, New YorkEMPLOYSR :

POSITION T!!LE: Psycholegiat to Head, Systems Psychology Divts ton

DATIS: 10/51 to 4/65

In addition to the duties of Systems Psycholczy Olvisten Heaa007:25: describea =seoiateiv =elew, i serveo as princtrai :ansultant
Ce:mancing Officer anc Direct:r ;ito the Chief Psycnolegist,

in tnethe Naval Tratning Oevtcc Center, anc otner aaencies
area of training systens research. I functioneu as tne teen-

nical leader in a Center -tde cetnodological R&D erfart n

tne area ci trainina system ceveiorment; funcetaneo wtt: tne
Chief Psycnologist in f ar=uiating depart =ent-w tde researcn
goals.

As Head of Syste=s Psycholazy Div ts ton, I was resconstble for
tecnnical and ads tatstrat tve p ianning , develocuent , assten-

contral ano evaluat tan of research anc consultat twament,

f'_(} programs. These prograss were in operating areas suen as.

special weacons, guided s tas tics, tactical and team .cerattans,A

and nuclear power. Researcn and consuitatiJn were in iue n

3

89..
-W _
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areas as human engineering _(human servo-systems), educational"

intormation-psychology, tra tntng analysis, systems analys ts,
theory, decision-making, small group behavior, perceptual,

-

skills, and complex sensory motor skills. In addition. vary-

ing amounts of tbse were spent as Acting Chief Psychologist.
-

,! Indirectly supervised about 40 contract psycho logis ts . Prior
.. to these duties, served as Project Manager._,

' ., x
:( )v

*

..

- :
Dunlap and Associates, 429 Atlantic St. , Stamford, Conn.N ' - EMPLOYER:

,

}g- ' POSITION TITLE: Junior Research Associate.

,
?

j ~ .. DATES: 3/13 to 10/5L s-
;

Developed experimental designs f or research projects in. human. . ,

j{[ engineering for government and industry, implemented projects
DUTIES:

by conducting experiments, field work, writing questionnaires;.'

-

organized, analyzed and reported psychological data, and wrote.

'

technical reports.

.

- C!P LOYER: Fo rdhas ".*niversity, "ew Yo r x, New York

.

POSIT!GN TITLE: Junior Researca Associate

. g) DATES: 6/49 to 2/51t
.

N_-
includec statistical anaivsis of data, construe:1:n of*

.

CUTIES: Duties
systens for qualitative analysts of kinescope recordings,

tech-particiraticn in conf erences en data analys ts tecnnteues,
nttai report writing anc eaiting. Concuctec testing and tele-

visten sess tens at Kings Potnt Merchant Marine Acsaemv.
_

tests,constructed ad=tnistered ano analyzed achiave=ent
obserted anc critiaueo educational televtston sess tens.

.

.

Forcham L*niversity,' New York, "ew YorkEMPLOYER:

POSITION TITLE: Research Assistant

DATES: 9/49 to 6/50

DUTIES: - This was an honorary appo tnt =ent on the basis of scholastic
ac h iev e=e nt . Duties .ncludeo substitute teachina , 3r: ant:Ing

in .svenologicalgraduate school entrance exams, ass tsting c
r^N and constructing college exa=tnactons.
() . Laboratary courses,

_.

4

.

N

*
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. [

Fordham Universtty New York, New York |
.. . ,

" *
t DiPI.0Y ER : i

.
'

#- POSITION TITI.E: Research Assistant'

.

:, . *

' DATES: 1/49 to 6/49
:)-

!'. Honorary appointment on basis of scholastic achievement.DUTIES:.

C Laboratory assistant, examination proctor and grader;.

;-; -
reorganized test library..
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PUBLICATIONS''

j. 1

f ri

i k Crissy, W. J. E. & Regan, J. J. Halo in the employment interview, Journal _

I ; ,j of Applied Psychology, 1951, 35, 338-341.
~

,

. t. | -

Flying the submarine. In of fice of
0 )*w Regan, J[ J. , Ely, J. H. & Kelley, ".R.

! Naval Research, A;decado of basic anc applied science in the Navy. Washington:, ; (, ,

ONR, 1957. Pp. 535-539.-.
.

t
Regan, J. J. Tracking performance related to display control configurations.
Unpublished doctoral dissertation, Fordham Univers ity, 1957.

o; .

Regan, J. J. Tracking performance related to display control configurations.-e
i

_ Technical Report 322-1-2, January 1959, U.S. Navil' Training Device Center..'

Regan, J. J. Tracking perfor=ance related to display control configurations.'

- -

Journal of Applied Psychology,1960, ,tyi, 310-314.*

Office
.

Regan, J. J. A cethod for determining training device requirements.
Proceedings of tne Fif th Navy Science Symposius, Aprilof Naval Researen:

1961. Vol. 2, Pp. 740-749.

Regan, J. J. & 31 shop, C. K. Progra= sed ins t ruc t ion in the Ar=ed Forces--an
overview. In S. Margulies 2 L. 3. Eigen (Eds.). Apnited ?roirs==ed 'nstruc-
tran. New Yorx: ~4Liey, 1962. Pp. 59-99.

Regan, J. J. Aut: sated instructional hardware and sof tware:
An overview,

i, ,) ' Proccecings of tne A=erican Institute at Inouscrial Engineers. Inc., 196473

Pp. 325-330.
National

Regan, J. J. Navv plans for computer-assisted instruction (CAI) .
Security Incustrial Association: Proceecings of the Engineering Systems for
Education anc Training Conference, 196o. Pp. 145-147.

,

Regan, J. J. Ccsouter-as s ist ed instructicn (CA1): Some facts and fancies.
Scacol of Continuing Education, Research Publicat tenWasningten Univers tev,

Nu=:cr 11, '967. Pp. 33-49.

Regan, J. J. New cutlooks in trainin2: A discussion. Manrower Research,

S. A. 3. Wilson tEd.) Loncon: Enzlis h University Press, Ltd., 1969. ?p.

364-375.
.

Regan, J. J. Special Editor. Special Issue: Adaptive Tra tning , Journal .)f
the Hu=an Facters Society. Oec. 19 6 9 , 'lo i . II, Nusoer 6.

Blaiwes. A. S. & Regan. J. J. An intecrated approach to the study of learn-
inc, recentien and transrer--a key tasue tn tra tning device researcn anc

>j d ev elopment. Tecnntcal ?.eport IH-l7S, August 1970, Naval Training Device
g
i / ' Center.

Regan, J. J. Enzineering systems in educatir .ntt tratntag. A report en

es. Symposius, Novemoer 1970.the 1970 (lich) Annual IEEE Man-Machine Jv s

Applied Erzonemics, Lcncon, June 1971.

6
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Regan, J. J. A roundtable by mail. Human Factors: Theory and Practice...

David Meister (Ed.). New York: Wiley-Interscience, 1971. |
, , ,

Bryan, C. L. & Regati. .J. J. Training system design. Human engineeringt

|guide to equipment deaign. k'auhington: GPO, 1972.,

-y ;
Blaiwes, A. S. , Puig, J. A. & Regan, J. J. Transfer of training and the

/j. - measurement of training ef f ectiveness. Human Factors, December 1973.
m

g.

Components of human performance and training systen design.d

'' Regan, J. J.
Presentations and Technical Notes f rom the Applied Learning Systems Cur-

-

riculum P.equirements Symposiu:2, Washington: American University,11-12*

March 19/5.'

.
.

Blaises, A. S. & Re6an, J. J. Military Trainir+ Devices - Prcgress and.-
'

Chapter in The Pole of Traininer in M111t.1rf Perconnel Systens
-

- ' Iccues.
-(Tentative title). New YorP.: Prae 6er Frecs (in precs), 1965

^!'
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PRESENTATIONS.

s- <-

) ( :', 1960 The Role of the Monitor in Federal Research.
Paper read at the

Ill,

-j
~ American Psychological Association Convention, Chicago,

f
1961 Training Analysis Methods. Paper read at Anti-Submarine Warfare

;f gj( ) Symposium, New York, N.Y.

: \ the Naval Training Device Center. Paper read at1962 Human Engineering at
the Human Factors Society meeting, New York, N.Y..

.

i A Scheme for Training Systems Analysis. Paper read at Anti-Air
1962,q ,, Warfare Symposium, Norfolk, VA.~j, ~~

1964 Methods for Task Analysis. Paper read at Human Factors Society annual
]

' meeting, Washington, D.C.

1966 Computer-Assisted Instruction. Presentation to American Management
'

Inf o r=at ion Syst c=s ,Association's Continutng Seminar on Management
Boca Raton, FL.

1967 Comouter-Assisted Instruction. Presentation to Naval Research Reserve
Unit, Orlanco, FL.

Presentation made to Industrial College.1967 Cc=puter-Assisted Instruction.
of the Ar=ea Forces /U.S. Military Academy Computer %*orkscop sponsorec

Potnt. Remarks videotapec for
by the ICAE and UOMA and held at West

; )
suoseauent revtew by interested activttles.73 ~

.

-

v
Participated in a Symposium at the North Atlantic Treaty Organi:stion1767 London,Conf erence en Manpower Research in the Def ense Context.
Englana.

1967' Educational Tecnnology. Presentation to Data Processing Management
Association, Winter Park, FL.

1967 Changing World cf Tratning Research. Inv it ed lecture given at Naval
Acacemy.

Presentacten to State1968 Co=puter-Assisted Instruction--An Overv iew. Orianco, FL.Conf erence, Aaerican Society f or Ira tning and Develoc=ent,
,

Presentation to Central1963 Learning Research and Training Practice. Orlanco, FL.Diviston, American Society for Training and Development,
American Hospital1969 Workshop on Progrs=med Instruction given at

Association Eegional meeting, Miami. FL.

(N American Hospital Association seminar on
(_,). l?69 Faculty member and lecturer,

Leadersnip f or Florida Hospital Auxtliary presidents.

8
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1970- dut!vation and Interpersonal Relations in a Leadership Cantext. Presen-. . .

tation to American Hospital Association seminar, Orlando, FL.
-

.

Presen-1970 Learning and Transf er Issues in the Design of Training Systens.'

-

tation to the NATO Advanced Study Institute, " Greenwich, England..,

the1972 Organized and chaired a Symposium on Special Skill Training at
annual meeting of the Southeastern Psychological Association, Atlanta,.-

s

CA.'

.

1973 Learning Theory and Trainin;; Practice. Invited address at annual*

meeting of American Psychological Association, Montreal, Canada.
-

.

I 19 % /95 One-day seninars at University of Central Florida. Title: The
'Design of Trainird Systems. -

.

;
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.I PROFESSIONAL SOCIETIES-

. g .

.

a j American Association for the Advancement of Scienc'e
.

_ New York State Psychological Association'

,

j |, . Eastern Psychological Association
.

~|
Senior Member, Institute of Electrical and Eicctronic Engineers

~i

-! Human Factors Society
.

t s' ~ '

i ' .! The American Educational Research Association
'-

Sigma Xi.

* Fellow, American Psychological Association

Ergonomics Research Society

.
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'. MISCELLANEOUS RECOGNITION (e.g., Honors, Awards, & Committee Aapointments)_

1949-51 Craduate Research Assistant; three appoints--Spring l949, academic*
,

f3 year 1949-50, academic year 1950-51.,

1962 Chairman, Sy=posium on Special Training Problems, New England
Psychological Association, Boston, Mass.-s

;;j UT 1962-63 Member Program Committee of the Society of Engineering Psychologists
] :.

of the American Psychological Association.
:

! 1964 Chairman Program Committee of the Society of Engineering Psychol-

' !. *
ogists of the American Psychological Association.

!

$' 1968 Chairman of Plenary Session on Adaptive ~ Training, New England
Psychological Association annual meeting, Easton, Mass.

.

i .

1969- Invited to address joint meeting of IEEE (CMMS) and Ergonomics
Society held at Cambridge University, United Kingdom. (declined)

*

1970 Ceneral Chaienan 1970 IEEE Man-Machine System Annual Symposium,
Winter Park..FL.

1971 IEEE Engineer of the Year for Central Florida.

Current Registered Psychologist, New York State

1966-69 Memoer, Computer-Assisted Education Advisory Board, Na /a1 Academy,
- (

-

Annapoils, MD.
s.

1968-71 Memeer. Administrative Cemsittee of the Systems, Man and Cybernetics
Group of the Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers.

1970-73 Memoer. National Academy of Sciences, National Research Council.
Ar=ed Forces - NRC Cc==tttee on '!Lston: Working . Croup on Visual
Requirements f or Cockpit S i=ulato rs.

1971 Memoer, The U.S. Ar=y Armor School Advisory Cc=mittee. Fort Knox, KY.

l971 Chair:an, Session on the Roles and Contrels of Personnel Resear:n
ana Oeveic::ent in the DOD at a Sy=costu=s5eminar en Tersennel
Researcn anu Deveio sent Planning anc Manazesent at Temple University
in Philadelpnta, ?A.

1972: Session Chair =an, Target Acquis ttion Sy=oosium, Of f ice of Naval
Researen sponsored meeting, Orlanco, FL.

1973 15 Member Memeersnio Comstttee, Society cf Engtneering Psycnologists,
American Psycnologtcal Association.g''g

G Cenmittee on Human Resources Research and Develop-1974 Member, Advisory
sent, Naval Air Systems Co==and, 'a'asnington, D.C.

.
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. 1974 United States Representative to 10th Applied Military Psychology' '

Sympos tua, L'est Germany.. ;
'

Evaluation of Basic and Applied Research,
,_

I'

L! 1975 Chairman of Symposium,
American Psychological Association of Eighty-Third Annual Convention,'4.~

', Chica go , IL.

f. 1980 Chairman, Fellows Committee, Society of Engineering Psychologists,
American Psychological Association.

,t j ,
*

' ~ 1981 Chairman, Membership Committee, Society of Engineering Psychologists,
.

'

.' American Psychological Association.

I 1981-82 Chairman of National Advisory Committee to Nuclear Regulatory
Commission-Committee advises on persongol qualifications ciatters,

.} ,
i. 1983 Member of National Advisory Committee to Nuclear Regulatory Cocisission;

Coc=rittee addresses our simulator requirements for nuclear pcuer plant
:* operators.i

.

Current Licenced Psychoic6 st, California.1

.
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!!ONORS, AWARDS IN Tile FEDERAL SERVIC_E
-

o ..

. L Federal Service Outstanding Perf ormance Rating:t -
*

|| s
1956 1976

'| ' '

i - 1960 1977 ,

i <k' .
1961 1978*

|t 1962 1979
d 1975 1980

1. J .
.

|,4 ,,- Suatained Superior Perf orsance:
'

. .I 1974 1979
fl ''

m' } Naval Training Device Center monince for Federal Business Association's1960' '

Award for Outstanding Federal Service.

..

Naval Training Device Center nominee for William A. Jusp Memorial,:

: 1960
' Award-

Naval Training Device Center nominee for Federal Business Association's1961.

Award for thtstanding Federal Service*
.

196L Naval Training Device Center Alternate nominee for National Civil
Service League Career Servtce Award

Naval Training Dev tce Center and Office of Naval Research nominee for1962
Arthur 5. Fleming Awarc

1982 Navy Superior Civilian Service Award

.

m
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.:Sim 12-17'-1 JUDGE. SMITH: Have we concluded the matter of

2. -the additional depositions?

~ -3 MS. WAGER: Yes, that was covered by the stipulation:

;

- _-
,

-4 that.Mr. Jordan and I.just went into.

5 -MR. JORDAN: .That is right.

6 MS.: WAGER: He does not see any need for addition-

'7 fdepositions.to be stipulated to.

.8 JUDGE, SMITH: .Those weren't the depositions I

;9 was. referring to. The staff was not willing to accept ---,

~ 10 MR.-JORDAN: Oh, you are talking about Dieckamp?

11 JUDGE SMITH: No. My mind is a blank.

.

12 1MS. BAUSER: 'It was in-the Dieckamp mailgram.

-( ) 13 TJUDGE SMITH: Yes, it related to Abramovici and

14 Lentz. Is thatnstill.pending?

v s .

As it turned.15 MS. WAGER: That is_still'pending.

16 . o u t ~, TMIA'had notiseen some~of the' documents that the staff

17 now wishes to include, and arrangements were being made yester-

18 day to'get those documents to Ms. Doroshow so-she-could review'

19 them.

20 JUDGE SMITH- 'All right, but it~can't be concluded

-21 today?

. ('i - 22 MS.. WAGER: -Th'at is correct.-
%!

23 JUDGE SMITH: 'So we will continue to leave:the

24 record open forEthat purpose.
m nosonen,inc.

^ cnd Sim! 25

- Jon-fols
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1 :Then,.is there anything to be cited about the time
._

'

of the filing of the' answers to the motions to disqualify?
. 2- '

.

3 Your position is still that you will answer them whenever,

LO:
4 -butLyou wanted to wait to see how big a job it was going to

,.

Is :be?'

'6 MR. BLAKE: We now do have what I believe are

~

the.:.three. motions, 'and I anticipate filing next Thursday, they

3 24th.. se will. file prior.to that, if possible, but I do not
~

.

9 'at.this time'believe that we will do better than that, in-

11 0' -view of the motions.-
.

11 JUDGE SMITH: And you are going to wait until,'

12 of course, your regular time?

13 MS. WAGNER: Well, I am afraid we have to. Because"

-- -.14 of.the' complexity and the significance of.-the particular matter.

15 'I believe that:the Staff's response to-the Commonwealth's.
~

16 Motion will be due the 28th,..and to the remaining motions, will'
.

~

.117 be due'on'the 29th. 'And I was; wondering whether we could file',

18 responses to all-three - -'"

~

19 JUDGE SMITH: 'I-think it would be better, because

'

fthatLway if(you choose you can address common issues all in
~

'20
_

'

:p
'

21 one document.*
,

-.Q ' 22 " MS . .. WAGNER : - That is what we were-hoping to'do.
x-

'23 . JUDGE SMITH:. .Yes, it wouldibe.better to do'that.

;/,

7 : 24 _It'would be' easier. I appreciate that.
As>Sederal Repo,m,s, Inc.

225 MS. WAGNER: Thank you.;

,
-

.:~. . _ . .
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1 JUDGE' SMITH: So you want your full time.

2 MS. WAGNER: I am afraid so.

.- 3 JUDGE SMITH: All right. Now, for proposed
,

v
4 findings. Have the parties --

5 MS. BAUSER: Yes. I believe that the parties have

6 agreed. on a proposed finding schedule. I think we considered

7 several schedules, and I am sure I will get disagreement if

8 there is any, but I believe we are all now in agreement with

9 the filing schedule.

10 Licensee will file its proposed findings on

11 February 13, which is about six days short, I believe, Judge

12 Smith, of'the ordinary time it would be due under the

(.}j .
/

13 regulations.
_

14 The parties other than the Staff will file their

15 proposed findings on February 22nd. The Staff will file on

16 March 1, and if necessary, Licensee will file its reply to the

17 other parties findings on March 6th.

18 It is Licensee's intention to hand serve its

19 findings to the parties on the 13th, although I did indicate

20 to Mr. Jul, and the same wculd apply to Ms. Bradford, that if

21 we have a problem getting them there that evening, we .will

7"] 22 deliver'first thing on the. morning of the 14th.
wj

23 I think that is the extent of it.

-24 JUDGE SMITH: Has there been any offort to arrive-

Asefess,ar neporm,s, Inc.

25 at an agreed upon organizational format to these proposed
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1 . findings?

2 MS. BAUSER: No, sir, we have not discussed that.

s 3 JUDGE SMITII: What we tried to do without success
. Q,] -

4 in the first issue was have an agreed upon format, and the

5 ' reason-!for that is that we want to assure that the Board

6 picks up-every point that every party makes, and gives it

7 all its due consideration.

8 Sometimes it has been my experience, and I am sure

9 others- have shared it, that where everyone has a different

10 organization, it is difficult to be assured that you have

11- always picked it up, and I have seen proposed findings when

12 a point is made throughout.

r( ,) 13 So, it is very important that proposed findings

14 be structured in a way where the Board can be assured that

15 when we look at a particular place in the proposed findings

16 we have fairly good assurance that that point will be covered

17 thoroughly there, and we don't have to, every time we come to

18 a particular sub-issue, we don't have to search through the

19 entire document.

20 The best why that I have seen to handle that is

21 when the parties have been able to agree upon an outline or

(') 22 a format where the sub-issues are precisely identified, agreed
x ./ -

23 upon, and all the discussions will fall within that format.

24 I think it is probably too late for that, but if
Ase-Feuforal Repo,ters, Inc.

25 you can do it, it will be very helpful. It is not intended,

L
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1
as TMIA seems to be concerned, as an interference in the right

2 to send proposed findings. To the contrary, it is an effort

3 by the Board to assure the parties that their points will be<-
.

~ '

4 identified in every instance, and considered.

>

Do you have any questions about that? If you$

6 can't agree upon an outline or format, then let me caution

77 you that if you don't have :zul organization in which we can

8 reliably go to, the outline or the topics listed, and be

up assured that.all your points are covered in an organized way,

10 then you will take the risk of having us overlook some of your

11 arguments.

12 Do you understand that.. You seem to have difficulty

y-)s(_ 13 with that, Ms. Bradford.

14 MS. BRADFORD: I believe I understand. You are

15 asking for a table of contents.

16 JUDGE SMITH: I have seen proposed findings where

17 the same point is made on page 1, and made throughout. You

18 zre never satisfied that you have picked a point all the way

19 through.

20 An effort should be made to agree upon uncontested

21 facts, and we wish to inform the parties that any point not

j'') 22 briefed, not covered in proposed findings, may, at the
v

23 discretion of the-Board, be deemed waived. And findings are

24 directed. You must file findings, or suffer that possible
- Ase-Federal Repo,ters, Inc.

25 penalty, that we .will regard you as being in default entirely

L
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i or as to particular issues.

2 That notice is required to be given by the

3 regulation, if we intend to invoke it, and we certainly do.

~

As Judge Wolfe points out, you are not required to4

5 file proposed findings'on issues you have no interest in. The

6 'only point we are making is a failure to file might be a

7 default if we deemed that to be the appropriate action.

8 Is there anything further?

9 MS. WAGNER: As in the Dieckamp mailgram issue,

-10 we are not -- I understand we are not to file separate draft

11 ~ opinion in addition to findings?
-

12 JUDGE SMITH: No, that is not necessary. It is
,

,-,k_L, 13 not nelpful. But we would appreciate any stipulation of

14 non-contested issues and non-contested' facts. That would be

15 very' helpful. And I might say the format in which the Staff

16 followign at the end indicates which. previous findings they

1

17 agree-with or disagree with is very helpful.

18 The point I am making, if you agree entirely with

19 a finding -- proposed finding previously filed, you may if

20 you wish simply say so, and save the effort of writing a

21 similar finding, and I find that to be quite helpful because

[^} 22 in that way you don't have to compare two different words to
.~s

23 see if there are subtle differences, two different versions,

24 and it is efficient.
mes mesmenn,Inc.

25 MS, WAGNER: And I take it, if.we were to adopt

- )
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j findings but might chance a sentence or two, we could indicate

2 what the change is.

3 Or, if there are changes, we would somehow alert you
,-<)'

^ /'~

'4 to what the change is.

5 JUDGE SMITH: What I have seen is a replication

6 of the earlier finding, with the changes indicated. Any method

7 that you elect would work. I have seen a very easy one in

8 which the finding with which you agree is reproduced, but the

9 -differences are indicated. So the differences are immediately

10 identified. You can just see the differences by looking, as

11 compared to a narrative explanation of the difference.

12 MS. WAGNER: Fine.

: ) 13 JUDGE SMITH: Anything further?
.

14 (No response)

15 JUDGE SMITH: All right. This closes the record

16 on-the training issue. The record on the Dieckamp issue

~

remains open, but.only for the very limited purpose of17

18 identifying the additional deposition material.
,

19 Thank you very much for your courtesies.

20 (Whereupon, the hearing concluded at 1:35 p.m.,

P- 21 Friday, January 18, 1985.)

' (^T 22
\ ,, / - ** ********** *
s

23

24
Aem nepaners, Inc.

25
'
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